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Farm, Garden, and Household, 
For the Journal.' 
HOW SHALL WE FARM ? 
No. 1. 
I'hi.s i- a very pertinent inquiry ono that will 
naturally ari.M' in these days of scientific discovery 
and improvement, ami one that should he asked by 
very tiller of the soil. Till there is some established 
rule attained that will give the highest and best re- 
sults for capital invested, and labor expend' d, 
there must be halting in opinion, mid errors in 
practice, and reproaches to seientitle inquiry. 
Many follow -outine path** and theories, es- 
tablish- d by their ancestors, and by custom, with- 
out Irving any of the new methods. They look 
upon “book tanning" as a sort ot taueitul atlair. 
suited only to those who have full purses and little 
experience, on the other ham! the “book Far" 
iiii-o" set hut little value on time-honored practices, 
mid usages of the other class. These are the two 
vtivnies. be tween these are all grades, and solar 
iu\ observation extends, the most successful 
eiss of farmer- today, are those who unite “Book 
Kami mg'* with experience and observation, and 
ith the better part ol tie traditions that ha\ c come 
down horn niir forefathers. To be a successful 
Pinner requires as good talent as any other employ- 
ment or profession. This is being seen and f«-lt to- 
l tv. When the country was in its virgin fertility, 
.-foi e it had been vear after \ ear cropped and not re- 
munerated, putsch was in order. To clear the 
loiv-ts, build the hous,>>. road", mills, and level 
.low m tic long!) idi.staeles, ami make a farm from a 
: .,: wifi land, re.juired more muscle than brain. 
\ .V ,.|)< oil Id get a 1'1’up who eotlld chop trees, 
j. !, i, i, i■!ow, n ap and thrash, with favorable 
Ir mu a -oil whose fertility had been for 
; •. n.r ip* in store for the adventurous 
\ \!i>- -\i-e i- far different. Continued 
! -a .th e.mty returns. ha- reduced this 
n -tufa •••rtiiitv to low condition; the ole- 
■11: exhausted, win li plants roatlily 
»;111i: (i‘ Ill many ra>c> there remain in tin' 
..>1 th, ifin- in which plants need. hut in a state 
-r m quantifies not readily applicable for ii"<* of 
rtiliyw It' other soils some of tin- elements are 
a citing, ;!i others combined with other substances, 
i 11• •. i ".-parating by a thirl ingredient that must 
supplied. >>me plants require different ele- 
ments in a soil troni others. '• »m soiis will bear a 
certain kind of plant, while other kinds will not 
it ;iri-!i in it. These are sonic of the problems pro- 
i to th' farmer of to-day To meet these su -- 
:y requires something m m* than mere mus- 
,i It requires a scientilh knowledge of the 
• line nfs of plants, of soils, of atmosphere- inlluen- 
•. It equire*. earefnl obsrr\ at ion and experiment. 
I lie farmer med" t<» I* an edueated man; he needs 
^miy lii> profession w ith a> mneii diligence as 
itj lawyer does his. or tin- Physician. The farmer 
w io-c products iced and clothe the world, should 
land at the head ofthe scab-; it i" his duty and his 
privilege. The Farmer's Flub, the County Agri- 
cultural Society, with their extensions in state and 
nation, arc doing a good work : but not as much as 
1 lj.-y might. The Agricultural press i- a mighty 
dm utor. Here those who will may publish to the 
w rid th»*ir experiences, their successes, for others 
to emulate; th ir failures for others to shun, 
state Board" of Agriculture are doing a good and 
far-reaching work. CompoM-d of our most pro- 
ies>ive and successful farmers, their labors and 
« Nperienec-s area rich legacy to their brother far- 
iii. s. The Kttyorts issued by the state and dis- 
tributed gratuitous!}, cany with them, wherever 
they tind their way. stor< sot know ledge and facts 
in lighten up the fanners pathway. Such i> the 
podtion oi Agriculture to-day. It" needs and its 
; t« ilitics for knowledge have been outlined. This 
resent time herald" a better day that will arise for 
,*se farming community. Tin* chang*- has begun. 
II lir-t -.award ino\ement be- been made. We 
l, ive lull i" p:v forward in tin* path "t improve- 
it : lt: 11• r i- ".lilts await m in the future \. 
FOWLS IN ORCHARDS. 
I'ie* public has yi■ i to learn Hi" full advantage of 
keeping poultry. Few seem to appreciate what 
Ihe\ may do in an orchard of a quarter of an acre, 
w hei tiiev may be kept by a picket fence four or 
!i\t.-ef high, putting in say lid fowls, and observe 
th- result. He w ill avoid tic-annoyance in the 
-1 ardeii ••! w hu h so many complain, while they will 
work among the trees, doing just what i" needed. 
K- eping th.- ground well cultivated and destroying 
e\entiling that an injure the fruit trees, in the 
-hape of iuigs, worms or other insects, lay a large 
number o! eggs, which area cadi article, to >a\ 
n..thing of lhe chickens, which will pa\ tor raising 
at the pia -M-m time. 1 have tried it, and know it is 
l haw about one hundred fowls, which have 
worked admirably among up young trees, keeping 
he ground in good e.mdit ion, kecj>ing ■*tl the insects 
■uid promoting the growth «>f the orchard. 1 am 
aii-n d that we ha\e\et to learn the full benefit 
which may be derived from tin-proper manage- 
m. nt of low Is, and it is quite possible that the meth- 
■ id I have siiggc"b d may oiler the best way of get- 
ling our apple orchards into bearing condition 
again. 
\i*Kli.. How is it about the tool house ? Are all 
ilie plows, shovels, and hoes in order; are the 
wagons painted, and the harnesses strong and dur- 
able y There is no place like a work shop on the 
: arm for mending up, and no time like this to mend 
up. A multitude of little things can be done now 
which will save time by and by. when the spring 
work i" pressing. The hushes in the pasture can 
be cut, tlie rocks can be lifted easier than when the 
artli i" hard and dry. Many an old fence needs 
living up, a patch here and another there. This 
..light to be a busy month, a month of preparation 
for the work. How is it too, about the stones on 
the mowing lots y They are loose now The frost 
ha- thrown mon or !•■*> of them to the surface. 
They ought to be nicked up and carried olV the 
1 and. The mangolds may be fed t«. the stock. 
!'h field" and pastures may now be top-dressed 
w ith some concentrated fertilizer, or with old rol- 
led manure. In many sections the plowing may be 
done this month, t’lovei seed may be sown on the 
fields and pastures. The stock will need great rare. 
A daily carding w ill pay. Don't let the cattle gc 
■ tit to run over your mow ing lots while the ground 
i" .ft. jOld Farmer's Almanac. 
LOOK TO YOUR WALL PAPER. 
The tilthv custom of pasting one wall patter over 
another till a thickness of an eighth of an inch or 
more is accumulated, is too common, and is attend- 
I with tin* worst consequences. I his, as ascer- 
tained l*y the Lancet, was the cause of the puzzling, 
itl'ciisivt* smell at Knightsbridge I .arracks, London, 
that recently threatened tin* whole establishment 
with tever. The examination of the drains and 
taking lip of the floors revealed nothing, while the introduction of increased moans «»1‘ ventilation left 
the evil as it was. At last an examination was 
made of the wall paperin';, when it was found that 
«*ne paper was pasted over another till a thiekness 
was ».cumulated amounting in one case to four- 
teen layers. Between these layers there was rot- 
ten paste, in whieh fungi, and even maggots ger- 
minated; w hile the wall being hollow the stench 
spread into the passage and over the establish- 
ment. 
Lverv fowl has two small organs near the ex- 
tremity of the body called ovaries. It is tilled with 
la-tie tissue, and feels under the linger like a 
"ponge. The egg- are started here, and those 
which will mature a year or two or three years 
h«*iii e are in embryo, one is forced up, is siezed 
l-v the strunicn. which is seventeen inches long, 
iiul passed rapidly through. It is not true though 
that there is a certain number of eggs, and that, this 
number exhausted, no more can he expected. But 
if is true that the excretions lessen as old age comes 
mi, and latterly the lien fails to have sufficient force 
to carry forward the process. The practical hear- 
ing of this is that we must see to it tnat the fowl is 
always well kept. The way to have good laying 
pullets is to quicken the circulation and strengthen 
the system. The yolk is food for the young for the 
first three or four days. Careful housewives make 
;» mistake by attempting to feed them before the 
expiration of this time. Let the mother bird have 
charge and success will be certain 
Profits of farming. At a discussion at the 
N. V. Farmers’ club in reference to the cash money 
protits of farming, it seemed to be generally con- 
ceded that the business failed to yield seven per 
cent, on the capital invested. We were somewhat 
airpri/ed that none of the debaters thought of giv- 
ing the farm credit for the three great necessaries 
of life—house rent, table supplies and luel. 
Viewed in this light, farming is the safest and best 
investment that can be made of capital, Take for 
instance, $20,000; let it be judiciously invested in a 
moderate amount of land and all the stocks and im- 
plements necessary to its successful cultivation. 
The proceeds from such an investment will support 
a family in a degree of comfort, ami even luxury, 
that would cost six or seven thousands dollars a 
year in the city; and where is tin* safe, honorable 
mercantile pursuit that will yield six thousand a 
year on a twenty thousand dollar investment ? The 
profits of farming, except in rare instances, will f>e 
found to diminish as we extend our operations be- 
yond what is requisite for the comfortable support 
of a family, and this may be done as well on three 
hundred as on a thousand acres of land 
CATTLE 
The' idea that a man oati secure for any amount 
of current gold and silver an animal equally good in 
the stall and on the pasture as a dairy cow and as a 
meat-producing animal, is now recognized as a 
Utopian vision. The nearest approach to such a 
happy state of things is to be found in suiting the 
stock" to the farm on which they are to be kept. 
Thus, in rich, alluvial bottoms, where deep pasture 
is to be found the greater part of the year, and 
where root crops are easily raised, there is no de- 
scription of stock more generally profitable than the 
aristocratic short horn. On light soil, under a 
genial sky, where the grasses are nutritious, yet 
less succulent than in river sheds and deltas, the 
< hannel Island cattle are what ought to be kept. 
Again in colder latitudes on rocky land, such as 
the limestone cliffs of the West of Ireland and the 
stony hills of Southwestern Scotland, the Ayre- 
shires are pre-eminently suited. These three 
breeds are distinctively and individually the three 
great sources of wealth from which the farmer 
may hope to draw an inexhaustible supply. 
Although the pure breed short horn is a race formed 
b\ artificial means, it now exhibits all the in- 
dividualities of a distinct family. The fineness of 
the horn, the peculiar softness of the brindled coat, 
the elegance of the head aAd also of the general 
outline of the animal, together with the early de- 
velopment of growth, and consequent value n_s a 
meat producer, thereby saving time and bringing 
in a higher percentage on a given sum in a given 
time, ami still more the good and abundant milk 
yielded by the cows, nil contribute to render short 
horns the best stock under favorable circumstances 
where the dairy and the market are both regarded 
as a means of profit. On the other hand, the Ayr- 
shire "will thrive where the short born will languish. 
The cows are still better milkers and the males 
as beef cattle come up in just as prime order, al- 
though they never attain the same weight as the 
short horn; and, also, if they consume less, in a 
twelve month, they do not develop so quickly as 
the other breed. The Channel island cattle are 
entirely suited for small and fancy farming. In 
quantify and quality their milk is unsurpassed. It 
yields more butter than the milk of any other breed 
of horned cattle, and these cows are of such a gentle 
domestic nature, that they thrive alone; all they 
require is human friendship. They will remain 
contentedly tethered singly on a lawn, or will 
range in the open glades of a park, certain to he 
homeward bound at their usual milkingHours, i o 
speak of those cattle as meat producers, would ap- 
pear out of place. They are essentially intended 
for the dairv. They prosper on light soil and in 
warm latitudes. The many other varieties of 
horned cattle next claim a short notice. Of these 
we will place the Devons and ITercfords side by 
side. The sheeted Devon, with her spreading 
horns, is a noble-looking beast. She deserves all 
the care lavished on her in her native country, 
where lie is regarded as thequeenof the homestead. 
If iter milk is not so abundant or fully so rich as 
that of the Channel Island cattle, it surely is only 
second. Devonshire clotted cream is of world- 
wide notoriety. As a meat producer these cattle 
stand well. The llerefords and Durham* are 
profitable stock, but they cannot stand as high as 
their lordly offshoot, the short horns, in that they 
are slower of development, and though they are 
less delicate, are not in any way more profitable to 
the careful stockowners. The cattle raised in the 
Highlands of Scotland are of several distinct breeds. 
They are rugged ami hardy and most picturesque. 
At six years old a Highland steer, in prime order 
for the butcher, is just as good beef as it is possible 
to procure. These varied breeds all possess the 
same hardy attributes and thrive more on rooky 
pasture, where Iho herbage is short and sweet, than 
on richer and more succulent pastures. 
Passing from the British Isles into Central 
Europe. we find other varieties of horned cattle. 
France owes much to English blood, so we pass 
over the somewhat mongrel breeds of la grand 
nation, and hasten to take a glance at the stately 
creatures that still do the greater purt of the work 
assigned in other lands to the horse and steam en- 
gine. in sunuy Italy, beyond the Alps, and at the 
foot of the Apennines, are a breed of long-horned 
grav-eolored cattle, worthy of the pencil of Rosa 
Bonheur. They are so gentle, so stately, and with- 
al so useful, that the love bestowed upon them by 
the peasant farmers of Italy is not to be wondered 
at. These cattle have in some parts of the penin- 
sula a hard time'enough. To work and not to 
lounge is their lot. Even the cows plow and do 
■.irtinjr work, while tho steers, bedecked with roses 
and ribbons, draw carts as rude as those used ill 
the day- ofinqierial Rome, full of laughing country 
girls and their dark-eyed lovers. Four of these 
huge creatures plod along the dusty highway, ca- 
ressed and screamed at alternately by their drivers. 
Cortainlv the place is not ruinous, vet the little 
necessary to be done is somehow got through, and 
under that lovely Italian sky a deep drink at the 
first fountain and a lied on nature’s carpet, with a 
scanty supply of wholesome provender, suffices for 
life. When those animals grow too old for farm 
work they are allowed to range the pastures, and 
after a few months of idleness arc said to be fat and 
arc slaughtered. The beef is never really good, 
still it is eatable and wholesome. 
The milk of the cattle grazed in Lombardy and 
Piedmont is rich and tolerably abundant. It 
makes the finest elicesc in Europe, and the butter 
hearing the Milan brand commands a high price In 
all southern markets. The same rare of cattle are 
also found on the Roman Campagna, where in 
lengthened single file they plow the rich corn land 
more by the breaking of the earth by their own 
weight ’than by means of the antique wooden im- 
plement that they drag after them. [New York 
Times. 
ADVERTISING. 
Perhaps the best way to attain a market! 
success iii business is carefully to observe 
ami faithfully to put in practice the maxims 
of those men who have achieved eminence in 
business pursuits. We subjoin herewith the 
opinions of some of those men : 
“Without advertising I should lie a poor 
man to-day.” [H. T. Ilelmbold. 
‘•My success is owing to my liberality in 
advertising.” [Bonner. 
“Advertising has furnished me with a 
competence.” [Amos Lawrence. 
“1 advertised my productions and made 
money.” [Nicholas Longwortli. 
“Constant and persistent advertising is a 
sure prelude to wealth.” [Stephen Girard. 
‘•lie who invests one dollar in business 
should invest one dollar in advertising.’ 
[A. T. Stewart. 
P. T. Barnum, the noted exhibitor, ascribes 
his success in accumulating a million of dol- 
lars in ten years to the unlimited use ol 
printer’s ink. 
“A man who is liberal in advertising i- 
liberal in trade, and such a man succeeds 
while his neighbor with just as good goods 
fails and drops .out of market.” [Horace 
Greeley. 
Alarming Disorder. The Manchester 
Democrat makes the following mention of a 
strange and fatal disorder that is prevailing 
in some of the towns in New Hampshire— 
A very deep feeling of alarm is prevailing- 
in North Haverhill in consequence of several 
sudden deaths that have occurred in that vil- 
lage and vicinity during the past few weeks. 
The disease is termed by some “spotted lev- 
er” and by others it is not considered that 
disease. As yet the physicians have been un- 
able to determine what it is, or to adopt any 
means to dll ay the progress of the disease. 
Dreadful malady! Within four weeks nine 
persons have died, some aged people and 
others in the prime of life. On Wednesday 
last, two boys, one a young Clifford, and the 
other a Hartwell, died very suddenly. 
The Hartwell boy was about llfteen years 
old, and on Wednesday last was at the depot 
in North Haverhill at four o'clock in the af- 
ternoon, apparently as well as ever. Before 
eight o’clock in the evening lie was a corpse. 
The Clifford boy was a son ot Thomas K. 
Clifford, the miller of that place, and was the 
second son Mr. Clifford has lost within a 
fortnight. They were both very promising 
lads, and their parents are plunged into the 
greatest grief by their sudden bereavement. 
They liav'e the hearty sympathy of the com- 
munity in which they live. 
The other deaths were a Mr. Wetherbce, a 
young man in the full prime and vigor of life, 
a Mr. Mason, about forty years of age, a lad 
by the name of Rogers, a Mr. Morse, one of 
the most respected citizens in the town where 
he resided, and one or two others whose 
names we have not yet learned. The great- 
est alarm prevails, and the same feeling is 
extending to other towns in the vicinity. 
Another account states that this disorder is 
the trichina spiralis, or worms in the flesh, 
from eating diseased pork. 
I ABSENCE. 
The April sunshine, soft and fair, 
Touches the meadow cheerily; 
Wild violets scent the warm still air; 
Hut ever through the bright spring hours, 
The sunshine and the opening flowers, 
My spirit hungers to be fed, 
A ini infants for love’s dear daily bread, 
Yearning, beloved, for thee! 
The day wears on, the evening lone 
Comes up across the misty lea: 
1 watch the stars as one by one 
They glimmer out; my eyes are wet; 
My heart is tilled with vague regret, 
Haunting it like a sad refrain ; 
I can not still this restless pain. 
Thinking, beloved, of thee, 
The twilight deepens; brooding sleep; 
Shadows the green earth tenderly; 
The house lies hushed in slumber deep; 
The peace of Heaven seems strangely near: 
I kneel beneath the moonbeams clear, 
As soft upon my troubled breast. 
Comes down a blessed sense of rest, 
Praying, beloved, for thee! 
[Chambers’ Journal. 
DAVID BIXBY’S RELICT. 
HOW SHE EKTEI’.TAIN’ED A DETECTIVE. 
Mrs. Abigail Bixby was a widow lady, the 
number of years of her life fixed at an indefi- 
nite period between fmy and sixty; and since 
the sad morning when the turf had closed 
finally over Bixby, she felt that all mankind 
were banded together in seeking her tem- 
poral ruin, and that she was the pre-ordain- 
ed prey of all the sharks of humanity; and 
moreover looked upon pretty much all hu- 
manity as ot the shark species. She owned 
a house and garden spot, pasturage for a 
cow, a bit of mowing, and some live stock; 
and every morning she looked out of her 
bed-room window, before she took her night- 
cap oft', to see if these sharks hadn’t gobbled 
up some part of her property. She felt that 
any poor unwashed who had a hungry family 
nngnt teau on ner cow or cosset sneep; 
thieves might make off with her poultry ; or 
rude hoys be caught in her apple trees ; the 
neighbor’s cattle might break into her corn- 
field ; or their pigs root up her garden; for 
she was a poor widow and every body took 
advantage of hor. 
The milkman gave her short measure and 
diluted her milk beyond that of all her neigh- 
bors’. Didn’t she know good milk ! In self- 
defence she bought her cow, or rather she 
asked the deacon of her church, in whom of 
all men she could place confidence, to buy 
one for her. The deacon was cheated, and 
the deacon cheated her. She bought a now 
stove and ordered it sent home. The dray- 
man charged her fifty cents for bringing it. 
That was an abomination! She bought some 
coal, and the depraved dealer sent her a 
poorer quality. She presumed he thought 
she never would know the difference ! The 
man who made her garden charged her a 
quarter of a dollar a day more than he charg- 
ed any one else,—and so through the whole 
round—the butcher, the baker and candle- 
stick-maker were leagued against her; for 
she was a poor widow and every one took 
advantage of her, 
It she hadn’t found solace for the trials of 
life in her tea pot, she would have nightly 
bedewed her pillow with tears in vain long- 
ing for the protection of the lost Bixby dear. 
The most and heaviest of her troubles Mrs. 
Bixby of course bears on her own account, 
but she has taken a goodly number on her 
shoulders for our village. With all its un- 
principled usurers, dishonest dealers and 
exorbitant laborers, it’s a very wicked place, 
and being a widow lady, Mrs. Bixby tally 
understands the depths of its wickedness. 
She wants it to reform, but In case tt won't 
reform she wants justice, signal and unspar- 
ing, shown it. We have been getting more 
and more of the lights of modern civilization 
every year. She felt sure that trouble was 
in store for us, as it always was for her, the 
only difference being that it would fall upon 
us as a just retribution; upon her it came 
through the evil-mindedness of us dwellers 
in the Valley of Destruction. 
Mrs. Bixby believed that we were approach- 
ing the wickedness ot Sodom and Gomorrah, 
—and she was laborious in devising methods 
for our destruction without resorting to any 
literal fire and brimstone storm. The factory 
dam might give way and the Hood destroy 
ns, as in the old days when the wickedness 
j of man was great in the earth, and the im- 
agination of his heart evil continually ; or a 
fire might consume all our ill-gotten wealth 
and humble the spirit that boasted itself; or 
the pestilence might sweep ns from the earth 
leaving but a name and a heritage. 
But if we went by water Mrs. Bixby and 
Mrs. Bixby’s cow and cosset and hens would 
be likely to go too; if we went by fire her 
real estate would be likely to depreciate in 
value; and if the cholera took us off Mrs. 
Bixby, being very susceptible to contagious 
diseases, would, in all likelihood, go early, 
without the satisfaction of having seen right- 
eous vengeance executed. So that all she 
feared for the village threatened to have a 
reflex action upon herself. It would be pos- 
sible for burglars to spoil us and Mrs. Bixby 
remain unharmed, but burglars seemed not 
to occur to her. Nevertheless we had burg- 
lars. 
We are a village on the Boston & Albany 
railroad, of few years and small size, but 
with large prospects and a taste for metro- 
politan institutions; so when I say that in- 
stead ol burglars proving a salutary disci- 
pline, we took a degree ot pleasure in having 
them, you will understand my meaning. 
We had an account of our experience in the 
newspaper, and read over the item with some 
inward gratulation at our importance. The 
manufacturers’ wives, from tho night of the 
burglary, ceased to speak of their servants 
as “hired help;” and before the close of the 
tii st day after the event, building lots had 
had risen ten per cent. A wholesome awe 
fell upon all persons of ten years of age and 
under, after dark, and older persons were 
supplied with that great desideratum of lite, 
something to talk about. Every one advanc- 
ed theories, suggested possibilities and laid 
plans long, deep and wide, in adroitness. 
Hut there is a palpable difference between 
speculating upon burglars with the sun high 
in the heavens, and getting out at night to 
hunt u]i the camphor bottle, and running in- 
to the arms of a big man carrying a dark 
lantern. So that, while every one speculat- 
ed, every one purchased patent locks and pa- 
tent fire-arms. Men slept soundly through 
thunder-storms, cat-fights and the breaking 
up of Good Templar meetings, with loaded 
revolvers under their pillows, and women 
lay awake all night to listen to mice gnaw- 
ing through the garret stairs. 
The facts in the case of Village versus 
Burglars were something as follows : Potter 
& Brothers’ store had been broken open and 
thirty-seven cents, a very little of which was 
counterfeit, taken from the money drawer. 
Two pieces of handkerchiefs and a half doz- 
en pairs of stockings were also taken. The 
stockings were thrown into the river,—an 
evidence of good judgment of the quality of 
stockings on the part of the burglars. Potter 
& Brothers sent for a constable, for there 
was strong circumstantial evidence. A gim- 
let had been found, and the boot-tracks point- 
ed toward P-. Three persons knew men 
who had purchased gimlets, and five persons 
knew men who had been seen going in the 
direction of P-. Potter & Brothers would 
have sent for the sheriff, but the constable 
believed that was he empowered with suffi- 
cient authority to act in such cases. The 
burglars were not apprehended, but Potter 
& Brothers took an inventory, and sent for 
five varieties of patent locks and three qual- 
ities of gun-powder. 
A week after, Miss Semantha Fish was 
I awakened at dead of night by some improper 
person removing the putty from around a 
pane of glass in lijer parlor window. Miss 
Fish, being a woman of great spirit, put her 
head out of the ehamber window and inquir- 
ed who was there. No one answered, and 
Miss Fish, being a woman of great presence 
of mind as well,as spirit, seized the water 
pitcher and emptied it into the yard just as 
the improper pCfson ran around the street 
corner! 
Soon softer, Potter & Brothers and Miss 
Fish were called to share their homes with 
various people who had heard persons come 
up their front walk and go away again, with 
various dogs Who are supposed to have bark- 
ed at the supposed burglars, and with num- 
erous small hoys who had glimpses of 
“strange men” about town. 
Mrs. Bixby, being a lone woman with her 
natural maie protector lying under the 
daisies, took the alarm from these nocturnal 
demonstrations to such a degree that she had 
very little pleasure in them as judgments. 
She' locked op her purse in the northwest 
corner of her upper bureau drawer and the 
key under the rocking chair cushion, double 
locked her doors and fastened her windows; 
yet went to bed wiii a weight of uncertain- 
ties on her troubled bosom. She hired a big 
dog, bargaining to give the dog’s board and 
ten cents a day for his protection. The dog 
took Mrs. Bixby and all her neighbors for 
burglars, and attacked them with such vigor 
that Mrs. Bixby gave a man fifty cents to 
cabin her protector in the barn, and then 
hired the dog’s owner to take it away. 
After that, Mrs. Bixby declared, dolorous- 
ly, that she expected to be robbed. Now, I 
tell you confidentially, that she no more ex- 
pected it than you or I expect the troubles 
which we sometimes say are sure to come up- 
on us, but" which we should be very much i 
surprised,—very much surprised indeed—to ! 
see walk in and take a seat in our house fami- 
liarly. 1 et Mrs. Bixby sai l she expected it, 
and she probably did look for it in a general 
kind of a way, as she did for all manner and 
circumstances of trials. 
It was soon after Mrs. Bixby announced her 
expectations that the Detective arrived. She 
found him on the back door steps when she 
came home from the “society.” She was 
suspicious, at first, that he was an insurance 
company man or a tax collector, and told him 
he might sit down on the steps and she would '■ 
bring him a piece of bread and butter. 
“I beg pardon,” said he, politely, “this is 
Mrs.-” 
“Bixby.” said the widow, grimly. 
“Yes,"Mrs. Bixby,” blandly; "I called, 
Mrs. Bixby, to see if I could get a board at 
this quiet little place for a few days.” 
The gentleman’s appearance certainly was 
prepossessing, but that was no presumption 
in favor of honesty, with Mrs. Bixby, for vil- 
lainy hypocritically concealed under smooth 
words and a smile was what she especially 
prided herself on discerning. 
“I don’t know any think about ye.” said 
she, sententiously. 
“I understand, ma’am,” politely; “I shall 
be very happy to explain. We hear at the 
ofliee of the chief of police, in-, that you 
have been annoyed by burglars in this vicinity. 
We believe them to belong to a gang who in- 
fest our city, and I am detailed from our 
corps of detectives to work up the ease here.” 
Mrs. Bixby was mollified, but not convinc- 
ed. The Detective showed her a pin with a 
singular device, which he wore on the inside 
of his blue broad cloth coat, and which lie 
explained to bo the badge of the detective 
corps to which lie belonged. He also drew 
front his pocket a very (due, official-looking 
document, which he deferentially handed her 
for inspection. It was written in blind char- 
acters, and had a large sprawling signature 
against a big seal at the bottom, which made 
it a very) genuine looking paper, and satis- 
fied Mrs. Bixby of the entire reliability of the 
individual before her. She handed back the 
document, her confidence strengthened by- 
having utterly failed in reading tile first line, 
and invited the Detective in. 
lie was a line-looking, well-dressed man, 
but with a slightly melancholy countenance ; 
and when Mrs. Bixby, setting the table for 
supper, incidentally remarked that this was a 
lonely world, he replied that he had found it 
so, and furthermore remarked that was a 
cold unfeeling world. All Mrs. Bixby’s sym- 
pathies were aroused. She inquired if he 
had lost his wife, and he assented with a sigli; 
but signified that the subject was .such a pain- 
ful one he avoided saying much about it. 
Mrs. Bixby’s opinion was formed in regard 
to him, and she was glad that she had some 
“cold victuals” in the house. The lost Bixby 
was fond of “cold victuals,” and his widow 
felt intuitively that the Detective would be. 
There was also warm biscuits for supper; 
those, Mrs. Bixby told the Detective, had a 
little too much saleratus in them. There 
were pickles, the vinegar hadn’t quite struck 
through those, Mrs. Bixby said. There was 
huckleberry pic and there were four slices ot 
a stirred cake that Mrs. Bixby kept down 
cellar in a tin pail and only brought forth to 
light and air when she had company. 
The Detective proved himself to be fond of 
the cold victuals'; and lie also ate a piece of 
huckleberry pie with great apparent relish. 
He said he never ate much sweet-cake, when 
Mrs. Bixby passed the stirred loaf, but he 
would take another piece of the. huckleberry 
pie, and after the second piece of pie lie took 
another biscuit. 
,fYou have very nice butter, ma’am,” said 
he. “Do you make it ?” 
Mrs. Bixby replied that she did, and she 
told the sympathizing Detective liow she had 
been cheated in her cow, swindled in her 
churn, and slandered about her butter. 
“It is very meo butter, 1 am sure, ma'am,” 
—the Detective spread it over on the side of 
his biscuit when ho said that—“I should like 
to buy a few pounds to send to my brother in 
Boston.” 
Mrs. Bixby said she could let him have it. 
“I’d like to have you put it up to-night, so 
that I can send it by the morning express,” 
said he, “and I will pay you before I forget 
it." 
The Detective gave Mrs Bixby a bill, fresh 
and crisp, and Mrs Bixby went into her bed- 
room to change it. 
The Detectivo betrayed a curiosity then 
that might have been professional. lie lean- 
ed over the platter of cold victuals to a point 
whence he could look into Mrs Bixby’s bed- 
room. lie saw her take her bureau key from 
under her rocking-chair cushion, saw which 
‘drawer she opened and from which corner 
she took her purse. When Mrs. Bixby came 
out he was gazing still fondly at the remains 
of the huckleberry pie. 
Among the change that Mrs. Bixby 
brought him was a ten cent silver coin. He 
held that in his fingers for a few seconds, 
turned it over on his palm, and then spun it 
around a little on the table cloth—a freedom 
which made the widow glad, he seemed so 
much at home. 
“We don’t see much silver now-a-days,” 
said he. 
“No,” replied Mrs. Bixby, “it’s nothing 
but miserable, ragged, paper money.” 
“A great many people laid by specie dur- 
ing those uncertain war times?” said the De- 
tective interrogatively. 
“Yes, we had considerable in the house 
when Bixby died, and while his estate was 
being settled I laid up all I could. Esquire 
Hunt advised me to buy government bonds 
with it during war-time, but I told him I 
didn’t want any bonds until I knew whether 
there was going to be any government or 
not, and that I had better lose the interest on 
it than to lose principal and interest both. 
“Exactly so, ma’am,” responded the Do- 
f teetive emphatically. “Those were terribly 
| uncertain times. Money affairs were very 
: unstable.” 
“I expected every day to hear that the 
I country had gone to smash,” continued Mrs. ! Bixby, “and now the world is full of sharp- 
! ers, swindlers, and sly thieves, who would 
cheat a poor woman out of all she lias. I 
think my silver is safest where it is.” 
“You don't happen to have 11113’ of the old 
Spanish dollars that you would sell, I sup- 
pose?” questioned the Detective indifferently. 
"I believe 1 have,” replied she hopefully. 
Airs. Bixby went into her bed-room again, 
and this time partly closed the door; had she 
turned around when she poured the silver 
out of Bixby’s best pair of flannel stockings 
she would have seen two sharp eyes watch- 
ing her through the crack in the door. 
When she came out the. Detective stood in 
the kitchen door which opened into the gar- 
den, and his first remark was a compliment 
upon her cabbage. 
“Ah!” said he, recollecting himself, “you 
went after the silver.” 
Mrs. Bixby had a couple of handfuls of dol- 
lars partially concealed in her apron. She 
held up two or three. 
“Only two?” said he. 
Mrs. Bixb}r showed him the others. 
“I will pay you a dollar and a half a piece 
for six.” 
Mrs. Bixby assented, and he paid her in 
fresh, crisp bills again. 
“Old dollars have often been made up into 
spoons and tabic ware. I have a silver tea- 
pot which was my mother’s last gift to me, 
and is a very precious relic,” said the Detect- 
ive with emotion. 
lie proceeded to describe his mother's sil- 
ver teapot fluently, and concluded by saying 
that those who had not sacred associations 
connected with their silver-ware know little 
ot its value. 
Mrs. Bixby was pleased witit that senti- 
ment. Stepping into her parlor, she opened 
a clipboard and brought out tor the Detec- 
tive's inspection a silver tankard which had 
descended to her from her grandfather She 
gave the Detective its history, and he appear- 
ed very much interested and said reverenti- 
ally that it must seem priceless in her eyes. 
She brought out a pair of small silver candle- 
sticks which had also belonged to her ancestor. 
“You leave your silver rather too much 
exposed, 1 think,” said the Detective. “In 
our profession we meet with many instances 
of inexcusable carelessness in the security of 
silver.” 
“I always lock that cupboard at night or 
when I am going out and put the key in the 
clock. No one would think of looking there 
for it.” 
“Certainly not,” said the Detective. 
Mrs. Bixby cleared off her table, washed 
the dishes and milked the cow. while the De- 
tective, swaying back and forth tranquilly in 
Mrs. Ilixby’s chintz-covered rocking chair, 
read the Watchman and Reflector. 
When Mrs. Bixby came in from milking, 
she found him in an attitude of admiration 
before a remarkable work of art that hung on 
the wall between the chamber and cellar 
door. This was a picture-frame made of 
pine, hemlock, balsam and larch burrs, with 
a sprinkling of beech nuts, and acorns, glued 
on paste board. The picture which it sur- 
rounded was entirely subordinate in interest 
to the frame, and was simply intended to give 
a semblance of a purpose to the latter. 
The Detective expressd his appreciation of 
the widow’s handicraft, and after straining 
the milk, she lighted a lamp and mV.Tud to 
show the gentleman her parlor, where more 
elaborate specimens of high artistic taste 
were to be seen. 
Here was another burr frame surrounding 
the “Dead of Stephen,” done in high colors, 
and a similar one, with the addition of walnut 
shell roses, framed a very sanguineous and 
straggling sketch of Bull Run battle-lield. 
The Detective surveyed the impure looking 
streams of blood that flowed prodigally 
through the latter picture with some com- 
placeney. 
“I also bled tor my country in that engage- 
ment,” said he. 
“Is that natural?” inquired Mrs. Bixby. 
"Very like.” 
On the opposite side of the room was a 
wreath of immortelles surrounding a silver 
coffin plate, on" which was inscribed the 
name, age and date of death of Bixby dear. 
On the mantel, just beneath, with touching 
pathos was reared a pasteboard monument 
fourteen inches high, covered with black 
beans and highly varnished. Mrs. Bixby 
called the attention of the Detective to these 
memorials, but this was entirely unnecessary, 
for his practised eye had caught the glitter of 
the silver the moment he entered the room ; 
nevertheless he expressed great interest. 
Mrs. Bixby put one hand on hA- hip, and 
holding the lamp up in a range with the 
plate, read in tones of much solemnity “David 
Bixby, aged sixty-live, died June ltlth, 180:1.” 
She sighed heavily as she lowered the 
lamp, and silence fell in the room, which 
was broken by the Detective inquiring, in 
subdued a voice it she had his picture. Airs. 
Bixby referred him to the daguerreotypes on 
the table. He looked them over quietly, 
while she, standing by his shoulder, told him 
the names. Coming to a very elaborately- 
dressed representation ot Airs. Bixby hersell 
he observed that she wore gold heads. “That 
was a pretty fashion,” said he. “I always like 
to see them. Aly mother wore gold beads.’' 
Airs. Bixby put down the lamp and turn- 
ed to the cupboard. She opened a small 
pasteboard box and brought to the Detective 
two long strings of the shining yellow beads. 
Ho took them in his hands and looked al 
them half sadly. He saw in that sad glance 
that they were eighteen carats line. “They 
remind me very loreuny oi my moiner auu 
the days of my youth,” said he. Ilis eyes 
were humid and liis voice very sorrowful as 
he replaced the beads in Mrs. Bixby’s hands. 
He dropped his face into his hards, probably 
to reflect on his mother and the days of his 
youth ; but peeped through his lingers to see 
where Mrs. Bixby put the beads. 
Mrs. Bixby thoughtfully waited a few mo- 
ments tor the Detective to regain his com- 
posure, and then led the way back to the 
kitchen. lie entertained her through the 
evening with anecdotes of His professional 
life. She would make an excellent detective 
he said. There were a number of women in 
the department to which he belonged. It 
needed a person of great penetration. Mrs. 
Bixby took the compliment quietly. She 
felt that her experience in battling with the 
world and selfish human nature, during her 
widowhood, had given her a deep insight in- 
to character. 
Just before retiring the Detective took out 
his watch to wind it up, and was very much 
surprised on finding that he had lost the key. 
“You haven’t a key you could lend nut, 
with which to windup my watch?” asked 
lie. 
Mrs. Bixby brought out a heavy old fash- 
ioned watch with a key on the black cord 
chain. The Detective used the key, and then 
asked to be directed to his room. On being 
shown the door he politely bade Mrs. Bixby 
good night, and expressed a hope that she 
would sleep well. 
Mrs. Bixby fastened the back door and 
went to bed with a stronger sense of security 
than she had before felt since Bixby dear 
finished his earthly course. The last thing 
she thought of before falling off into a deli- 
cious sleep was that she would get hash and 
huckleberry pie for the detective’s breakfast. 
Mrs. Bixby was in the habit of waking up 
punctually at C o’clock. At about that time 
the next morning she opened her eyes, and 
closed them sleepily. In a few minutes she 
j opened them again ami observed that her up- 
per bureau draw was partly open, and the 
key in the loek. 
She opened them wide 114 that, and saw 
that the trunk that held her silver was pulled 
out from beneath the bed, and open! Bixby’s 
best woolen stockings and all their contents, 
were—gone! 
She sprang from bed, and pulled open her 
bureau drawer. Her purse was not there. A 
pile -of handkerchiefs, that had been in the 
corner opposite the purse, was not there; a 
valise that had stood beside the bureau was 
not there. 
She gave a little scream, and went out in- 
to the kitchen. The back door was open, 
and a strange eat had walked in and was 
smelling about the pantry. 
The parlor door was .ajar. The wreath of 
immortelles lay on the floor, and the tablet 
commemorative of the lamented Bixby had 
been torn from its place. His watch was 
gone from the cupboard, and the pasteboard 
box, with the strings of gold beads, the 
hoops which Mrs. Bixby sometimes wore in 
her ears, and the brooch with a lock of Bix- 
by’s hair in it. The tankard also was gone 
and the silver candlestick, and the butter- 
knife, and all the spoons and forks. 
Mrs. Bixby Hung on a wrapper and went 
up-stairs to arouse the Detective. Ills cham- 
ber door was open, and the Detective also was 
—gone! 
A bureau Stood in that room, and most of 
the drawers were out upon the floor, their 
contents in great confusion. Mrs. Bixby saw 
at a glance that three fine shirts, that had 
been Bixby’s, and a mink muff and collar 
that were Bister Sarah’s had been taken. The 
closet door was open, but Bixby’s best broad- 
cloth and Mrs. Bixby’s new black silk were 
not on the hooks. 
The Detective's badge was pinned in a con- 
sp’c ions place 011 the chamber door. Mrs. 
uixny scizeci me nauge ana milled n irom 
the chamber window in a trice, but made no 
exclamation. She went down and opened 
the front door, no one was to be seen noth- 
ing to lie heard. Mrs. Bixby said nothing. 
It was to fell a blow. She, shrank down in a 
little heap on the step-stones; and when at 
h o’clock the fish-man came around, she 
shook her head. She wanted neither “fresh 
cod, halibut, mackerel, or salmon.’’ The fish- 
man left her on the steps in the some attitude 
of despair that he found her, and thus also 
must we leave her. lint if any one going 
up this land ilowing with milk and maple 
molasses, would like to give her consolation, 
they shall be introduced by her biographer, 
with pleasure. 
A I1ou.sk mouk than Two Cf.ntukiks 
Oi.d. In Durham, New Hampshire, stands 
what was built not much later (10,58) fora gar- 
rison house, by Captain John Woodman, its 
present occupants being the sixth or seventh 
generation that had dwelt there of the name. 
It was the citadel of the early settlement. 
Hound about it, from ten to thirty rods dis- 
tant, may yet be distinguished the cellars of 
houses which mouldered at periods beyond 
the memory of any man living, clustering 
near by, that the occupants might speedily 
take refuge within its defences when menac- 
ed by fndiai? raids. It stands on rising 
ground, three quarters at a mile from Oyster 
lliver, commanding a view of the valley of 
that branch, by which goods were brought 
from Portsmouth. It is constructed of solid 
white pine logs, a toot thick, some of them 
two feel in depth as high up as a few feet 
above the second floor, thus forming a para- 
pet to serve as a breastwork, the roof being 
of moderate pitch, for use in some exigencies 
of Indian Warfare, this mode ot construction 
having been adopted in similar strongholds 
in other places. On this upper tier of logs 
j now rests a frame building, finishing out the 
i second story and attic. It has in fiont the 
1 projection common to such houses, to beat oil' 
! assailants, mil prevent them from setting tire 
from below. Its small windows and various 
j port holes and lookouts, were provided with 
I heavy blocks of wood to protect the immates 
from the enemies bullets. It has all been 
changed now, and covered with clapboards 
and otherwise modernized; it is commodious 
and sulliciently elegant for present needs, but 
as originally constructed, it must have prov- 
ed a formidable defense against the weapons 
and methods of Indian warfare. 
As the fisheries in the neighborhood were 
the best along the coast for salmon, shad, and 
whatever products of the sea Indians chiefly 
delighted in, it was natural that their temper 
should have been stirred to the quick, exas- 
perated by the indifference manifested by the 
settlers to their earlier claims. If they wreak- 
ed resentment by frequent massacre and 
cruelties peculiarly savage, their sense of 
wrong was aggravated by their want of [low- 
er to drive off the intruders or compel redress, 
lteeent events of greater immediate interest 
have blotted out tiie memory of these bap- 
tisms ot blood, and the legends that have 
floated down to us are too shadowy and al- 
most too horrible for beliet. Certainly no 
part of the country was more constantly har- 
rassed, nowhere.'were more needed fortresses 
of strength. The Indians own castles were 
girded about by thick-set palisades, and this 
outer defense was likewise adopted by the 
settlers for their garrison houses. They well 
answered their purpose, and Belknap men- 
tions an instance when upon alarm the inhab- 
itants of Durham took icfiige iii their tort. 
The Indians some hundreds in number, in- 
vested it, but unable to make any impression 
upon its solid walls, and themselves exposed 
to a galling lire from the port holes and roof, 
which rapidly reduced their force, were oblig- 
to retreat. [Amory, on the “Old Homes of 
New England.” 
TitANsroitTATiov of Livk Fisii. Many 
expensive tanks have been constructed for 
transporting fish alive, answering the purpose 
more or less perfectly. We give here a sim- 
ple and inexpensive method : Take a barrel 
or cask, washed until it is clean and sweet. 
Fit a cover to it tightly to prevent the water 
splashing over while in the cars or wagon. A 
piece of canvas tied over the top, answers 
every purpose. A hole one inch in diameter 
may be made in the middle ot the cover. Fill 
with water within six inches of the top, as 
the agitation of the water on the journey, 
helps to rerate it. Tie some ice in a piece of 
flannel and fasten it to the side of the cask 
near the top so that it shall not swing about 
and bruise the fish, and the cold drip from 
the ice will sink to the bottom. If the journey 
is to be a prolonged one, fit the nozzle of a 
common bellows with a tin tube long enough 
to reach to the bottom of the cask, and by 
blowing a little now and then the fish can be 
carried thousands of miles. We do not give 
this as the best plan, but as a cheap and in- 
expensive method answering a very good pur- 
pose. The best apparatus would be a metal 
tank of some kind with double walls, perma- 
nent ice chamber in the middle, and automat- 
ic air-pump. [Green’s Fish Culture. 
The Court of Appeals of Maryland, in the 
case of Daniel Dechert, Esq., of the Hagers- 
town Mail, against the Mayor andeorporation 
of Hagerstown, affirmed the judgement of 
the Circuit Court of Washington County. 
By this decision Mr. Dechert comes into 
possession of about $7,500. The suit was 
brought against the corporation for damages 
in allowing a mob to destroy Mr. Deeheit’s 
printing oilicc in the year I he State 
Legislature also has passed a law to indemnify 
Wm. Shaw of Carroll county, for destruction 
of his printing office in Westminster by a mob 
during the war. 
THE PERILS OF MATRIMONY. 
The New York llemld give-: the particu- 
lars of a lady’s experience, who was in haste 
to marry a man concerning whose character 
and history she knew nothing. The Herald 
says— 
A sad story of love and villainy was related 
yesterday at the Detective Police Agency. 
No. 73 Broadway, to .Superintendent Warren, 
by a lady apparently about twenty-eight 
years of age. She was dressed with great 
taste, of very prepossessing appearance, and 
looked as if she had been weeping steadily 
for a week. From her statements it appears 
that she 
CAME L'KOM THE SOI Tit 
about eight months ago, and, having a feu 
thousand dollars, thought to employ it best 
by. renting a house and taking boarders. 
She soon became the mistress of a line es- 
tablishment on one of the principal streets, 
and her house rapidly tilled up. Among her 
boarders was a young man of pleasing ad- 
dress, who represented that he was connect- 
ed with a down town bank. Shortly after 
his arrival at the house he became an ardent 
lover of the lady, his attentions soon result- 
ing in a noticeable intimacy and finally an 
engagement between them. In the mean- 
time, however, in order to protect herself 
from ary imposition on the part of her in- 
tended, the lady interviewed him as to who 
and what he was, and received the following 
statements:—I am in no particular business 
live on a stated income from my property : 
have at present some sUT.ooo deposited to 
my credit in a down town bank own con- 
siderable real estate and mining claims in 
California, and to endorse my statement 1 re- 
fer you to such ami such leading businc-.- 
men in this city. So far so good, thought 
the lady. Inquiries were instituted, lur 
somehow or other the references alway 
seemed to be out of town and expected horn 
soon. Time Hew on. the couple were happy 
and the demand on the part of the gentleman 
was constant for an 
IMMEDIATE MAKKIAiiE. 
Everything oil the surface, seemed right 
and the fascinating youth was to her all '.lit. 
fancy painted him. Why have any suspi 
cion? How could such a man b> anytime 
else but honest and straightforward? die 
argued, and the longer he continued his a: 
tentions the less the suspicions became, until 
finally the references were disregarded am! 
unmeasured confidence tilled her heart. 
l he day lor the marriage arrival, r nemis 
ivere invited and had commenced to arrive 
but when near the hour lor the ceremony the 
bridegroom manifested great despondency, 
and finally said that he had been disappoint 
ed ill not receiving a draft that morning, and 
did not like to disturb his >'17.Olio deposit 
down town. "If that is all,” said the intend 
ed bride, ••lean accommodate you. How 
much do you want?” Five hundred dollar- 
wouhl do now, as he desired to pay it to a 
friend whom lie expected every moment 
with a small bill. The money was produced 
Its effect on the face of the bridegroom was 
magical. A joyful smile shone upon hi- 
features and all was as merry as “a marriage 
bell" should he. 
THE BRIDAL TOITI 
was to Montreal, where they took rooms at a 
first class hotel, and all went on in the in > 
serene manner, until one day the lady had 
occasion to visit one of her trunks, in which 
she kept her money anil jewelry. Six hun- 
dred dollars of her money had vanished. 
The servants were accused, hut no trace m 
the stolen money could he found, and leu,- 
the matter for the time ended. At the termi- 
nation of their sojourn ill Montreal the lady 
requested her husband to settle the lend bill 
and start for home. To this request he said 
lie could not comply, for lie had no money 
This led to words, then to strong accusation-, 
to the effect that he had stolen her money. 
At last he acknowledged he had opened the 
trunk with a false key ami taken the money 
he needed it; sent it to New \ ork ; asked 1 
be forgiven; he would return it to her in 
New York as soon as he got to his bank and 
would never do such an act again. 
WOMAN' LIKE Sim FOKo.VVF. HIM. 
and even went so far as to pledge her jewel 
ry with the hotel proprietor for the hoard. 
Back they started for New York, she having 
conlidence ill him again, and placing the 
three trunks she had in his charge. As they 
were approaching New York lie gave the 
three checks to her, and in an innocent way- 
said, “There are the three cheeks for your 
trunks, and you had better give them t<> the 
baggage man and let him take your trunks 
to the house, as 1 will not he aide to go with 
you after placing you in a carriage, as 1 have 
some important business to attend to.” fhis 
seemed satisfactory enough to the wile, who 
repaired toiler room and waited the appear- 
ance of her trunks and husband: but no 
trunks or husband appeared, the only arrival 
being that of the hat box, umbrella and him 
die. Where are the trunks and the husband 
is the question the lady would like solved. 
She has waited live days and now consul's 
| Superintendent Warren’s detectives tn aid 
her in her distress. She ha.-been robbed ol 
8:5,000, 8600 being money stolen from her 
| trunks, 87)00 loaned him on the day ol the 
wedding and 81,0oo contained in the three 
trunks, consisting of clothing and jewelry, 
and, to make it still worse, she is left in this 
eity with but few acquaintances and alnios' 
in "destitute circumstances. For the benefit 
of matrimonially inclined ladies ol the man y 
in-haste and repent-at-leisurc order, we 
would state that the man goes by the name 
of George Livingston yhis right name, low 
ever, is George Cook), and this is not Ids 
lirst or second offence ol this nature. 1 he 
detectives are on his trail, and there is sonic 
hope that lie will be arrested and mad< tn 
example of. 
A Fi nek,vi. Diso'i list:. The reader- ol 
the Drawer have, within the past year or two 
been eddied with the perusal ol a -ermon on 
“The Harp of a thousand Strings, 
1 ami the 
“Farewell Discourse of Brother \\ atkins. 
The tone of those discourses might, in a gen- 
eral way, be called pleasing. Not so. hou 
ever, the following brief allusion from the 
pulpit to a young man of indifferent position 
in the social circles of B-, New 1 lauipshire. 
who came to an early decease by a vigorous 
but absurdly unequal contest with a party ol 
the Otanl family. 1 he preacher who outdat- 
ed at the final solemnities improved the oeea 
sion by making the following remarks 
“I Lev been requested, not to say impor- 
tuned, toe deliver a, funeral discourse on this 
occasion, and 1 hev reluctently consented 
toe do so. 1 never heel'd any good ot the 
deetised yit; and it tin’ friends hev made up 
their minds that I am about to begin >e It a 
course now they are mistaken. I estimate, 
in fact, that this young man, now a-lviu’ be- 
fore you, was about the wnst lutin' ever per- 
mitted, in the onserutable ways ot the divine 
peppusses, toe locate in this vicinity, lie 
was one who I might say tillers tell when lie 
was tempted; and he curlingly appeared to 
me toe seek, either than avoid, occasions for 
such temptation. 
“Why, my feller Christians, he kep’ bosses 
and run’em; he kep’ cocks and lit'cm ; and 
as toe wimmin, let liis widder (who 1 see :i 
settiu’ in a front pew) testify.’ (Here the 
widow arose, as was the custom when the 
family of the deceased was alluded to, and, 
deeming it a complimentary remark, court- 
esied to the preacher.) “In short, after a 
diligent inquiry inteo the pertiekerlers of his 
kerrikter and conduct while he lias resided 
in this village, 1 hev come toe the conclusion 
that about the only good tiling that kin be 
said of him at till is that he was an active 
member of the ingine company, and oeea 
sionally good at tires, 
“The pall-bearers will now proceed to 
bear out the corpse, while the choir will 
sing, as an appropriate hymn, the ,'S-d hymn, 
2d book, short metre, four verses, omitting, 
if you please, the ltd and oth stanzas : 
‘Relieving, we rejoice 
Toe see the euss removed.' 
with the usual Doxology.” [Editor's Drawer, 
in Harper’s Magazine for April. 
WASHINGTON MATTERS. 
Syimieks in and ot:1. 
I In n- was a performance* in the House AVednc>- 
«1 ay as is not often seen in a legislative body, and 
such as the countn cannot afford to have occur 
very frequently in the capital. It grew out of the 
election case ofSvpher and St. Martin from the first 
1 .onisiana district. 
lloth these persons claimed the scat from that 
district, and the election committee yesterday call- 
ed up the issue for settlement. Mr. Stevenson of 
t'ineinnati and Mr. llurdett of Missouri, reported 
in favor of Svpher, tin* republican, while Mr. Kerr 
f Indiana, *I>emoerat, reported in favor of St. 
Martin. Democrat. The testimony shows that St. 
Martin received Ifi.O.f!) votes, and Svpher 3150, yet 
in spite of the fact that St. Martin got more than 
live times as many votes as Syphcr, the majority of 
the sub-committee gave the seat to the last named 
wntleinan. It was claimed that :i proper deduction 
f“i* irregular returns would leave Svpher hilt .3080 
M»tes, and St. Martin but 15,407 votes. The essen- 
tial fact was that even in this event St. Martin 
w.nild "till have more than live times as many votes 
Cypher, and a elear majority of four hundred 
and fortv-six on the total registry. The country 
may well ask, not on what ground Svpher could 
.-hum a seat, but on what principle of law or equity 
li e majority of the committee could give it to him. 
t'.ui the House voted to do so by a vote of 7s to 73, 
.iid then, just as Svpher stepped forward to he 
w.iin in. a dorm commenced. The scale turned 
n .-in hour and a half to a vote of 100 to CO in favor 
.fin' rejection, and for a declaration that neither he 
ii.ii- si. Martin was entitled to the scat, and that the 
!eetion was invalid. 
A large number of the members of the Ohio Log- 
lature were on the floor by invitation during the 
in-Mfoedings, and of course their presence tended to 
m- ivasi the noise, hut the House itself, from first 
!•» last, was in a "late of the greatest confusion 
w hi- h the almost constant rapping of the Speaker's 
mallet could not quell. Half tin* members wore 
on their feet and away from their seats, and in all 
piartcrs excited groups were discussing the cause 
md tie- efleet of the various motions, while the 
-pe« t.tiers in the galleries looked on in wonder, and 
•d of the chances on which legislation hangs in 
licit could so soon make and unmake a 
niter. Kor it was noted that between the time 
li v i' seated by live majority, and the time, an 
hour mm ;i half later, when lie was unseated by 
thirty-me majority, no new facts and no new argu- 
ments were presented; or, in other words, that at 
the end. the ease on its merits stood exactly where 
:i -food in the beginning. As timing that the final 
i. —1« *n keeping tin* man out, was a just and right- 
o.*us one, what shall N* said of that by which he 
\\ as admitted? 
s< >L1)IKRS' BOUNTIES. 
I In* <|ii< si ion as to what class of soldier?' are en- 
titled to the sloo bounty under the recent decision 
.-! the I'nited States Supreme Court, is at present 
exciting much interest throughout the country. 
'1 lie Pillowing points have been submitted to the 
vv,et>nd < "inptioller for his decision: lender the 
art of .Inly 22, lsdl, soldiers who were honorably 
dheharged to accept promotion after having served 
two years were paid the *100 bounty. Why, under 
iir r< eent decision of the Supreme Court, are not 
-oldier- win* were not enlisted prior to that act, 
aid under the President's proclamation of May f», 
i s*;o, entitled to slbo bounty, whether such service 
wa- a an enlisted man or otherwise? The con- 
tr:;• t with the I'nited States was that tiiey should 
r> c.-ive >100 bounty when honorably discharged. 
N n«»t a promotion* an honorable discharge? The 
'nmptrolkr answers the above question as fol- 
ows ; 
The decision of .this otliec was against payment 
bounty even in the eases arising under the act 
«■!' duly 22, lsoi, on the ground that when one 
arty releases the other from the obligations of a eon- 
'i-a.-t for the henetit < f the latter, there i> the end of 
iii- agreement, for it would be one-sided law that 
would hold one and discharge the other. Hut a* 
many payments had been made before the subnet 
w u» brought to the notice of the Treasury Depart- 
ment, 1 he practice was not disturbed. Ti; the ease 
now presented the decision was made in limine, 
and payment of bounty to officers promoted from 
flic rank', tin* government yielded the service it 
a cl ;i right I** demand under their contract of en- 
li-tnieiit, for the benefit of tin* officer, was hehl to 
be inequitable and illegal, and it is not sam tione 1 
l> fli-opinion of the Supreme Court. 
ni". \ uuTors m i.ru vs. pulyoamy. 
A 'hoi t time since there occurred a debate upon 
In b»ttcr way to arrest Polygamy in 1'tah, and 
Legislate for the better sriread of morals and Chris- 
tianity. The venerable Bciij. 1. Butler, saint, leg- 
i-biting for tin* sinners ofl'tah! Benjamin spoke 
■ a the great Bepuhliean party being committed to 
ili moral move. "The twin relies of barbarism, 
J'lrery 'Hul polygamy, must die together.” So 
•iy< Beniamin. Oh’ yes,” and they die rich, and Ben- 
iamin administers upon their Estates. I recollect 
when Benjamin was in New Orleans his eo-admin- 
•trator was .!. Wilson Shafer, Quartermaster. 
■ piartermii'tering was a goood business during the 
ar, and d. Wii-on and Ben, halved on the Quartcr- 
■ Ii was rich unto fatness. Now Benjamin, 
vim ha-more inilueneo over C. S. (i. than any 
loan in tiif country, has had J. Wilson appointed 
Oo\crnor of l tab, and set on foot the great moral 
mo\ement ttiat turther profits may accrue. There 
uiot.her S'-late to administer upon and the two 
are ready 
CONGRESS. 
Wednesday tlie noth, the Senate rejected Mr. 
Harlan’s amendment to .strike out the additional 
land grants j.»the Northern Pacific Railroud, which 
allow the company to make up its deficiencies from 
■•etions on each side of the road ten miles beyond 
Hie present limits, into 41, Mr. Buckingham l>eing 
Hie only N< w England Senator voting aye. In the 
House Mr. Beaman of Michigan reported the post- 
• •Hie. appropriation hill, appropriating Sift. 110.002 
from the post-office revenues and $72.*»,(XH) out of 
tin- treasury. 1’he House then proceeded to vote 
‘•ii the resolution t" admit .1. H. Sypher as the rep- 
resentative from the first district of Louisiana. 
I lie vote was announced as follows: Yeas 7s, nays 
: The Speaker called upon Mr. Sypher to come 
award to take the oath. Mr. Brooks of New 
1 oi'k objected to Mr. Sypher being sworn in on the 
•'.i"Uiid that la- was not a resident of Louisiana, 
c• 11 Pennsylvania, but the Speaker overruled him. 
Mr. < »>\ offered a protest against his admission 
wiiHi lie Speaker ruled out. After some lilibus- 
ring the iir-t vole wa- reconsidered and the sub- 
tit ill e mV1* I'd by Mr. Pitch, declaring that there had 
'’••en iiu valid election in the First Congressional 
District. and that .c aber claimant was entitled to 
llie -eat, w a- adopted, to The Senate sub- 
titut•• for the (b-orgia hill, together w ith the second 
-ubstitnte agreed on by Messrs Logan and Bing- 
ham, was referred t<> the Reconstruction Commit- 
Thiu-day in tin Senate a bill incorporating fhe 
• ineinatti and Chattanooga Railroad Company, 
witli a capital of S10.o<X),000, was reported favor- 
ably from the Committee on Commerce. A proviso 
Jo Mr. Cameron requiring the road to be built 
w holly of American iron or steel, was agreed to, 
27 to is. The hill was then passed, 40 to 11. In 
Jin- Iloif-M the naval appropriation bill was taken 
up, which appropriates $17,(»41,S45. Mr. Wash- 
burn ut Wisconsin, in explaining the bill, said the 
-hip- of the navy did no credit to the country at 
h«»mc or abroad. Tin position of the navy 'was 
most humiliating; tin- war ships of the I'nited 
-i at- being the derision of the world. He declared 
lull tin- mm steamships of Kngland could sweep 
IV,.m Hie oeeaii ill thirty ilays what little American 
'iiiinciv, was iett. an I it was well to consider 
whether the I'nitcd States government might not 
wisely divert part oftlic money now spent for the 
n:n\ in encouraging the lmilding of vessels that 
would l>e useful in peace and in war. Mr. Hale of 
Maine addressed the committee in defence of the 
Navy Department against the aspersions or insinu- 
ations of Messrs. ( ox and Dawes and the news- 
papers. lie compared our navy with others and 
lamed it- inferiority. Nothing was done at the 
e\ oiling session. 
The Senate was not in session Saturday. The 
I foils,* had a long discussion on the income tax. 
Mr. Selienek said if the Senate hill was laid on the 
t aide the commissioner of internal revenue had de- 
rided to go on with the collection of taxes on 
monthly reports and on salaries and to claim the 
income tax for ls7<‘ next spring; hut he (Schenek) 
did not know air means hy which the commis- 
sioner could accomplish It. Mr. Wood of New 
York. Mr. Sargent of California and others opposed 
the continuance of the tax and Messrs. Schenek, 
Voorhees, Morgan and t'ulloip defended it. The 
House refused to lay the hill on the table, and then 
refused to concur in the Senate substitute, leaving 
i tie Senate to ask for a committee of conference if it 
chooses. 
Mr. Sunnier reported adversely in the Senate, 
Friday, on the hill to pav Mr. McKenzie 844,000 in 
addition to SoOOO already paid him for defending 
Fenian prisoners. The Senate then took up Mr. 
('handler’s resolution, directing the President to 
appoint commissioners to open negotiations for the 
annexation of the Winnepeg district as a territory 
or State, which, alter a speech by Mr. Chandler, 
w as referred to the Committee on Foreign Relations. 
A hill was passed repealing the act of Feb. 2S, ISO:!, 
which, Mr. Sumner stated, was the last act on the 
statue book connected with slavery. It prohibited 
the importation of people of color into certain 
states. The invalid pension lull, appropriating s::o,(100,1)011, was passed. The House discussed the 
lurill hill in the afternoon and spent the evening lining absentees. 
Ill the Senate Monday a bill was reported from the Judiciary Committee for the enforcement of the 
huh amendment. It provides that any State or territorial official failing to give all citizens an op- 
portunity to perform any pre-requsite. for voting, established by the laws of such State or territory, -hall forfeit 8ottd to the persons so deprived, and 
on conviction shall pay a tine equal to that amount. 
A resolution instructing the Pension Committee to 
report a bill providing pensions for the survivin'' 
officers and soldiers of the war of 1K12 was p.,ss(,(£ 
The Nova Scotians protest against the act of the 
Dominion Parliament requiring the currency of Nova Scotia to be similar to that of the Dominion. 
Nova Seotia puts in these protests as a matter of 
form; her eyes are constantly, upon the I'nitcd 
States. 
The female engrossing clerk of the Iowa House 
of Representatives has got all her rights. Shelias 
married one of the member-. 
Bqmblican 3 ouvnaL 
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! Administrators, Executors and Guardians de- 
siring their advertisements published in the .Journal, 
will please so state to the Court. 
! SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of papers 
changed, must state the Post Office to which the paper 
has been sent as well as to which it is to go. 
J0®*S. M. Pettkncili. & Co., 0 State St., Boston, 
I and 37 Park Row, New York, are our authorized Agents 
j for procuring subscriptions and forwarding advertise- 
ments. 
4S-S. 11. Nilks, No. 1 Scollay's Building, Court St., 
Boston, is authorized to receive advertisements for this 
I paper. 
C. KvAN-i. Washington Street, is an autlior- 
i ized agent ot this paper. 
4®-<iKO. P. Rowell & Co., -J" Park Row, New York, 
will receive advertisements lor this paper, at the lowest 
I rates. Their orders will always receive promt atten- 
; tion. 
#5=“ Ho it An: Dodd, 131, Washing Street, Boston, is 
an authorized Agent for the .Journal. 
Newspaper Decisions. 
! 1. Any person who takes a paper regularly from the 
post-office—whether directed to his name or another’s, 
or whether he has subscribed or not—is responsible lor 
i the payment. 
3. It a person orders his paper discontinued, he must 
! pay all arrearages, or the publisher may continue to send 
it until payment in made, and collect the whole amount, 
whether the paper is taken trom the otfice or not. 
3. The courts have decided that refusing to take news- 
papers and periodicals from the post-olfice, or removing 
and leaving them uncalled for, is prlniti jade evidence 
of intentional :raud. 
Subscribers are requested t<> take notice ol the date on 
; the oolored slips attached to the paper. It is the only 
form of receipt now used. For instance, If* May 08, 
! means that the subscription is paid to Unit date. When 
a new payment is made, the date will be immediately 
I changed to correspond, and thus a receipt in full is sent 
with every paper, Subscribers in arrears are requested 
to forwa’d the sums due. 
£3~In sending money, state TIIK POST OFFICE to 
which the paper is sent.-ft®’ 
THE AMENDED LIQUOR LAW 
Tin1 amendment to the liquor law, passed 
I last winter, is a ridiculous mass of legisla- 
tive lolly, fanaticism and illegality. One of 
I two propositions must be true regarding this 
extraordinary enactment—either the pro- 
| hibitionists have gone stark staring mad, and 
i the controlling portion of the ladicul partv 
has resolved to give them rope until they 
j hang themselves—or else we are imder«-oin«' 
_ 
no 
j n revolution iutheionn of our own state* 
I government. an i^noriu^ or overturning of 
j the old metes and bounds. Take for instance 
: the second section of the amendment— 
j !a all cases where now by any of il,e provision- j of said ehai'ler or any acts additional (hereto or 
amendatory thereof an oilier i- authorized lo seize 
| intoxicating liquors or the vessels containing them, 
| hv virtue of a warrant therefor, lie m.iv seize the 
I same without a warrant, and keep them in some safe place for a reasonable time until lie can prn- 
cure such warrant. 
This in terms gives an nllieor authority to 
| sioze anything that he may fancy or feign is 
intoxicating liquor, and do anything in* may 
choose, with it—for the section is so loosely 
worded as to mean anything the officer may 
choose to have it regarding tho disposition 
of siozed liquors. Otir fathers who framed 
the Constitution of Maim* had some old fash- 
ioned notions about the rights of property, 
the sanctity of the domicile, and the powers 
of officers, which have worked well in prac- 
tice heretofore, but which these liquor 
fanatics are endeavoring to ignore. The tilth 
section of the Hill of Rights declares that 
| ‘'The people shall !>■■ secure in their persons, 
houses papers and possessions from all unreason- 
! able searches and seizures, and no warranl to 
search any place, or seize any person nr tiling, shall issue without a special designation of the |dace to lie searched, and the person or tiling lo lie seized, 
nor without probable cause, supported by oath or 
affirmation." 
And yet these lunatics propose to have the 
officials, under prohibition guidance, make 
prizes ot any man's cider or vinegar barrel, 
and hurry it otl' without the least shadow or 
term ot law. this clause ot the enactment 
cannot stand an appeal to the Supreme 
Court, in a test of its conformity to the ('on- 
stitiition. 
There is another clause in the new law. 
which lor brilliancy wilt rank fully with the 
above. It is this — 
11 any municipal otlevr of any city, town or 
plantation, after being furnished with a written no- 
tice ot a violation of any prov isious of said chapter 
or acts additional thereto or amendatorv thereof, 
signed by two persons competent to he witnesses 
in civil suits, and containing the names and resi- 
dences ot tile witnesses to prove such oifenre, wil- 
fully neglects or refuses to institute proceedings therefor, lie shall lie liable to a tine of not less than 
twenty not more than tifty dollars to lie recovered 
by, indictment. The oath required of anv such otli- 
cer to the complaint may lie in substance', that from 
a written notice signed by two persons competent to he witnesses in civil suit.- ho believes the com- 
plaint by him signed to he true. 
That, is, if any two vagabonds see tit to 
give information to the Mayor of ilelfast that 
liquor has been sold, the Mayor is required 
to swear that he believes it. no matter what 
the character of the informants may be! If 
he knows them to lie notorious liars, and 
won t swear Unit he believes them, lie is to 
be fined fifty dollars! lie must either perjure 
himself or pay the fine ! This remarkable 
law makes further provision— 
Only one person shut! he required re make, sign, and swear to a eomphiint fora warrant of search 
and seizure, instead of three as now provided in section fourteen of chapter thirtv-threc of the pub- lic laws of eighteen hundred and tiftv-eight. 
How convenient! If this “one person"’ 
has an enemy on whom lie desires to fasten 
the charge of having liquors, he can go it 
alone on his complaint. And if he don't 
want to burn his fingers in a matter of per- 
jury, he can join with another like unto him- 
self. and by a simple statement on paper, 
oblige any municipal officer to do his false 
swearing for him, or pay fifty dollars! 
Will the people of Maine never see the end 
of this miserable nonsense!’ 
dhe plan tor Scandinavian immigration is 
progressing. Mr Thomas, the State Commis- 
sioner, will soon leave for northern Europe, 
and will return in August with a large num- 
ber, who will lie landed at Halifax, and 
thence proceed by rail to Aroostook. The 
state gives them settling lands. 
That Nautical Ghost. A letter from 
Gloucester states that the story which we 
copied recently, concerning Iho appearance 
of ghosts on board a fishing vessel, Isa hoax. 
It was originally gotten up to frighten away 
from the vessel an objectionable man, and 
having served that purpose, it got into the 
papers, with its proportions fearfully en- 
larged. The vessel is now at sea, catching 
fish, untroubled by any supernatural visitors. 
The zeal of the Bangor police in the pur- 
suit of liquor is terrible to behold. A keg of 
printer’s ink was seized last week, because 
of its guilty resemblance to a ten gallon keg 
of whiskey, as it landed from the Katahdin. 
Also a barrel of cucumber pickles was bored 
into and the liquid sufiererl to escape. The 
owner refuses to take it, and sues the city. 
HOW PROTECTION IS WORKING. 
The discussion of the TaiitVbill now before 
Congress, says the New Hampshire Patriot, 
has presented the beauties of “protection" in 
a very clear light. The fundamental idea of 
“protection" is to prevent importation of 
cheap foreign articles, so as to force the peo- 
ple to buy the dear home-made commodities, 
and thus to compel the consumers, the mass 
of the people, to pay high prices for the bene- 
tit of the “protected" few. To show how 
small a portion both of the capital and peo- 
ple of the country are “protected,” we take 
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This does not give the whole ease: for in 
! addition to this there are one million skilled 
artisans — machinists, carpenters, hlaek- 
i smiths, masons—and nearly five millions of 
common laborers, who receive no protection, 
increasing the number of unprotected per- 
sons to nearly twelve millions against the 
half-million who are protected. Such facts 
require no comment except upon the popular 
idiocy and folly which allows them to con- 
tinue. 
Take a few items in illustration of the op- 
eration of the. present tariff, presented in the 
discussion: On spool cotton the people are 
compelled to pay four millions of dollars as 
the.difference;between the ••protected'’ Amer- 
ican price and that which it could bo bought 
for in Europe. Of this only $1)7.1,000 are 
collected by the Government in the way of 
revenue. The remainder goes to the Massa- 
chusetts and Connecticut cotton manufactur- 
ers. On iron and steel only $10-,000,000 go 
! to the Government for duties, but $100,000,- 
000 find their way to the pockets of the 
wealthy ironmongers, who are principally in 
Pennsylvania. Salt is a heavy article It is 
I protected by the freight charges to the extent 
jot 100 per cent, lint that is not enough, and 
to,s per cent, is levied in addition upon the 
industry of the country. When the whole 
list is gone over it will he found that for the 
$1.S0,(H)0,0(I0 that we collect from customs, 
the people have to pay $.500,000,000 to the 
protected classes. This makes the lax. in 
fact, $(!MO,00( 1,000 instead of $1M0,000.000. 
The returns show that on tea, coffee, sugar 
and molasses, articles of universal use, the 
people are taxed in the way of duties no less 
Ilian $55,000,000 a year. These articles, in 
the time of Democratic ascendency, were 
mainly free, and subject to no duties. Now 
three-fourths of all the money that was then 
deemed necessary to support the. Government 
is collected from them. In the mean lime 
tl»f s ,11*0 not t.t'if-I. iVoin wluolt wo 
ought to derive nearly as much revenue —if 
they were taxed as other property is—as wo 
derive from ihe indispensahles in cverv 
family’s use above mentioned. All efforts 
to reform these gross abuses and tir equalize 
taxation are persistently opposed hv the llad- 
ieal loaders, and they will continue as long 
as lladiealism rules. 
PROGRESS OF WOMEN'S RIGHTS. 
The experiment of having women on the 
grand and petit juries lias been tried in 
Wyoming Territory. We find some account 
of the matter in the Cincinnati Enquirer. 
Judge Howe, in whose court the system was 
inaugurated, writes to Mrs. Hroadwell, of 
Chicago, that.the mixed jury was a success. 
He says— 
‘•Alter the grand jury had been in session two 
days, the dance-house, keepers, gamblers and dcrui- 
mnwle fled out of the city to escape the indictments 
of the women grand jurors." 
lie speaks in the highest terms of the fe- 
male petit juries, remarking that ‘-they were 
careful, painstaking, intelligent and conser- 
vative,’'and that “after three or four crimi- 
nal trials the lawyers engaged in defending 
persons accused of crime began to avail 
themselves of the right of peremptory chal- 
lenge to get rid of the women jurors, who 
wore too much in favor of enforcing the laws 
and punishing crime to suit the interest of 
their clients.” 
I Loro we have a foreshadowing ofthc“ cood 
time coming” when the female sex, under 
the principle of Woman’s Rights shall take 
an active part in the Government. Then will 
not tin1 keepers of coffee-houses, of gamb- 
ling dens and of other places of resort that 
win the affections of their husbands and i 
fathers from them, have to look out ? The 
flight from the female wrath, in these respects 
will be immense. The ladies will make spe- 
cialties of these crimes and vices, and liter- 
all v show them no (juarter. There are many 
in these avoctions who have spoken light and 
jestingly of the female movement, but they 
will find in the sequel that it is no joke, and 
that it will strike them very hard. As to the 
practical obstacles in the way, which we in 
our innocence had supposed to be something, 
the Judge found no difficulty in surmounting 
them. lie did not at night lock up the six 
men and the six women together, but gave 
them separate rooms, where the women were 
under the charge of a woman bailiff, and the 
men under the custody of the Sheriff. In the 
morning the two halves of the jury were got 
together, and verdicts agreed upon. 
The long and lingering war between bra- 
zil and Paraguay is ended, After a resistance 
such as the world has seldom seen, the Para- 
guayan forces have been overcome, the coun- 
try subdued, and Lopez killed. There is great 
exultation at Itio Janeiro. Onoof the Brazil- 
ian papers says— 
“The Paraguayan people are reduced to an eighth 
part of their original number. The wealth of the 
country has been dissipated, and there are not 
means sufficient to sustain the few that survive. 
The prediction of Lopez lias been verified, which he 
made to Oeneral Mitre during their interview at 
Jatay Cora, that Paraguay would he ‘a mountain of 
ruins' before it should fa’ll into the hands of the al- 
lies, The Paraguayns who died in combat, gave lip 
their lives with a valor and abnegation seldom rival- 
ed. Others died from sickness and want; others 
perished on the gallows, sacrificed without pity by 
the order of Lopez himself. The history of the suf- 
fering of this people is the history of a martvrdom 
without example.” 
Walter Brown lias been appointed instructor of 
rowing at Annapolis. 
HOW THINGS ABE WORKING. 
We last week remarked that elements of 
discord and dissolution are at work in the 
radical parly in Maine. As evidence of the 
state of feeling existing within the party lines 
—the half-smothered volcano that reveals 
itself by these flashes,—we make an extract 
or two from the party organs. The Portland 
Daily Advertiser, that is devoted to the Mor- 
rill interest, has an article headed “The 
Illaine-IIamlin Gambit," in which there 
Hashes a blade (hat punctures the Kennebec 
and Penobscot alliance with thrusts that be- 
tray a deadly purpose. Tt says— 
“There are many forms of gambit at chess," says 
the learned Hoyle, “and in every one there is the 
sacrifice of a pawn early in the game; this being 
the trick by which a powerful attack is gained." 
The Blaine-Hamlin gambit is no exception to this 
rule, it was essential to Hr. Blaine's success in 
lsTl that Mr. Morrill should he sacrificed in 1800. 
The election of two Senators from Augusta would he a political miracle, and Mr. Blaine does not be- 
lieve in miracles. Still he was compelled to sup- 
port Mr. Morrill: the rules of the game required 
him to take the part of the candidate from liis own 
“locality," and that Mr. Blaine ostentatiously did. 
Tie was called away to Washington however be- 
fore the caucus met, and during his absence a 
strange thing happened—no less than the defection 
from Mr. Morrill's ranks of live of Mr. Blaine's 
constituents, from towns near the Augusta head- 
quarters. Of course Mr. Blaine, being away, was 
not responsible for this defection: it seemed lobe 
a Providential interposition to reward him for his 
disinterested support of his neighbor. M r. Morrill 
was nevertheless as effectually beaten as if Mr. 
Blaine had deliberately sacrificed him, and Mr. 
Hamlin went to Washington in his stead. 
it was soon observed that Mr. Hamlin was dis- 
playing toward Mr. Blaine a forgiving and chari- 
table temper, quite noble and touching. Thttrlow 
Weed says, in his autobiography, that in 1805. when 
lie proposed Mr. Hamlin for Secretary of the 
Treasury, President Lincoln replied, “Hamlin has 
Senate on the brain and nothing more or less will 
satisfy him." The President was right, and Mr. 
Blaine had opposed the gratification of this darling 
desire; yet Mr. Hamlin, for some reason seemed 
disposed to overlook the offence, and even to con- 
cede a liberal portion of the spoils of vietorvto the 
vanquished Blame. I he <listnl>ution of the ofli: e< 
during the last year has proceeded in the most 
amicable and fraternal manner, both gentlemen 
seeming to be moved by a common impulse and 
animated by a common purpose. Meanwhile it has 
come to be understood that Mr, Blaine will un- 
doubtedly be a candidate for Senator next winter, 
and il is certain that he will be supported by Mr. 
Hamlin's whole intluenee—and General llersev is 
Hamlin’s friend. * * * * *■*’ 
In three Congressional districts this fall, Blaine- 
llamlin candidates will take the field for election, 
or re-election. They are already selected, and if 
the entire programme should be carried out with- 
out interruption, a majority of tin Republican 
members of the next Legislature would probably 
be pledged to Mr. Blaine in advance, and to make 
assurance doubly sure the whole weight of the 
State and national patronage would be thrown in- 
to the scale. The future of an alliance which be- 
gins bv appointing our governors and members of 
Congress at 'Washington, it is easy to predict. 
These ambitious gentlemen intend to’dispute Mrs. 
Thurston’s title to the State of Maine, and the 
Biddeiord Journal already announces that ‘‘nobody 
who lias a political Allure" will oppose the Blaine- 
Tfamlin candidate for Congress in this district. 
But what is apolitical future worth, if it is to be 
simply a future of contented subserviency to the 
plans of two gentlemen, who ceasing to represent 
any public interest are merely pushing their private 
fortunes? There are other occupation*, less haz- 
ardous and far more respectable than the trade of 
polities. It ought to be. and for those citizens who 
serve the State best, it has been, a sacrifice to leave 
their private pursuits, [f the people of Maine, 
with their eyes open, allow themselves to be used 
a< mere counters in the game of polities, they will 
do themselves a great injustice, which before long 
they will regret and repair. 
In the First Congressional District a nice 
lit lie light, an offshoot of the Senatorial 
contest, is going on. Hon. John Lynch, the 
present Representative in Congress, is a can- 
didate for re-olcotion. He lias great intluenee 
in the District, has many friends, and uses 
the Daily Press, of which he is part owner, 
as a means of sustaining his present position 
for another term. The IViddeford Journal, 
from demurring at his claims, has come lo 
open personal attack. fts issue of the 22d 
has a column and a half specially devoted to 
the lion, .lotm, :nul {l!»* pro it ft l > f bis nu in or-! 
ous political sins, ending with a sort of male-! 
diet inn in these words 
high, and no higher, rises the thermometer of j thi‘ statesmanship <d tins wonderful man, whose 
stomach is the “unbounded stomach" of Cardinal 
Wolsev, without hi- brain, and with as little capi- tal in trade as ever men did business with. At the 
close of his political career which is now fast 
hastening he may add his little testimony to the 
folly of ambition, and the bitter fruits of seeking to three himself upon an unwilling people at the ex- 
pense of their right- and the claims of justice and 
good faith.— 
“He hits ventured 
Like little wanton boys that swim on bladders, This inanv summers in a sea of glorv ; 
Hut far beyond Ills dentil." 
THE HOWARD INVESTIGATION. 
Represent a t ive Wood of Xew York recent- 
Iv made upon the floor of Congress about 
fifteen distinct charges against Gen. Howard 
of the Freedman's liuroan, involving; the 
misappropriation of funds, patent brick 
speculation, in which the government was 
wronged, flic purchase of lands for the gov- 
ernment, in which lie and tiis friends had an 
interest and a profit, &o. An investigation 
was ordered. The committee met on the 
11th inst., and closed its doors. Mr. M ood 
moved that the investigation lie public, but 
the committee voted down the motion, and 
are conducting 1 he investigation in private; 
and counsel and witnesses are instructed to 
make no mention outside ot what is said or 
done in the committee. No re-direct ex- 
animation is permitted. Some of the eyi-1 
dence leaks out. The New York Herald 
reports that: 
“Sir. Cox testified that fieri. Howard, as Com- 
missioner of the Freedman's Itnreau, had purchas- ed from him somewhere in the neighborhood of lf>0 
acres of land at $1,000 per acre. The last payment, he stated, was a draft from (ieneral Balloeh. dis- 
bursing oAliter of the bureau, on the Treasury for 
$114,000. The register of deeds submitted deeds 
lor the whole purchase, and also three lots of the 
same land sold to Gen. Howard and a trust deed 
for the salp of a house and lot of his in the city, to 1>. L. Cutnn of the Freedmen’s Bank. Humseyand 
Harvey, ihe contractors. Noth testified that their 
contract was made with Gen. Howard personally, and that their pay came from Balloeh in the shape of drafts on the Treasury. Ktimsey swore that he 
was present with Howard and Balloeh at the head- 
quarters of the Bureau when $24,000 in bonds of 
the tirst Congregational church were taken; that 
Balloeh drew the cheek for the money and that 
Howard sent it to the Freedmen’s Bank, with di- 
rections to deposit $18,000 to his account as special 
treasurer of the church fund, and the remaining 
$0,000 to his private account. Itumsey then turned 
over $18,000 in church bonds, and Howard gave 
a mortgage on the house he had sold Baton as 
security for the money loaned him. Testimony 
was taken showing the worthless character of the 
patent brick out of which the Howard University 
is built, and how Howard and his confreres of the 
bureau was personally interested in these patent 
brick." 
At the next meeting of the committee Mr. Har- 
vey. contractor for the stone and brick work of the 
building, testified to the facts connected with the 
giving way of the walls on account of the worth- 
lessness of the Howard patent brick. He stated 
that he had fixed up the outside wall alter it tell 1 
in, the broken chimneys, etc., and that he had put 
up girders and supporters of various kinds for 
which there were no specifications in the original 1 
contracts, amounting in all to several thousand dol- 
lars extra. Gen. Howard denied this, whereupon 
Harvey coolly replied“Well, I made out the 
hills for this work, and 1 notice you paid them, 
that's all.” Mr. Itumsev, another contractor, testi- 
fied that he had put in iron pillars all through the t 
building to support the upper floors, after the wall 
fell in. He also testified that Gen. Howard ap- 
peared as endorser upon the protested notes of i John It. Klvans, a hardware merchant of this citv, 
when that gentleman failed in business. 1 
“Were wf. to ititir.r* no ska-going ships, 
nob engage in the foreign carrying 
TRADE, WE SHOLT.l) PERCEIVE THE DIFFER- ' 
ence p.t'T fitter.” [Progressive Age. i 
The above is the encouragement given to 
our great local industry, by a paper publish- 1 
ed in litis city. How do you like it, ship 
builders, ship-owners and sailors 'J tf i 
LETTER FROM BOSTON. 
Correspondence of the Journal. 
“Lo the Poor Indian"—Children as Mer- 
chant*—A Sad Sight—Recovery of Nellie 
Burns—The Obsequies of Hon. Anson Bur- 
lingame—Miss Mehlig’s Concert—Mrs. How- 
ard Paul—Various Items. 
Boston, Apvil 23, 1870. 
“Lo the poor Indian" no longer lias to 
stand alono in the streets of Boston, as a 
tobacconist's sign, holding out his little pack- 
age of herbs or bundle of cigars to attract 
the attention of customers. He lias (’a]it. 
Jinks and “A girl of the period” to keep him 
company. Whether or not either of these 
renowned individuals will be considered 
worthy of being admitted to that “equal 
sky” along with his “faithful dog” is a mat- 
ter of some doubt; but certain it is that as 
sign-boards at the Hub, they quite leave him 
in the shade. The “girl of the period” is 
made attractive by a huge chignon and im- 
mense pannier, while the shiny boots and 
briglil buttons of (.’apt. Jinks may be Mam 
from alar off. What the next novelty will 
be in the way of advertising is matter of 
conjecture. 
Children vending various articles of mer- 
chandise in 1 ho streets of Boston are not an 
uncommon sight, but when one comes across 
a little tow-headed urchin, who lias scarce 
seen four summers, selling combs nearly as 
large as himself, they can’t help fei line sad 
at tlie tliouglii tjiat for him the jovs of; 
childhood must be so lew. And vet it's a 
thousand times better than to see the child 
begging, and somehow or other 1 couldn’t 
help getting up considerable admiration for 
the young merchant. A sadder sight was 
that of a bov just entering bis teens hope- 
lessiy intoxicated. to see drunken men and 
women in the streets of a large oily is so 
common a sight that possibly one gets to look 
upon them with more of aversion and less of 
pity than they ought; but a drunken child is 
certainly :t most sorrowful abject. And very 
sensible of bis unfortunate condition did this 
poor lad seem, as lie stumbled up from a re- 
clining position on the pavement—for lie said 
to another youl i, “I’m drunk—yes. 1 am 
drunk.” “And what did you gel drunk tor. 
Fat?” “Why, Father got drunk and Mother 
got drunk, and t thought I'd try it : and so 
I’m drunk.” And away lie reeled around the 
corner. And thus the lights and shades of 
life commingle—sometimes a picture fair, 
bright and pleasant to look upon, and some- 
times so sad and distressful as to make the 
heart cry out in appealing prayers to 
Perhaps a feeling of more general joy has 
not been experienced in Boston for some time 
than on Thursday last when the news of the 
recovery of little Nellie Burns became known. 
Everybody seemed as pleased as if the little 
girl had been their own ; and the enthusiasm 
of the crowd that gathered around the home 
of the child is said to have been beyond de- 
scription, and the joy of the parents affecting 
in the extreme. The lost one was found in 
the possession of a woman named Chase, in 
an alley leading out of Endieott street, who 
stole her from the Common where the little 
one had wandered. The woman is under ar- 
rest, together with other parties thought to 
he implicated in the ease, and she will prob- 
ably have to sutler the extreme penally ol 
lays;. 
The rent tins of Hon. \nsnn Burlingame 
•arrive.t in Ms city on Thursday, and laid in 
state in F.ineuil llall from mm- until six 
o’clock yesterday, where they were visited 
by many thousands of persons all anxious to 
show their respect for the memory of tin- de- 
ceased. 1 ossibly no man in Massachusetts 
was more highly esteemed or will he more 
deeply regretted. Faneuil Hall was very 
tastefully and appropriately decorated in 
black for the solemn occasion, and looked 
very mournful in the dim gas-light. Upon 
a raised anti neatly draped tlais in the centre 
of the Hall was placed the casket with its 
silver symbols of a style peculiar to Bussia. 
Around the dais and casket were placed 
elaborate floral decorations in the form of 
crosses, anchors, wreaths and harps. In dif- 
ferent parts of the Hall were placed the bust 
of Mr. Burlingame and the American and 
Chinese flags. This forenoon the casket, 
under escort ol a detachment of city police, 
Brown’s Brigade Band, and the Independent 
Corps of Cadets, were removed from the 
hall to the Arlington street Church, where 
the last solemn rites were to take place The 
church was beautitully but neatly decorated 
for the occasion. The funeral address was 
delivered by llev. l)r. Briggs of Cambridge, 
and a hymn composed for the occasion bv 
John <t. Whittier, was sung bv a select choir. 
At the conclusion of the impressive cere- 
monies tin' long procession commenced to 
form, and tho remains were taken from the 
church to Mount Auburn—their final resting 
place—araul the sounds ot tolling hells, 
martial music and the deep booming oh the 
cannon. 
Various events seemed to happen on this 
particular Thursday, and Miss Anna Mehlig’s 
concert for the High and Normal school-girls 
at Bumstead Hall was not the least of them. > 
The voting ladies themselves took part in the 
concert under the skillful direction of their 
teacher, Mr. Eiohburgh, and seemed to en joy 
it exceedingly. Miss Mehlig was evidently 
is much delighted with the girls, and receiv- 
ed her numerous floral gifts with apparent 
pleasure. 
Mrs. Howard Paul repeats to-night at the 
Boston Museum her famous dual representa- 
tion of Hecate and Lady Macbeth. A very 
arge and crowded audience witnessed the 
■tidy’s first performance last Saturday even- 
tig, and some disappointment was felt by 1 
nany who thought she did not realize the 1 
flowing descriptions given by the London I 
papers. The aside talk at places of amuse- j 
nent is oftentimes laughable, and on this 
Particular evening a most ludicrous eonversa 1 
ion came to my ears. It was in the murder 
;eene, when after the fatal deed had been j 
committed. Lady Macbeth tries to get her i 
iege lord out of the room. Mr. Barron, who j 
vas acting the part of Macbeth, is rattier a < 
light and slender man, whilst Mrs. Paul is 1 
it very fair.proport ions, so that when, in the | I 
iolence of her inquiry, she gave Macbeth a 
lush, she cpiite took him off his feet and sent v 
dm Hying out at the side entrance. “Ah!” ( 
ireathed a man sadly but audibly, upon the } 
leath-like silence, to a lady sitting at his side, 1 
‘That's the way you spurt me round !” The 
ittle picture of conjugal happiness was too 
nueh for human risibles, and a broad smile 1 
vas indulged in by those who happened to! 
lear. i 
Jefferson is meeting with the most flatter- 
ng success, and nightly the Boston Theatre > 
is crowded to witness his wonderful imper- 
sonations ot llip Van Winkle. 
Boston is luxuriating on green-peas from 
Florida and salmon from California. Seven- 
ty-five cents a plateful is the retail price. 
Sashes to match the dress are to lie dis- 
placed by the Roman sash which is a gayly 
striped ribbon, like the Roman scarfs so much 
worn the past season. They are sold at prices 
ranging from five to ten dollars. The sup- 
plying of a woman's wants at these rah 
seems to require, like the old lady's precepts 
“here a little and there a good deal.’’ 
The week of fog and rain having suspend- 
ed operations this morning, the sun came out 
bright and jubilant. The grass on the ( o,n 
mon showed green and resplendent in the un- 
usual light, and beneath the yet leafless trees 
the apple-women and happy children passed 
away the morning hours. I’r.m n 
LETTER FROM BUCKSPORT. 
Fti cksport, A[nil2tith. )sTu. 
The young ladies and gentlemen of the Hast 
Maine < lilbreiu e Seminary, have recently interest- 
ed our people with public meetings and exercises, 
by the Societies composed of the students at the in- 
stitution. On the evening of the Nth, the young 
gentlemen of the Calorhctorian Society gave their 
entertainment, consisting of declamation, disserta- 
tion, reading of a newspaper, &c. It was very 
amusing, especially where shafts were aimed at 
the Filiation Soeietv, composed of the voiiii" 
ladies. 
< the Mf», tho Kiilalioii-; o.i\,. \,.rv jjn<» 
evening's entertainment, .similar in character to 
that of the Nth, in which the proficiency and train- 
ing of the students was very creditably displayed. 
All the shafts ot fun which the young gentlemen 
sent at them were repaid with interest. 
[We regret that we are obliged to omit the verv 
full particulars of the above, sent by our corres- 
pondent. The demand upon our column* nail- for 
such condensation that we cannot find space for 
them.] 
I h*1 Annual Rxhihition of the Scininury \\ il| ! 
take place May +th and 5th. The Bangor Band is 
engaged for the occasion. The subject of a me- 
morial to our dead soldiers now interests our 
citizens. We have raised by Fairs, Exhibitions, and 
otherwise, quite a fund, but as the first money was 
raised for a Memorial Hall, and the idea of a Mon- 
ument is now thought to be more suitable, there 
will, I presume, be a meeting called to ask those 
persons who contributed fora Hall to waive that 
consideration in favor of the latter suggestion 
I am assured that an offer has been made by a 
party of gentlemen, to donate a half acre of land, 
located in the center of a beautiful tract, of fifteen 
acres in area, the w hole of which it i- proposed to 
lay out as a cemetery. This place is but three 
fourths of a mile from the village and on the line of 
the Bangor 11. 1L, as surveyed. Il is hoped that 
this offer will tie accepted, so that a convenient 
place may be secured, w here the services of decora- 
tion day can tie hold, without trampling under foot 
the graves of our loved friends, as has been the 
case heretofore in the old cemetery. The proposed 
name for the new lot is ‘‘Memorial Park ('emetcrv 
The lecture on the surrender of Ere, hr Gov. 
Chamberlain, announced for theeyeningnfthe pith, 
did not take place, as the stormy weather prevented 
the Coventor's arrival. It will he given on the 
evening of May fid. 
SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT, Waldo Co. 
Dickkksox, J. PrtKsinixii. 
This was a suit upon a promissory note for 81 non 
given by I. M. Hill and Wm, c. Marshall, copart- 
ners, to Isaac Ta.vlcr, pi IF intestate, at Racine, 
Wisconsin, in lsti*_‘. The dell. Marshall claimed 
that the private note of f. M. Hill, the other copart- 
ner, had been accepted in payment of the note in 
suit, by parties representing the estate ,f Isaac 
Tnyler in Wisconsin. Verdict for dell. Fogler 
tor pltf. Abbott fordefi, 
Timothy IV. tlimit v>. Bent. F. <train. An actum 
for breach of the covenant of a deed. The defence 
was that the deed was obtained by fraud. This 
ease ha- been tried once before and :i verdict 
rendered in favor of the pltf. This verdict was set 
aside and a new trial granted. Verdict for pltf. for 
817fi.fid. Hubbard ,V MeI.ellan for pltf. Nickerson 
for deft. 
'losiah \. \\ lute vs, luhlits of Belfast. This was 
a suit to recover pay for assistance furnished one 
McDonald, a seamen, who was taken sick at the 
Phoenix House, of which the plaintiff is the pro-j 
prietor. The dells, claimed that the pltf. had lieen | 
fully paid by one ( apt. Mi Vane with whom M 
Donald came to pltf'.- house. Verdict for pltf. t,-r 
Williamson A MeI.ellan for pm Ni kel- 
son for deft. 
(lakes Angler vs. Rcnj. I., Smalley ,v a!-. \n 
action of debt upon Boor Debtor's Bond. Verde 
fordefi-. Williamson for pltf. Boyle for deft. 
Maria I.. Leighton. Libellant v- Franci- \f 
Leighton. Divorce decreed. l ibellant n haw i 
custody ot minor children. Lib. lice to pav libel! ! 
ant 8‘lrtO per year until otherw i-. ordered by tie- | 
court. 
The (;ratal Jury found twelve indictmeut- -one I 
each against the towns of Northport, Montv ill.■. i 
Morrill and the city of Belfast, for defective high- 
way-; two against Hamlin for burglary : one tor ■ 
larceny, and live for liquor selling. 
The ease oft lurries Elliot v-. Israel Grant, ex-! 
Sheriff, involving the title to a stock of goods in ! 
the ( handler store in Knox, is now on trial tor the 
third time. 
The developments of the McFarland trial 
made the presiding Judge sick las) week, 
lie is better now. and the ease proceeded on 
Monday. The testimony principally relates 
to the prisoner’s alleged insanity. 
Tin' Kennebec Journal say-. thai a well j 
known railroad man and ex-governor a few j 
days since was enjoying a quiet shave in one 
ol tlie barber-shops in Augusta, Me., intend- 
ing to leave in the next tram that was then 
about due. Idle loeoniotive whittle sounded 
when the operation was about half through, 
and a person entering tin1 shop informed the 
gentleman that the train had just started! 
from the depot. With hat and carpet-hag in j 
and a week’s growth of beard on one side of 
!iis face, the venerable and respected ex-gov- 
■rnor started upon a run for the receding 
train. Ilis situation was observed by the 
■onduetor. and although time, tide and rail 
•oad trains generally wait for no man, the 
mgine was reversed and the half-shaved in- 
lividual taken on hoard, where he was the 
deserved of all observers. 
We learn from (tie Portland Press that lie' wain j 
a Buff Stream, in the northwesr part of Waldoliore 1 
:t a point known as Smith's Mills, on Friday hroki i 
h rough the embankment on the west side of the ! 
lam. and gradually encroached upon the yard, and [ 
iiiully undermined tin’ story and a half house of 
toraie I’. Thing, which is < arried off and depositetl 
a a mim'd condition on the intervale below. The 
rater also undermined the barn, one-half of which 
roke away and fell into the water. , 
Sunday afternoon, one of the convicts ill the v 
I aim- stale Prison made a felonious attack upon t 
lie overseers of the wheelwright shop. On enter* 
:ig the shop he suddenly tiirew a stone at Overseer 
'iper. striking him upon the head; turning, he 
lirew two or three at Overseer Morton, w ho sue r 
ceded in dodging them. It is supposed that he t; ad the stones concealed in a basket which lie ear- j, ied fertile purpose of getting shavings. Overseer 
'iper was quite severely wounded. 
The ease of Lieut, Commander Henry B. \ 
ieclcy, I S. Navy, for abusing Patrick v 
TBrien, a seaman on the I S. S Pawnee, 0 
ins resulted in a judgment for O’Brien, who 
s awarded So'Jo damages without cost. 
Seven hundred ship carpenters in New j' 
fork and vicinity, have struck against tlie| 
eduction of wages from £1 to per day. j a 
k 
An Illinois grave-digger, who buried a h 
nan named Button, sent a hill to his widow f> 




A Lewiston man. tin* •T«>urn:il say-, has pnlh <1 
parsnip 4 fert and \ inches long. Mini didn't get th 
yvholr of it. 
< ha>. Snyder rut his wife’.- thro:tl Mini lii> own 
at Midddlrtown, m \, w York. Hr li:i«I iu-t return 
e<l from serving out :i -enten «* in tin* Statr Prison. 
The Gospel Ranm r, whirh mingles polities am! 
religion in about equal j*r*»p«»i i ions, goes for lfer-r\ 
The Ship Thnma- !•><•<• man. of Rath. Mr.. from 
New Orleans for (’ron-tadt. w asstrmk l-\ lightning 
April oth, in latitude :tr. 21. long tudrTI, and tmalh 
destroyed by tire. ( apt. ( h .i’ Oumwith yvit 
ami daughter and crew arrived Friday, on the brig 
Oreiga whirh took them from th. w n’, k. 
One of the blondes lost a je\\i*l in Portland, that 
th* yviekrdne-s of the other eitir- had spared \> 
her. 
Kttngor 1 itjn*»i srlh-rs draped their bars and air 
pump.- in mourning on the iMith. -hutting up dav. 
The Kepubliestn ^tttte ( >n\* nti«»n will he held at 
\ugusta, Wednesday .Jum !'»lh. 
Kv-President dohn-on i- g ii, n* l.oi.-j 
V Mid*ll**town. < t., mail u annoy* *1 at -erin: 
-evernl men at w**rk with tln ii team- nrar fIn 
ehureh on Sun*lay that In ••ailedon orient the grand 
jurors to entrr a complaint : hut, ala- he found him 
tapping hi- hoot-. 
I-aa N Frleh dird m Hollis. 011 the *21 -1, of *•<»n- 
sumption. Mr. IVleh was wWl known in this city, 
when* he was in trade and tin pia.*tic. u law,and 
was the founder of the Progivs->\r Ag. Hr pub- 
lished the Gaily livening star, in Portland, Ibr 
several years. 
'Ihe Democracy of Springiicld, lllinoi-. *• tin 
home of Lincoln,” elected tin ir wlndr ity ti* kn h\ 
about .‘>00 majority. 
I ioutcnM omuiuml r 1 u-hiiig. of tin* Navy, ai 
tempted to horsewhip an editor at < ime-t<*uii. \ 
Y.. hut didn’t -in'. rd. 
Albert I. .Jo-elyn, a native *•! Vngit-ta, wa sh 
and killed in North Woburn, Ma- .. last week, h\ 
officer- who were end* avoring to arre-t him for an 
a-sjiull on a woman II red-tnl hi piir-un 
with a pi.-tol. 
1 run <• Arthur i- I'i’iii:' t-» I:ik• !i-tn« 1 m i»:»«• 11'» 
ing tin Red Kiv. 1 omitr\. 
One of »ur naval \e- N—the 1 >.• :.tw :*r<—w ill, 
nil retiming .home, thmm.rh tin* Mioz ennal. 
While :t kirk w;n weighing !i *: unhor in In' 
North River hist 1 "ri«!:tv, it \va- u 1 h**♦ »k* l in 
tlio carriage ot' ;i cannon, w Inch cam.- tr. w dh 
Tin* sentence of Win. D. l#l »U« nm\ hied 
1863 of the murder of Freeman 1 *;«ti♦ i-«»n, :ti mi 
den, am! sentenced t-» he hanged, has hr*«*n nun- 
muted hy the (iovernor and rouinii to imprison- 
ment in the State Prison during lit-*. 
All testimony relating to the \*|oi 1 f*m man -■ 
age ha- keen rilled out of ih* *M-I:trland -■ r 
Reverends Beecher and Frnthin: ii mi ;nv not p» I.. 
put on the stand. 
The KUswortli Vi.n t'i-' mi learns that twoe-lim.- 
hle citizens of iiould-horo. < ipt. !*u<akni:iu < o|c 
and Mr. Miiith Bickford. --f t,«•: I*, n. Ii:ivdied 
yellow fever at Port an Prin« 
The Biddeford Deni--vat i• that newly 
married eouple were returning irmii tin- e!erg\ 
man's, when the hor-e run iw;t\ and 11*r**vv ihein 
out into rh*- mud. t * the timao| •o,,i| riot he 
< ollins, tile Philadelphia > urriage dealer, met 
with a Sjo.oOO 1i»>n curiously tin* min r night, some 
seound.' l entering his warehouse, and mashing, 
cutting' and slashing up tiftv of his most eyponsp, 
earriagi 
Mr I,'H\v W Paterson, of R.i.-kp »rl, mat** ot 
schooner “Mary K. V in < leal.”' w a- drmy in-d w ith 
two other men, Mardi-«Uh. l»y tin* -wamping of 
Font while endeavoring to iv-ou- from a watery 
grave tin utVn ers and r*-\ of the harqii- ‘Milton.“ 
fallen in with in -inkin <mdition. 
We don't know' what i- about to happen to Port- 
land. It 's going era/y about tin* l.i/a Wehci 
troupe of performers. I’ln sternl.y-going Argils 
talks in this style— 
The universal verdict *'< ni' to he flint the uiur-* 
Portland sees of these pretty and shapely Monde- 
with golden hair,hewitehingeye- tint well round- 
limbs, the better they like it. 
The Bangor Democrat says that M iior Bean, i- 
cent I v wounded in a dml in • ulitbrnia. was u»t 
taehed to that «*rli-*- p the linn »j ;- de-iriu tion 
hut left it two months pi. -mi-A entered r 
< ’otifederate army 
In a pond near Sparta. t«a., Were lately toimd 
stained with Mood, the clothes of a mis-imr m. 
and on a boat near hy a note written in p.n.il av 
ing: “Not tie* man we wanted. 
Tin* « amden Herald give- a laughable -mil 
the breaking of a staging along- »• I• ■ e--e l lettin 
several eitizens into till* water, .-.mom* l:i m P. <. 
Knight'. They -ay the In I ■. m. w. ! 
K\-Audilo| Wirkht). of 1. n-..in.i. has ab-cou.i 
ed after selling lai ■ ■! fraudulent M il. 
bonds. 
They have i-aught a mil in* -muggier in P.uiklo. 
Tin* Lewiston .lournal -p- ik- -.f «-ni«>\ in- 
Thomas concerts. » at- 
Tlie Ma-ome brethren in Bangor ai- n rn; 
th quest ion of a pllhlie dcdic.at ioll of their new 
hall, with an invitation to ill Ma-.-ti-. 
The I’niviTsalist minister at p.iddcf.-c.t !..m 
tiis wife took his plaee in ; In* pulpit »u mi inlay. a in I 
delivered edify ing di-eour-M 
The new ••ustoni-hoii'e it \\ i--,-i complete-1 and will hi ready f.-r n h m tin- ini, 
and an ornament to dm tow n. I h old ettstmn 
house w a- hurned in the gr- at lire in lsp-,. 
Tin Bangor Whig sa\ that the hug* of rap- 
agJiin-t «’apt. i baric- mu- h. i- Imm'-ii:; -e. o 
has been throw n out «d <.iin. 
‘•rant can’t let go «>t S m Domingo. II sff;i 
hopi s t<> 11it h that as- t!•. I nited Mat.- 
A w nuan in Monte/unia. Iowa, ha- later, -r,. 
birth to a pet lci tly healtliy !iiId w cighin oitls tw 
pound-. 
Tin* Portland Adverti-it. f«»r -I •: i. '*. 
to get us a seat ai lie blond- W 
asked for a chan 
Freeman IT. *. 1. -ml*»ii. 
has removed, ami hi* 111• n•!■ 'aim IiM I’.! 
did ii. \\'ngi';iin <■ ">• hi n ,r iii-U 
F H. Roberts ha Im» II |• 11", lit*1 I r vtnia^l.-i 
North-east Harbor, Han »• k i-unty. >n i*iae. ,.| 
Thom a* Wa-galt, rent*>\«■«i 
\ boy !_\ w ,s killc .l -n Hi* I'.o.ioti uul M;un ■ 
Road at Malden. on >atunla\. II. jump* l h a «. 
the ami t» || nndei thorn. 
Tin Kennebec Journal, a ill or-an of hhum 
ia.i opened its hat*.•!•:*•'* on h* I’o.ilami \a in 
a I in tin* i> pretty rapid ami ♦ it«. i 
LOCAL ITEMS, Ac. 
News of the County and City. 
LOCAL KIcs .\i 
The Spring come on apatv. tin- we-i wind 
The robin pour* hi* melancholy .strain 
A *»tIr beneath the dead leal u sheltoi sho\\> 
The busy laid t host awake igain 
Wit! downy hud* the golden willow’s decked 
The nol.iy wild l'owl streaming northw rd tl\ 
1 he mountain brook with glistening lo imls ihvke.i 
The trout leaps up— the feathery cloud* float hi 
y et sights and sound* deceive, ami who caw ml' 
\\ hat la reality in earthly scene.*. 
The surest sign of Spring fo me i* *' 
‘Tis parsnips fried and dandelion 
There is no stenographer ; r*m HiU irrm ,,( 
ic court. A prominent im*ml*« of tin* Lai I 
reek addressed ail impiiry lo Judge hieki rson on 
IP subject. Till* Court Mi l flrti all tin -tti. ial re 
nrters were engaged elsewhere. s<• that n .nr ouhl 
p had lor the present term a *iivunistaih to )»« 
•g ret ted. as by that ipid and .<• mate method oi 
king tesiimon a great a\ in- of tinu* and \pen*« 
made. >eV« .:il members of the liar spoke ill. 
menrrem e with the remarks of the Judge. On: 
»vn observation L ads to tin* -aim* eomdusion 
[essrs. L'uleifer of Vuhurn, and Smith of tbmgnr. 
ho have fttlended previous terms in this city, 
tirial reporters, have given excellent -ati-laetion 
the line of their duty. 
-im e the above was in type Mr. I’ldeiL r ha* at 
\ed, and is now noting the proceedings m eoiirl 
Phe trout are about ready to hit *, and tisherim n 
e overhauling their rods and lines. \\e haw 
ways suspected that the words of Hnvid, ‘The 
i»es are fallen unto me in pleasant places,” had n 
renee to angling. IMubtless that excellent man 
as accustomed to wet a line in the (roams < 
ale-tine 
TurNK M.vMTu ioi:v. Messrs. W. V. T»urrl11 
a < lat< ol >< airport, lia\t removed their well 
wn trunk liianufaetorx to thi< city .and occupy 
mi> on High street. oppo>ju Phei,;\ Row AN »• 
!,»•*«■ Iten surprised in examining their stock to 
lie « xeelleinv of tit goods which the) mami- 
uiii—trong. substantial, and in tin* higher 
i>s beautiful!) ornamented. W uc\cr imagined 
-u di wa re gotten up outride the large city 
Ktacrorie". Th* v make. ci:i" ol zinc covered 
.ok', to repel d..mpiic>>. tor sea-taring men; also 
lc'« ription tra-> iSingle,--. alise. A The 
Me"i-. Rumll ha\e r« moved to tld' fit> lor the 
He tit ol’ railroad n iin ic- in their ! -;. 1'hey 
tln ir enud' -• wholesale and retail, and wo 
!\ i-e tin-* conte;,:,.; u mg pnla-ha-ing to give them 
e a 1 i, 
\ \ \e!\ sheet ught took possession of the 
I 1 e ingilW'lN 0)1 \\ llieh OU1 Ollit C lYolltS, Oil Ssit* 
! ty c\ filing. A one lunse eart turned the cot 
hot\\'e*‘ii 'is and seven On the cart wa< a 
: eI of flour marked superfine.** A*?ride of 
jc barrel, hke tin* *-o|itarv horseman of .ltuncs*s 
•\ -l. rode a south •feeling good” from frequent 
editor-, si one hoy-. mi; ,}«• derogatory remark s 
■ long Urn condition of tlie rider. In a minute 
descended from Ida hnrrel. thing otV hi- coat, 
el struck an altitude. In another minute a po- 
dium had grabbed him. Then a friend of the 
roil* >ontl, interfered, then M: rsliall Bi an ap- 
"■ 1—and in the third minute the street was 
if a yellingerowd. We could see three or four 
e-r. struggling together on the ground,and that'* 
w know ahoii1 it. Thai young man will do 
-•ii to sign a temperance i it. and stick t<> if. 
KUvell, of the Poidi.-wi'l Transcript, hr- one en- 
1 i>ias' i• ndin in our < i!>—an old l.adv who ha* 
nd admired tin- paper for |o! these main 
l.‘ i ing a photograph of the editor, along 
r prompt paving snhserihcTs, she hung it 
:v\ u tie icitires of Saint Paul ami ^t. 
"U lr I.; neighbor w iio wa< not aware 
ally lie I! ed:i do \.oi all him a saint 
k'f know." s;,i■ j 11.- ••bm saint <r no saint, he 
;- s bett.M ;b ,’i ule r .»! them l” 
v M l*»; vNh < ;s n. RoSTnN. On Alolltlay 
M “l. lie .'•teamhouj Kvpivs* Train will eom- 
r nmi'i: between Portland ami Boston, in 
ii lion with tie *tearner oitv T Richmond. 
-n/ers lV"iii tie mist ward w ill he immediately 
.. 
1 .'ii t.: arrival a' tie- heat, leaching Bos- 
i: n o'.-p.-k in the evening. Coining n-!- 
in th train wi I h ave !’..»••! e. at o'clock. P. 
V ;111d passengers will he :!.•!- -ted through to all 
P»a> River, i’ll is 
I- :: dai!\ grow hi in favor with the 
..ifdie, 
I'D' ■nui'l •»! ;i li-l.jl.• iroin h.•!!-•• nM’lmivh 
creel. ;ittr I'tc d <mr :i l! rut ion .- w- proceeded 
'..»nv\v;ir*i->i' ni-lit. and we«• >uld see 1 lie* 
tyinor motions of tkrmv- lmitlled in white, look- 
tart!inirl\ iik• a in:»<«|m fade of ghosts. Tl was 
I and pillow- a-e masquerade that bad stolen 
ftcknowiKM like*’ the quiet of a respect n- 
iri/.-n ui* 1 hat locality. 
nth. looking over the mu-den fence of his 
! l *n. -. late nil >aturda\ aft-' noon, -aw .1. 
t. t of .liniuino anirle-worms. *-.l.»ne>," said 
! hope y.»u arc not mdng to break the Sabbath/' 
replied .1.. a< he drew out a fat fellow. **No. 
\p. ■; to make a day oi it." 
p rare that a man lives thirty-live year- in a 
without having « n its-hire town. Vet 
-a man now >en iti£ on the Jury here, who 
i.wd tluriy-iise years in Monroe, and was 
■ for.- in Belfast. lVrhap-nothing le-s po- 
rn m i!i. le re d‘ fail not" would have brought 
him. 
worth whin io visit >inioulon Bros. *V < oh- 
•• the rich and ta-mi'iil < 1 i-J»1 :»> of u >ods ill the 
niilow It i-i/t so attractive a- w hen one of the 
,. 1 i.-rk* Mood there nrraiwina the -mod-. but 1- 
\ v, * : worth <»•* insr. 
t i■ > jV. !:«.-! -kiink i.liter -..Mint* d bv a woman 
the :-• .ehb..re iowii W aldo, who recently 
\\ m oi oi w ith a pitchfork. V \Y 
ion*.: wan? er. me. .m oneernim: the polecat 
uniiv. 
\ nr .-tin.' -I Hie ■' li ommittec- of Waldo 
will !..• held in Beiia-t on atnrda\ t he ,‘lh 
Vlas. 1‘ e le r-’ InMilnb- of three day- eaeh 
be i, i.i a-riuL* Mas >lo. ktoii. '•ca» -munt, 
lbooks and I nit s 
j.. live,:-. ,; M in-l lei- and I kind will -is ■ :in- 
»f tle-ir piea«:tn entertainments at !fayt<»rd 
i| i, ..n the senin- f VI :»> *»t l». 'I be boy- will 
iv- •11-iuy, house, of ioi!iv, See ad\■ Ttho- 
iil lit. 
h. Hai nioits, from John, with /duo railroad 
e.. irimd mi Tu* -day. "le will di-eharuc at 
l| ,if- w 11 m it. i I. It" -anna B «-e ha- also arrived 
w 11: loo. wh h-ic will d i -el a re- at the I»iilt. 
W ill .mi Oii- wa- thrown from I.i- w icon, 
T'e r m’. on S .turd:*' and pretlvbidis shaken 
tint reco\ civil li • M-rmtis injury. The accident 
caused b\ III oversight 'll harnes-in-. 
.ah W \ mouth, of Morrill, brother of John 
'v smooth, of llelfa-t, died suddenly from apo- 
<in Fridas last, lie wa- si-ithm hi- friend' 
a hi- cits at the time. 
ia le as \ fro-1 of the winter, and the washing 
: mm! bs the -priimr freshet<. has e disabled 
mans of the covered drain- of the city, and they 
e h im: taken up. 
file y.c III J. eo wa eap-i/ed alongside the wharf 
m Monday, throwing three voting and adventurous 
m irinei int the water. Tims eame out vers damp. 
\ lft i"ii lady of this ‘•its. put together the pieces 
of a pat it-ss >rk «|tjiif forty year- .-urn. she has 
ms! found tune to has e it quilted. 
Bi-lmp \. ly. I rortlaud. and P s. Mr Bir- 
ot Pennsylvania, of tin Imi-copa! church. 
m Belfast on UVdtii -das 
it Bust, ( A. Kr-kine and I! W. I’inkliam of 
a ermomire serving ot? the juries ot the I nited 
tie- ourt, at Port land. 
i'w.t w:i^ons ^iiiiui'm oppo-itc dirceton- «*oj11<lo«( 
Main street on >alurday. with -nine damage to 
ni:i«*liint*ry. 
\ dicet mill >illo\V-;,;l'-r ma>«JlhTadc will li<‘ held 
stoikton, on >|oii(l:i> evening next. EoNoffun 
t\ be expected. 
Burkett, ol' Siniontou Bro-. ,V < «... tells :i laugh- 
i’i|«* story about swing Feebler play :it tin- Boston 
Theatre. 
1‘h** warm u —! wind- ;tr. dr> ing no tin* mini. 
nd the road- a iv I'm -1 becoming better. 
-hip < li:in«I.'•>, < apt. Finery, -ailed from New 
m-rk t'.M San Francisco Iasi Wednesday. 
Hi liability of tin- old Belfast I* ink to redeem 
it l.ills will expire .Ian. dth, 1*71. 
Wa-hburn receive- l»y express a supply oi' all 
Ik- illii-l rated p api-r-. 
I'ii'-r* \-> i- line di-plav of northern lights on 
Mon lav night. 
ENCOUNTER WITH BEARS. 
I hr .Mexico correspondent of Ilir* ( KTord Uenio- 
rat has the following bear story— 
-at 11 rday. the ‘2d Inst.. Heim I smith. Major 
I-T'-miah Richardson and I’a^'dial .M. Edmunds 
-farted on a hear hunt. They eir< led round Rhiek 
Mountain hack of White <'ap and around to the 
outh side of Black Mountain: night was almost 
ipon them and they decided t" leave the woods; 
Edmunds started on one route. Smith and the Ma- 
il' making for the settlements near (Rover's. 
fhey were in Rumford, and it was nearly live 
o'clock l‘.M. They had not proceeded far. when 
their attention was drawn to their dogs, they 
honing of having “scouted game." Smith 
reached the point first and found a rave, the snow 
around the entrance showing that “critters" from 
within hud brought mud out with them; he called 
l he Major up, and he declared it to he a “hedgehog's 
or coon's hole." They broke away tin* snow and 
enlarged the entrance. The Major told Smith logo 
in and see what he could find: Smith obeyed and 
aw what lie, in the dim light thought to he a hedge- 
hog. a moment after he saw a movement and a 
“pair of eyes" which convinced him that there 
were two varmints in that cave, ami that they 
were not of the hedgehog kind. Smith was within 
'-veil feet of the eyes and was determined to put a 
bullet between them. He told tin Major to look 
*ut for fun and asked him if he was ready ; the Ma- 
jor answered yes. Smith tired and retreated from 
he rave. Edmunds having gone another route 
"Ut of the woods for the team. Smith and the Major 
were alone. Edmunds hud carried their axe with 
them. As soon as the sound of the gun died away, 
mans were heard in the cave. The Major, much 
| fluted,oried “Hurrah. Hen. you've fixed him, now 
it-, in\ turn;" and into Hie den the Major went, 
i The Major discovered “upon one of the shelves” 
another hear, and cried out to Smith, "there's an- 
I other hi" one here. 1 can see his nose, be ready." 
i The Major tired I,ut did not lilt the game—at least 
i think' he did not. He came out, cut a pole some 1 
feet in length and went in again and tried to “pug- 
ale him out." smith waiting to shoot him if the 
Major's “puggling" was not in vain. It proved 
I abortive—a consultation was held outside. 
smith went in with a rope, but before he got to 
|tin dead bear, he was fiteed by a very large li\ ing 
mie that swept past and partly over Smith out of 
den; the Major could not get a shot until the bear 
had got some distance away, then failing to bring 
i i he bear down. Men and dogs followed him until 
la- "treed" somewhere among swamp spruce so 
dense that they could not see him. It had by this 
junto become quite dark; they returned to the den laud the Major took the rope and went in; while 
trying to (hid the hear another went out past the 
j Major, who cried out “Hen, another one, kill him !" 
j Smith knocked this one back, and while doing so, 
j broke one the bear’s legs—this he did with his gun. 
j 'flic Major in the meantime had got out, having 
fastened the rope to the dead bear: they drew that 
one into the mouth of the den and Smith sitting 
astride it, loaded his gun and waiting a while, got 
a spot at the broken legged one, and killed it—this 
one he hit between the eyes also. Both then took 
hold and while trying to’ lift from the entrance of 
the den the first hear shot, a movement inside 
drew their attention, and the Major sang out. 
“your bear has come to life again." Smith says, 
“Let him come and I will kill him aytxinThe 
Major tieing the nearest to bruin tired' and shot oil' 
a part of of the under jaw of this one: still he in- 
sisted mi leaving the cave, and the Major “not 
wishing to he shown the grip of such kind Ma- 
sons," let him go by him, and Smith with the pole 
killed Him. Smith believing that lie killed the 
second one he fired at. and that the one killed with 
the pole was another om went in and brought out 
| Ids trnpliv. They thou sent in the dogs and satis- 
; lied themselves that the hole was cleared. With 
their ropes and with withes, they hauled them to 
l,i\ itigston Olover's, where they arrived at five min- 
utes of C o'clock. 1'. M.. as tired and hungry as men 
need be. The one llicy lost was the old male bear; 
the old one killed wasthe female, and theothertwo 
were yearlings. 
Three beats after d o’clock, is a pretty big thing 
anyway, lml such an encounter with bears and 
j such results, seem to be worthy of note." 
ACCUMULATjON OF PLATE. 
The accumulation ol' plate in old families 
in England was only realized in ISO.'!, when 
an exhibition of art treasures was held in the 
building of the South Kensington Museum, 
to which nearly every great family sent lib- 
eral contributions. 
The Karls of Stamford and Warrington 
were for a long time under the necessity, in 
order to comply with the terms of an ances- 
tor's will, of buying a certain amount of 
plate curry year.' and nearly everything in 
their house for which silver was at all suita- 
ble was made of that metal. 
i I’Ih' I»ukf- hi Bueeleuch lias :i lamous col- 
lection. He inherits through an ancestress, 
who was one of the (laughters and co-heir- 
!esses of the great Duke of Marlborough, 
some of the silverware of that rapacious war- 
rior, and has, besides, great hoards from 
various other sources. 
The Marquis of Exeter, the direct lineal 
descendant of the great Lord Treasurer 
Burgliley, is also very rich in the same way: 
his famous “Burgliley House by Stamford 
Town.” being filled with valuable articles, 
many dating irom the Lord Treasurer’s time 
At lvnole, a grand old mansion in Kent, 
formerly the residence ot the Dukes of Dor- 
set, is a room in which almost every article 
is of silver, or massively overlaid therewith. 
It was furnished bv the then Lord Treasurer 
-who, it may be fairly inferred, made a 
good thing out of his post— for dames I ,’s 
occupation on a visit. 
The plate held in most esteem in England 
is that of the time of Queen Anne, for which 
the most extravagant prices are frequently 
[given by amateurs. 
The universities are rich in silver : but in 
many of the Oxford Colleges they have none 
earlier than the time of Charles II.. having 
given what they had before to Charles I.. to 
help him in “the troubles." 
It is the custom for families, when lca\ ing 
London or England, to send their plate chests 
to their bankers; and some London times 
have immense amounts in their cellars, which 
have been lying there for years and years. 
In one ease a very celebrated firm some 
time since proceeded to examine unclaimed 
chests of plate which had been an extraordin- 
lengtli of time in its possession, and had, it 
seemed, been entirely overlooked and forgot- 
ten. and the contents were distributed 
amongst those persons who, after careful in- 
qttin appeared to have a just claim to them. 
l iie turt has given great encouragement to 
the manufacture ol ornamental plate of the 
costliest description, and the best artists are 
employed by the leading silversmiths in or- 
der to bring this branch of their trade to the 
highest perfection. 
The greatest fortune probably ever made 
by a jeweler, was that made by Mr. Kundell 
of the celebrated firm of Kundell A Bridge, 
who left considerably over a million of money. 
It is said, and no doubt with truth, that a 
great deal of Mr. lltindell’s money was made 
by buying splendid jewels at an immense ad- 
vantage from French emigrants after 17811. 
[X Y Evening 1’ost. 
Mark Twain has become a regular contributor to 
the Galaxy, which sparkles with his peculiar hu- 
mor. 'l’he May number has also another install- 
ment of Charles Bead’s new story, “l’ut Yourself 
in His Place;" a chapter from Thurlow Weed's 
autobiography; conclusion of Trollope's story— 
“Tie Spotted I>og;" an article on Nature's Dress ;" 
“(linnet,” a story; “Ten Years in Borne," telling 
about the Inquisition; sketches of George Hand 
and Marshal ltiigeaud; an article by Bichard Grant 
White 
Harper's Monthly for May. has illustrated articles 
on 'Our Barbarian Brethren," “Albert Durer,” 
“Thr Spots on the Sun." “In a <’ountry Store." 
"Frederick the Great." There are also no less than 
twelve other articles of interest, together with the 
usual editor’s department. It is an interesting 
number. 
I )i{awis'(r-it(x>m Chat. The fallowing conversa- 
linn took place in tlie drawing-room of n mansion 
on Clinton Avenue, Brooklyn, one pleasant fore- 
noon about ten days ago. (Two ladies, Sirs. Morgan 
and Mrs. Knight, had just dropped in for a morn- ! 
ing’s call on Mrs. Rapelje, the lady of the house.) i 
Mrs. M.—My dear Mrs. Rapefje, are von sick. 
l ull look quite delicate. 
Mrs. R.—No; not sick exactly; hut suffering 
from debility, and dreadfully nervous. l)o von 
know, I could cry this minute. 
Mrs. K.—Too much excitement, I’m afraid. 
Mrs. R.—Perhaps. But what can one dot In 
tin ga\ season, one must give parties and attend 
them. 
Mrs. M.—1 suppose so. Fashion is law—more’s 
the pity. But you must take something to tone 
your system, or you'll break down. 
Mrs. I!.—1 hate medicine! But you shall pre- 
scribe forme. What would you adviser 
Mrs. M.—Well, I'll tell you'my plan. Whenever 
I'm nervous or hysterical, or have a headache, or 
am at all out of sorts, I take acouple of tablespoon- 
fuls of Plantation Bitteus once or twice a day 
for a week or so, and it invariably brings me 
lound. 
Mrs. K.—I do the same thing, with the same 
pleasant result. I hat e implicit faith in that article. 
Mrs. It.—Well, ladies, on your recommendation. 
I'll try it, 
"Ska Moss Fa kink can lie taken into the stomach 
of the most delicate, and is just the thing for in- valids and all those desiring a light and delicate 
food."—Post 
Oppression after eating, headache, and nervous 
debillity are the effects of indigestion, line or two 
til most, of “Parsons' Purgative Pills will give im- 
mediate relief. 
■‘Johnson’s Liniment Anodyne " may be admin- istered to children with perfect success, in eases of 
croup, whooping-cough, influenza, and almost any 
of the deceases to which they are liable. 
A. Talc Balsam.—Dr. WistaPs Balsam of Wild 
i berry is truly a balsam. It contains the balsamic 
principles of the Wild Cherry, the balsamic proper- 
tie* of tar and orpine. Its ingredients are all bal- 
samic. Coughs, Colds sore Throat,Bronchitis,and 
( onsumption speedily disappear under its balsamic 
in Hue nee. 
‘•Hurrah for the next who dies,” exclaims the ir- 
reverent host. Better hurrah for the man who lirva 
by using warren's Cough Balsam. 
BEST THING FOR COSTINVNESS. Dlt. Har- 
rison's Peristaltic Lozknc.es are warranted in 
till eases of Piles and Falling of the Rectum, Dys- 
pepsia, such as Oppressions alter eating, Sour 
Stomach, Spitting of Food, also Headache, Dizzi- 
ness, Pain in the Back and Loins, Sick Headache, 
bated Tongue, and Billiotisness. For sale at No. 1 Tremont Temple, Boston, by E. A. Harrison & 
Co., Proprietors, and by all Druggists. Mailed for 
HO cents. i>m41 
| Don’t Poison your head with those miserable, 
filthy compounds which have done so much mis- 
chief, but use Nat run's Hair Restorative which 
I cleanses the scalp, restores gray hair, and checks 
( the hair from fulling otf. It is perfectly clean and | contains nothing injurious. See advertisement. 
2w42 
BELFAST PRICES CIRRENT, 




















Belfast, Wednesday, April 
$0.00 to 101-2 
1.30 to 0.00 
1.50 to 0.00 
1.10 to 1.25 
1.25 to 0.15 
05 to 70 
2.25 to 2.75 
as,1.25 to 1.50 
GO to 05 
15 to 00 
10 to 12 
0.00 to 0.00 
30 to 33 
20 to 22 
17 to 00 
20 to 0O 
10 to 14 
2.00 to 2.25 
8 to 10 
is to 10 
17 fo 20 
Round Hog, 
Clear Salt Pork, 
Mutton per lb. 
Lamb per lb, 
turkeys, per lb, 
Chickens, per lb, 
Ducks, per lb, 
Geese, 




































Wharfage and Storage, 
On the principal Wharf in the harbor, at reasonable 
terms. Inquired 
i.Jtf W Rf RIRP80H. 
VI IN MOOD, 1.14th Edition. 
A MKDICAL ESSAY on the Cause and Cure of Pre- 
mature Decline, showing how health is lost, and how re- 
gained. It gives a clear Synopsis of the impediments 
to Marriale, the treatment of Nervous and Physi- 
cal Deuility, Sterility, &c., and the remedies there- 
for,—the results of twenty years’ successful practice. 
There is no member of society by whom this book 
will not be found useful, whether such person holds the 
relation of Tarent, Preceptor, or Clergyman.” [London 
Medical Times and Gazette. 
Manhood.’ The experience and reputation of Dr. 
Curtis iu tlie treatment ol the diseases set forth in this 
| little pamphlet is the patient's guarantee, and well de- I serves lor the work its immense circulation.’’— Daily 
| Times. 
| Sent by mail on receipt of 50 cents. Address the 
j Author, l)i:. Curtis, H Chapman street, Boston, Mass. 
3ino3Ssp 
IT IB ALL-IHPORTAET 
that the young should learn how to avoid the most af-j flictive diseases always prevalent in civilized communi-; 
t ies, and hardly less important that men of middle age, 
or those more advanced in life, should understand how ; 
the lost powers of manhood may be restored. On these, 
and kindred matters, the new medical work entitled 
“THE SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF-PRESERVA- 
TION,” by Dr. Hayes, of Boston, contains a surprising 
amount of valuable doctrine and information. Our j 
readers may judge of the character of this interesting! 
volume bv perusing the advertisement of the Peabody I 
Medical Institute, in another column. splm40 
Miss ANNA BELL BAKER 
! Will give Piano Forte instructions. Application may be 
made at the New England House, where terms, &c., 
may be learned. 
Belfast, March 14, 1870. sptb’.fl 
ASK Fill! HP, CLARKE’S SHERRY WINE HITTERS, 
And take no other. See that the portrait of Dr. Clarke 
is upon the label of each bottle. No other is genuine. 
They are purely vegetable and will not intoxicate, tfsp 
Warren’s Cough Balsam! 
Is beyond a question the very beat medicine of the day 
tor all COUGHS, COLDS, Sore THROAT and LUNGS ! 
Also for Whooping Cough and Croup in Children it is 
the mo.-t effective medicine ever used. 
Sold by all Dealers in Medicines. 
B. F. BRADBURY, Proprietor, Bangor, Me. 
GKO. C. GOODWIN & CO.. Boston, Agents for New 
Kngland. dm 17 
Mrs. CLARA A. SLEEPER 
TKACHER OF PIANO FORTE. Residence at Mrs. IIUSHEI^I/S Congress Street, Belfast. 
Special attention given to beginners. 1114 
Cure for Female Weakness. 
THIS WONDERFUL MEDICINE, made from an In- 
dian Receipe, is entirely vegetable, and is a certain cur*1. 
By inclosing a three cent postage stamp, I will send you 
my Circular, which will give testimonials. Manufactur- 
ed and sold by Mrs. Linus Belcher, Randolph, Mass. 
Sold by S. C. Goodwin & Co., Hanover Street, Boston, 
and by all Druggists. 
PRICK-One Dollar per bottle. 
Randolph, Mass,, October lo, 180:',. 
! 31 its. Bel<'her—I had been a sufferer for seven years 
before I knew about your Medicine, i had no faith, lor 
I had tried various kinds of Medicines and several Phy- 
sicians, and was only relieved for a short time. I will 
cheerfully say to you and the public, I have tried this 
valuable Female Medicine, and experienced a cure, with- 
out the aid ot Supporters, from three bottles. 
Very respectfully, Mrs. G. H. Winnett. 
Mrs. Belcher: Spending last summer with my 
mother-in-law, Mrs. J. M. Barker, who lives at Island 
Falls, I had a chance to test your medicine and find it 
all it is recommended, and 1 wish to try it again. 1 
send you five dollars for six bottles. Direct to Mrs. S. 
A. Barker, Union House, Thornton, X. H. sp!tm40 
M- A CULLNAN, 
HOUSE PAINTER. 
1 ’APER-HANGING, GRAINING,GLAZING, WHITE 
WASHING, ENAMELLING AND VARNISHING, 
j Papering and Painting Front Entry s, Parlors and Sit- ting Rooms made a specialty. 
GRAINING WITH “MACHINE” IN OIL. 
4££~All work done in the best manner. Orders left on 
Slate promptly attended to. 
| Shop in next building North of New England House. 
ilmosWp 1114*11 At., Belfast. ITIaine. 
MARRIED. 
In Morrill, April 20th, by F. W. Walls, Esq., Mr. 
Melzer Higgins and Miss Frances A Greer, both ol 
Morrill. 
DIED. 
[ Obituary notice.*, beyond the date, name and a ye,must 
paid for. ] 
In this city, April loth, Charles P. Powers, aged 2d 
years. 
In Troy, March 8th, 3Irs. Sarah W. Philbriek, wife ol 
R. C. Philbriek, aged 80 years. 
In Waldoboro', April 22nd, Capt, William (’louse, 
aged 77 years, six months. 
In this city, suddenly, April 22*1, Persiali Weymouth, 
of Morrill, aged 77 years, S months. 
SHIP NEWS. 
PORT OF BELFAST. 
ARRIVED. 
April 23. Schs. Orion. Osborn, Gloucester; .lack 
Downing, Patterson, Rockland. 
24. Sch. Abby Gale, Ryan, Boston; Octavia, (Br.) 
Patterson, Boston; Oak drove, Mathews, Boston; Har- 
rnony, Hart, St. Andrews, Rosanna Rose, Burgess, St. 
Andrews. 
27. Sch. Earl, Furguson, New York. 
SAILED. 
April 22. Sehs. D. K. Arey, Ryan, Botson; Eveline, 
Gilmore, Sullivan. 
22. Sch. Fleetwood, Kilton, Fishing. 
2d. Brig Isaac Carver, Shute,)'Wilmington ; Sch. .fohn 
McAdams.-Wilmington. 
Senu. Wm. .1. Emerson, Dow,'lrom New London for 
Orland, Me., put into Gloucester 24 Inst., and reports 
night of 23d, 18 miles off Cape Cod, was run into by an unknown bark, causing damage to the schr. to the 
amount ot $1000. A seaman named Emerson was 
knocked overboard and drowned. 
EXCELSIOR 'BAND"BENEFIT. 
The BELFAST EXCELSIOR MINSTRELS and Baud will close the Season with one more of their 
Popular Entertainments at 
Hayforfl Hall, Friday Evening, May 6,1870. 
The proceeds to be invested In a New Set of Instru 
incuts. 
AONI9H10M, font*. 
Orchestra Chairs. 50 Cents. 
Doors open at 7. Concert to Commence at 8 o’clock. 
Belfast, Aprtl 27, 1870. 2w42. 
Sugar & Molasses. 
100 BOXES OF HAVANA SUGAR. 25 Hhds. Centrifugal Sugar. 
148 Hhds. and 25 Teircea Superior quality of Kemedios 
MOLASSES per “Sc'h. II. Curtis,” from Havana and 
Caibarien, 
345 Hhds. f 
57 Teirces i Victorie, San Jose, and Muacavado MO- 
LASSES, per “Brig Isaac Carver” from Matanzas. For 
sale by R. SIBLEY * SON. Beltast, April 27, 1870 4w42* 
■^TM. WATTERS, M. !>., 
PHYSIC I A .V, SC PC POX <( ACCOUCHEP, 
ROULSTONE’S BLOCK, Searsport, Maine. 
REFERENCES; Dr. Buchanan, Philadelphia, Dr. 
Henderson, Stockton. 4w42. 
The Confessions of an Invalid. 
PUBLISHED FOR THE BENEFIT OF YOUNG MEN, and others who suffer from Nervous Debility, 
etc., supplying the means of self-cure. Written by one 
who cured himself, and sent free on receiving post-paid directed envelope. Address, 
NATHANIEL MAYFAIR. Brooklyn, N. Y. 
f»m42. 
CARPETINGS. 
If you wish to purchase a Carpet 
call at 
Simonton Bros. & Co. 
And examine the new Patterns 
just received. 
Woolen Carpets as low as $1 00 
Tapestries selling at 1.50 
In larger quantities and lower 
prices than at any store in 
the City 
Croods, 
From a Bankrupt House in New 
York are attracting the at- 
tention of Customers 
Nice quality All Wool Delaines 
25 cts. per yard. 
Dress Prints 10 cts. per yard- 
Cotton Hose 12 cts. per pair. 
SPECIAL BAlUaiAS 
''Waiting for .A. 11. 
SIMONTON BROS. & CO. 
m2 Belfast, April 27, 1870. 
To the Honorable the County Commissioners ot 
the County of Waldo. 
WHEREAS, the Belfast anil Moosehead Lake Rail- road Company, by their President and Directors 
thereunto duly authorized and empowered, have hereto- 
fore tiled with you, their location of that section of their 
said road that lies between Holt’s Wharf, so called, in 
said Belfast,and the southern terminus ot said road. 
And whereas said road, as so located, passes over land 
owned, as far as your Petitioners have been able to as- 
certain, by the following named persons, viz : William 
Holt, dohn Peirce, .lames White and A. K. P. Moore, 
John Stevens, Benjamin Poor, Frank W. Berry and 
Wife, Mrs. Berry, Stephen S. Lewis, W. O. Aldcn, heirs 
of Rufus B. Allyn, late of Belfast, Josiali Hall, Daniel 
Haraden, or heirs ot John Haraden, Reuben Sibley, 
William or .1. W. Frederick, Win. B. Swan, Daniel Lane, 
Jr., Belfast Foundry Company, Mary SI. or Joseph F. 
Hall, Samuel Swectser, Mathews & Co., Hall & Cooper, 
Wm. Pitcher, and heirs of Josiah Simpson. 
And whereas said Company is desirous to take so 
much of the land aforesaid, covered by said location and 
contiguous thereto as may be required for the construc- 
tion and necessary convenience of said road as provided 
by law. 
Wherefore said Company respectfully prays this Hon. 
Cmrt to proceed after due notice to the parties interest- 
ed, to establish the damages sustained by the parties 
whose land may be required and taken for the purposes 
aforesaid, according to the form ot the Statute in such 
cases made and provided. 
Dated at Belfast this twenty-third day of April, A. 1> 
1870. 
Belfast and Moosehead Lake Railroad Company, by 
AXEL HAYFORD. their President. 
STATE OF MAINE. 
Waldo, ss. County Commissioners’ Court, April 
Term, A. 1). Is.'0. 
ON the foregoing petition, Ordered, That the County Commissioners meet at the Court House, in Bel- 
fast, on Monday the JOth day ot May next, at 10 o’clock 
A. M; and thence proceed to view the route set forth in 
the Petition ; immediately after which at some conven- 
ient place in the vicinity, a hearing of the parties and 
their witnesses will be had, and such turther measures 
taken in the premises, as the Commissioners shall judge 
proper. And it is lurthcr Ordered, That notice of the 
time, place and purposes of the Commissioners’ meeting 
aforesaid, be given to all persons and Corporations in- 
terested by serving an attested Copy ot said Petition 
with this Order thereon, upon the Clerk ot the city of Belfast, and each one ot the before named persons over whose land said railroad passes and by posting up the 
same in three public places in said city, and by publish- 
ing the same In the Republican Journal and Progressive 
Age public Newspapers published in said County, said 
publication and each of tfie other notices to be thirty 
days before the time appointed lor said view, that all 
may appear and be heard it they think proper. 
Attest-S. I,. MILLIKEN, Clerk. 
Copy of Petition and Order oi Court. 
Attest -S. L. MILLIKEN, Clerk. 
Quickest and Easiest Route to Boston! 
Through by Steamer and Railroad, 
-—STKAMKK- 
City <oi: niclimond 
C'upt. H W. E, IIEMIMOI. 
rpm: STEAMEII CITV or RICHMOND, having X been put in complete order the past winter, is now 
making her regular thrice weekly trips between Port- 
land and landings on the Penobscot River and Ray, 
leaving Portland every Monday, Wednesday and Friday 
at lo o'clock. P. M., or on the arrival of the Express 
Train trom Boston. Leaving lielfast on Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday mornings at *.» o’clock. 
Passengers will be ticketed through to Roston and nil 
intermediate stations, arriving the same evening. 
The Richmond is one of the strongest and safest boats 
ever built, of remarkable speed, clean and comfortable. 
Passengers are assured that every pain- will be taken to 
insure their comfort and saletv. 
Belfast, April 1«70. tl‘42 
TRUNKS! TRUNKS!! 
WM. P. BURRILL & CO., 
In order to avail themselves of 
R Alt ,R< ) A1 > FAC I F I TIES, 
Have commenced the Manufacture of 
TRUNKS 
In all Varieties and Styles, 
IN THE (TTY OF 
Uffl.FAS1T. the* wi st side of Phenlx How, over I lack’s j 
Straw Factory. 
These Trunks are oll'ered to the public at wholesale or 
retail, and as cheap as they can be purchased in Boston. 
They are warranted to suit. Trunks and Valises made 
to order. 
itEPAimurcf mm:. 
W. 1\ BURK1LL, *c CO. 
Belfast, April 20, 1870. tf42 
HENRY HEIMS, 
WO. too SUDBURY STREET, HO* TOY 
Manufacturer of 
Billiard Tables 
WITH THE COMBINATION STRING CUSHION 
Hew anil Second Hand Tallied alt* ay* on 
hanil and for sale at the lowest pricei. 
Crlt'o me a rail. R. E WTLMARTH, Agent. 
0m42. 
NOTICE. 
The agents of the several SCHOOL 1)18- TRICTS, of the City of Belfast, are requested to 
meet the Superintending School Committee of said City, 
at the High School Room, in Central District, on Sntur 
day the 14th day of May next, at 10 of the clock A. M., 
for consultation upon School matters. 
PHILO HERSEY. ) 
IT MO. THORNDIKE [ S. s. Committee. 
.IAS. W. WEBSTER. > 
Belfast, April 25th, 1870. ;iw42. 
Non-Resident Taxes 
In the toii'ii of Prospect, in the County of Waldo, for the 
year 1809. 
THE following list of Taxes on real estate of non* resident owners in the town of Prospect, for the 
year of 1809, in bills committed to Daniel Herriman. 
Collector of said town, on the twenty-first day of May, 
1869, has been returned by him to me as remaining un- 
paid, on the eleventh day of April, 1870, by his certifi- 
cate of that date, and now remains unpaid, and notice is 
hereby given that if the said taxes, interset, and charges, 
are not paid into the Treasury of said Town within 
eighteen months from the date of the commitment of the 
said bills, so much of the real estate taxed as will be 
sufficient to pay the amount due thereon, including in- 
terest and charges, will without further notice be sold 
at Public Auotion, at the store of Jeremiah Grant in 
said town, on Saturday the twenty-sixth day of Novem- 
ber 1870, at one o’clock in the afternoon. 
N. B. Here follows the list it being the same made 
by the Collector to the Treasurer. 
Value. Tax. 
Marcellus Emery, GO Acres Marsh, $300, $7.8:5 
Frankfort Granite Co., 13 1-2 Acres land 175. 4.57 
Waldo Granite Co., 25 Acres land, $1200 
Two Shops, $75, 2 Oxen $125, 2<K> 
One Wharf, 100 1500 .‘59.15 
Alfred Berry 25 acres of land 125 
One House, $40, 1 Barn $50, 90 215 5.01 
ARTHUR HEAGAN, 
Treasurer of Prospect. 
Prospect, April 22, 1870. 3w42 
JJOW TO STOP SNORING. 
A SURE THING. Afflicted Husbands, Wives, Broth- 
ers, Sisters, every one who snores send 5oets, and stump 
to Box 310 Hyde Park Mass. v\v42 
]870. FARE redtjced 
TO 
CALIFORNIA, CHIC A G O. 
AND ALL POINTS WEST! VIA THE 
Grand Trunk 
RAILWAY, 
MICHIGAN CENTRAL, Southern, or Detroit and 
Milwaukee Railroads! 
THROUGH EXPRESS TRAINS DAILY making 
direct connection between PORTLAND and CHICAGO. 
THROUGH TICKETS TO CANADA, California, and 
the WEST! 
$•'».©© LENS than by any othor route, from 
IIIAIiVE, to Detroit, Chicago, California, 
Nit. Haul, St. Touis, Hllwauker-. Cincinnati, 
anil all parts WEST and MHJTH WEST! 
THROUGH TRAINS LEAVE DAILY, lrom Bangor, 
Skowhegan, Farmington, Augusta, and Portland, and 
on arrival of Steamers from Bangor and St. John, mak- 
ing direct connection, without stopping, to all points a-» 
above; thus avoiding HOTEL EXPENSES and HACK- 
ING in crowded Cities. 
Baggage checked throng'll, without change. 
At Refreshment Rooms, snd for Sleeping Cars, 
American money is received at par from passengers 
holding through tickets. 
Ticket-# at lowest rale# via Boston. 
York Central, Buffalo, and Detroit. 
THROUGH TICKETS can be procured at all the 
Principal Ticket Offices in New England, New Bruns- 
wick, and at the Company’s Office, No. .West Market 
Square, Bangor. 
II. SHACKELL, (fen’l Passenger Agent, Montreal. 
C. .1. BKYDGES, Managing Director. 
WM. FLOWERS Eastern Agent, Bangor. 
Tickets for Sale in Belfast by 
drill l J O! IX S. C A LOWELL, 
PitT7 nt‘ Belfast. j va Mviiudb'
rpilE LICENSE BOARD OF THIS CITY, will be in JL session at the Aldermen’s room, on Monday, May 
2nd, 1870; at 7 o’clock P. M., to act upon applications for 
Licenses, lor Inn Holders, Vi tualers, and Billiard 
Saloons. Per Order. 
JOHN II. QUIMBY, City Clerk. 
Belfast, April 20, 18i 0 2w41 
English Farmer. 
This fttallion will stand for the 
use of .Hares at my Stable in Belfast, 
one mile North of the city, on the “Head ot 
the Tide Road,” ln *Urk _ -very day in the week, ex- 
cept Wednesdays^ when he will stand at Treeilom 
Tillage, over night. 
In going to FREEDOH on Wednesday’s forenoon, 
he will pass through lVALUO and KXOX Corner, 
and returning Thursday through MORTVULl«E 
Centre and UlORRIL, arriving home Thursday noon. 
Persons and mares coming from a distance, will be 
entertained FREE, at my house and stable during 
their stay. 
The above horse is.a thorough bred "CLl'BES* 
ii.tliK, ana was imported at "rear expense dv .James 
Higgins. Esq., from MEtV HUI^UK K, ex- 
pressly to improve the breed of horses in this vicinity 
This horse is Eight Years old this Spring, weighs 
1,4-00 |»ouuils, and is claimed to be a perlect made 
horse in every respect. For draught or the road, this 
horse has no superior, lie combines immense power, 
with light easy and graceful action. In order to enable 
all who desire to improve their Stock, to avail them-, 
selves of the services of this horse, I have concluded to* 
reduce the price, and to warrant for $10.00. 
10 R D (i A Y. (i ay Farm. 
Belfast, April loth, 1*70. Sw-t I' 
Farm For Sale. 
VFARM SITUATED IN SOUTH BELFAST, four miles lrom City, 
containing about one hundred and 
seventy live acres of land; cuts about 2o 
tons of hay; suitably divided into pas- 
ture, mowing, and tillage land, about six hundred cords 
second growth wood thereon; comfortable buildings, 
and a pleasant location. Apply to the subscriber on tin* 
premises. CHARLES PATTERSON. 
South Belfast, April 10th, 1870. :wir 
T. n. .4 1 I> F It H O 4 
ATTORNEY AT 
WASHINGTON, D. 
Office, Cor. 1 1-2 and D Sts., 
Opposite City Hall. \ 
L A W, 
c. 
Farm For Sale 
A Farm, situate in Northport, on the 
shore road, six miles from Belfast, and 
one lrom Saturday Cove, containing 
about fifty acres of land; cuts about 1 
tons of hay; a pasture; well fenced; 
plenty of water; an orchard and cranberry bog and 
pleasant location. A house, barn and out buildings, 
the above will be sold at a bargain. Apply to the sub 
scriber on the premises. F. A. DICKEY 
Northport, April 4, lsr-*. tf’,‘» 
fiiiEi ami: (omhacm? 
THREE HUNDRED THOUSAND ffflBP I 1 
H0(),0()() * or less of these nicest. K .n » H K I) ALE- 
WAVES will be received per Steamer City of Rich 
rnond, the coming season, and will be sold at Wlode- 
Male or lt«»eail. They will be sold to the Traih* 
at Boston prices, freight and other expenses otf. < oru- 
try Traders will please send their orders. 
The Subscriber would snv to his friends and patr ois, 
that he is still in the 
Fish and Grocery Business, 
and all that, will tavor him with a call will be used right. 
All kinds of Fresh and Ei*li constantly 
on hand. 
£0 more of that l.ittle Meant > Flour just 
received and lor sale for per bbl. 
A. I DURHAM- 
Belfast, April 20th, 1n7u. Swll 
PROBATE NOTICES 
To the Honorable Judge of Probate for the County of 
Waldo: 
rilllE undersigned guardian of HATTIE M. F.DCK- 
1 COMB, Minor heir of ELF.A/ER KDUECOMB, 
late of Belmont, in said County, deceased, respe etfullv 
represents that said minor, is seized and possessed of 
certain real estate, situated in Belmont, being an undi- 
vided half part of the Homestead of said deceased, that 
an advantageous oiler of one thousand dollars has been 
made for the same by I. A. (lardner, ot Boston, Mass, 
which offer it is for the interest of all concerned im- 
mediately to accept, the proceeds thereof to be put out 
on interest for the benefit of said minor. 
WiiKKEFORK your petitioner prays your honor to grant 
him a license to sell and convey said real estate ol said 
minor, (including the reversion of the Widow's dower 
thereon,) to said guardian lor said sum. M. B. HUNT. 
At a Court of Probate, held at Belfast, within and lor the 
Countv of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot April 
A. D. 1870. 
UPON the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the peti- tioner give notice to all persons interested, by 
causing a copy of said petition, with this order thereon, 
to be published three weeks successively in the Republi- 
can Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, that- they may 
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at the Probate 
Office in Belfast aforesaid, on the second Tuesday ol 
May next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, and shew 
cause, it any they have, why the same should not be 
■| grauted, ASA THURLOUCH, Judge. 
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Fiki.i», Register. ;;wu 
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and tor the 
County ot Waldo, on the second Tuesdav ot April, 
A.D. 1S7U. 
WM. Cl. CROSBY, Administrator de bonis non oi the Estate of .lames A, Russ, late of Belfast, in 
said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented his 
lirst account of Administration on said estate tor allow 
Ordered, That the said Administrator give notice to all 
persons interested by causing a copy ol this order to be 
published three weeks successively in the Republican 
Journal, printed at Belfast,that they may appear at a Pro- 
bate Court.to be held at Belfast.,within and lor said Coun- 
ty, on the second Tuesday ot May next, at ten of the 
clock before noon, and shew cause, if any they huv< why 
the same should not be allowed. 
ASA THURLOUGH, Judge. 
Atruecopy. Attest—1>. P. Field, Register. Jwll 
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and tor the 
County ot Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot April 
A. D. 1ST0. 
JOSEPH MILLER, Administrator of the estate of Eben F. Smith, late of Lincolnville, in said County 
of Waldo, deceased, having presented his first account 
of Administration on said estate lor allowance. 
Ordered, That the said Administrator give notice to all 
persons interested by causing a copy ot this order to be 
published three weeks successively in the Republican 
Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a; 
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said 
County, on the second Tuesday of May next, at ten ol j 
the clock before noon, and shew cause, if any they have, 
why the same should not be allowed. 
A.SA THIIItLOI IIII, Judge. 
Atruecopy. Attest—B. P. Fiki.p, Register. .;w-H 
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and lor the 
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of April 
A. I). 1870. 
ALICE l. PERRY, widow of John C. Perry, lute of Lincolnville, in said County of Waldo, deceased, 
having presented a petition that’an allowance may be 
made Tier from the personal estate of said decor sod. 
Ordered, That the Raid Alice give notice to ah persons 
interested by causing a copy of this order to be published 
three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, 
printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate 
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and lor said County, 
on the second Tuesday of May next, at ten of the clock 
before noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the 
prayer should not he granted. 
ASA THURLOUGH, Judge. 
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Fikld, Register. :*\v4 L 
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and lor the 
County of Waldo, on the s< cond Tuesday of April 
A. D. 1870, 
DEBORAH TREAT, widoAr of Jonathan Treat, late of Frankfort, in said County ol Waldo, deceased, 
having presented a petition that an allowance may be 
made ner from the personal estate of said deceased. 
Ordered, That the said Deborah give notice to all per- 
sons interested by causing a copy ol this order to be pub- 
lished three weeks successively in the Republican Journal 
printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate 
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, 
on the second Tuesday ot May next, at tea ot the dock, 
before noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the 
prayer should not be granted. 
ASA THURLOUGH, Judge. 
Atruecopy. Attest B. P. Fin n, Register. tl 
H. L. LORD 
For GENTLEMEN’S W E A II 
Comprising all the 
Knobby, Genteel & Modest Styles 
IN THE MARKET. 
Any of which will ho CUT and 
MADE to order at the 
Lowest Price for Cash! 
Special 1ST otice. 
I also wish the LADIES to send 
all the MEN FOLKS and get a nice 
SHIRT PATTERN 
Cut, WARRANTED to lit, and 
will last a life time. 
Also a fine assortment of the best of 
Liiien & Paper Collars 
and Cuffs, Neck Ties, &<\, at 
No. 10, Williamson’s Block, 
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Contains No LAC SULPHUR-No 
SUGAR OF LEAD-No LITH- 
ARGE- No NITRATE OF SIL- 
VER, and is entirely free from 
the Poisonous and Health-de- 
stroying Drugs used in other 
Hair Preparations. 
Transparent and clear is crystal, it will not soil the 
finest fanric—perfectly SAFK, CLF.AX and KFFIC1KNT 
—desideratams I.ONd SOI * JUT FOK, and FOUND 
A]' LAST. 
it restores and prevents the Hair from becoming (Jray, imparts a soft, glossy appearance, removes Dandruff, is 
cool and refreshing to the head, checks the Hair from 
falling off, and restores it t< a great extent when prema- 
turely lost, prevents Headaches, cures all Humors, j 
cutaneous eruptions, and unnatural heat. 
1)K. CW. ft.flEXII, Patentee, Groton .function, 
Mas®. Prepared only by PKO( XER HHOTU- 
Ellft. Gloucester, Mass. The (ienuine Is put up in a 
panel bottle, mad*.* expressly tor it, with the name ot the 
article blown in the glass. Ask your Druggist for Na- 
ture’s Hair Restorative, and take No Other. 
Sold at Wholesale by W. F. Phillips & Co., Port- 
land, Me., and at Retail by all the Druggists in the State, 
and elsewhere. limit) 
Mold in your Morses! 
When you Reach mv Carriage SIiod !! 
For 1 ani now all ready to furnish you with just what 
you want in the carriage line. 
STYLE AM) DURABILITY COMBIXED. 
Light Open Iiuggies, Concord and Portland Style 
Wagons. Made ol the best material iu the market and 
sold on terms and times of payment to suit customers. 
I will exchange lor your old wagons and give you a 
good trade. Try me I 
My Carriages are warranted to have the‘wear” in 
them. 
Repairing done at a few hours notice by tin best of 
workmen. 
Call and see me at my Carriage Shop in the old Bowl- 
ing Alley building on Washington Street. 
ft'KAXK PE1IK IlVft A C O. 
Belfast, April, 18?", :>wlO 
Notice to the Afflicted. 
IT is verily believed, and almost universally acknowl- edged by thousands, that Or. ('. O. ttfirplieril’* 
(Rockland) Catarrh Remedy is the only reliable, sale 
and sure cure lor Catarrh in this country. 
lJy one tvho has been cured. 
A LYIN' SPRING. 








COURT OF BANKRUPTCY. 
THE next Court of Bankruptcy, for the County oi Waldo, will be held at Belfast, June 7,1870, at 
:t o’clock, 1\ M. PETEK THACHKK. 
Register .Mil District, Maine. 
Belfast, April 1, 1870. I’.wll 
District Court ok thk Unitkd t ,v .. V1 ,,r,,T4,Y 
States. District of Maine. 
In the matter of SAMUEL (1. THUKLOW, Bankrupt. 
THE fifth general meeting ol the creditors of said Bankrupt, will be held at Belfast, in said Dis- 
trict, on the seventh day of June, A, D., 1870, at 
o’clock, P. M., at the office of Peter Thachcr, Esq., 
one of the Registers in Bankruptcy in said District, to 
wit, at the office of the Register of Probate, for the 
purposes named in the 28th section of the Bankrupt Act 
of March .'5,1807 JOSEPH WILLIAMSON, 
Belfast, April 4, 1970. !wll Assignee. 
OFFICE OF 
FISK & HATCH, 
BANKERS AND DEALERS 
IN 
GOVERNMENT SECURITIES, 
No 5, Nassau Stuff, r, Nkw York, 
February lf.th, isro. 
The remarkable success which attended our negotio 
tlon of the Loans of the Central Pacific Railroad 
Com pan v and the Western Pacific K\iu;oa.i 
Com pan V, and the popularity and credit which these 
Loans have maintained in the markets, both in thii 
country and Europe, have shown that the First ilort 
gage Bonds, of wisely-located and honorably-managed 
Railroads and promptly recognized and readily taken a- 
the most suitable, safe, and advantageous form of in- 
vestment, yielding a more liberal Income than can 
hereafter be derived from Government Bond-*, and -ivtii1 
able to take their plac». 
Assured that, in the selection and negotiation cd 
perior Railroad Loans, we are meeting a great public 
want, and rendering a valuable service both to tin 
holders of Capital and to those great National works oi 
internal improvement whose intrinsic merit amt set 
afantial character entitle them to the use of Capital and 
the confidence of Investors—we now oiler with | ic 
confidence and satisfaction the 
FIRftT HOIULALI 
ok rm: 
CHESAPEAKE & OHIO 
RAILROAD COMPANY. 
The Chesapeake and (thin /»\r;' (, .-oi.nect ug 11 
Atlantic coast and the magnificent harbors of the C'hesu 
peake Bay with the Ohio River at a point of reli.ibh- 
igation, and thus, with the entire Railroad system ami 
water transportation of the great Wot and South-west 
lornu the additional K»tt ami Went Trunk 
Ulie, so imperatively demanded for the accomodation 
of the Immense and rapidly-growing transportation b- 
tween the Atlantic seaboard and F.uroj-o on the om- 
hand, and the great producing regions of th Ohio uni 
Mississippi Valleys on the other. 
The importance of till* Hoad aw a »«*« 
outlet from the Rett to the wea magnifies 
into one of national consequence, and insures to it .m 
extensive through traffic from the day ol it.- completion 
while, iu the developement of the extensive agricultural 
and mineral resources of Virginia and West-Virgini .. 
it possesses, along its own line, th elements of u larg.- 
and profitable local business. 
Thus the great interests, both general and local, whi- 
demand the completion of the Chks.ut.aki and Oiti« 
Railroad to the Ohio River, atTord tiie surest guarm 
tee of its success and value, and render It the inowi 
important and mibttantiul Railroad eu- 
terprlte non in progrcm in thi« foiiutr). 
Its superiority as an East and West route, and th. 
promise of an immense and profitable trade awaiting it- 
completion, have drawn to it the attention and cooperu 
tion of prominent Capitalists and Railroad men ot t'ii- 
city of sound Judgment aud known integrity, whose con 
nection with it, together with that of eminent e i 
and business men of Virginia and West-Virginia. i<« 
•ure« an enerifetic, honorable, aud wu« 
CfAUfuI uiiinujceuieat. 
The Road is completed and in operation from Rich 
mond to fhe celebrated Wh te Sulphur Springs ot \\ esi 
Virginia, 227 miles, and there remain but 200 miles now 
partially constructed to be completed, to carry it to the 
proposed termiaus on the Ohio river at, or near, the 
mouth of the Big Sandy river, l.*0 miles above Cincin 
nali, and ftdO miles below l*ittsburg. 
Lines are now projected or in progress through Ohm 
aud Kentucky to ttiis point, which will connect the 
Chetupeake and Ohm xxitli tin* entire 
Railroad nyiteiu« of tlie V* eu and Nouth 
went, anti with the Pacific Railroad 
Its valuable franchises and superior advantages \\.;l 
place the Chksapeaki and Ohio Railroad Co 
pany among the richest and most powerful and tru-i 
worthy corpo rations of the country; anti there ex- 
ists a present % alue. in completed road anti 
work done, equal to the entire amount of 
the mortgage. 
The details of the Loan have been arranged with 
special reference to the wants 1*1 all classes of investor- 
and combine the various features of convenience, s n'.-i v 
and protection against loss or fraud. 
The Bonds are in denomination* ol 
$1,000, $500, $100. 
They will be issued as ('oupon Ronds, pa.-mtde to h >,, 
er, and may be held in that torin or 
The Bond may t>e registered in tin- name ol the owner 
with the coupons remaining payable to bearer attache 
the principal being then transferable only on tlie book- 
of the Company, unless reassigned to bearer or 
The coupons may be detached and cancelled, th tf>ud 
made & permanent Registered Rond, transferable on!> <• 
the books of the Company, and the interest made li- 
able only to the registered owner or his attorne 
The three classes will be known respective l> a- 
l*t. “Coupon IIoiuIm payalde lo iMMrer 
‘id. •Ilejlueml Hond with < ut 
t itched. 
3d. “Registered Iftoudw with ( oupou* 
detached," and should be so designated by Com. 
pondents in specifying the class of Loud- de-.t ed. 
They have thirty year* to run lrom danunn I 
187u, with interest at six per cent per annum from 
November 1, 186*'. pRiNrir.vi. vnd intkki.m v\s 
ABI.K IN GOLD IN Till'. I JTV o! NFW VOID,. 
The interest is payable in May and N< >\ i. uni.i:, that 
it may take the place of that ot the earlier- issue- ot 
Five-Twenties, and suit the convenience of our fricnd- 
who already hold Central and \Vt stern Pacific Bunds 
with interest payable in January and July, and who 
may desire, in making additional investments, t<» ha>. 
their interest receivable at ditl. rent seasons *t 
year. 
The Loan is secured by a mortgage upon tiicitliiv 
Line ot Koad from Kichinond to the Ohio Kiser, witt 
the equipment and all other property and appurtenane. 
connected therewith. 
A Sinkimq Fund of $UK),ooo fku anm m i- n:** 
VIDKD FOK THE REDEMPTION <>t Till: ROM'S, To 1AU! 
EFFECT ONE YF.AU AFTER TIN CrtMPT.FTION o' ills 
Road. 
The mortgage is tor $1.»,o(hj,CKm>, of which *:,000,.m.i 
will be reserved and held in trust tor the redemption ot 
outstanding lionds of the 1 irginia Central Halirom- 
Company,now merged in the t iiusatkak anu Ohio. 
Of tlie remaining $13,000,000, a sufficient amount w .11 
be sold to complete the road to the Ohio river, perfect 
and improve the portion now in operation, and thor- 
oughly equip the whole for a large ami acth * trntli.-. 
The present price is 00 and accrued interest 
A Loan so amply secured, so candidly guarded, and 
so certain hereatter to command a prominent place 
among the favorite securities m the markets, botli ot 
this Country and Europe, will be at once appreciated 
and quickly absorbed. 
1*. S.—We have issued pamphlets containing lull par 
ticulars, statistical details, maps, etc., which will be 
furnished upon application. 
buy and sell Government Bonds, and receive 
the accounts of Banks, Bankers, Corporations, and 
others, subject to check at sight, and allow interest on 
dally balances. 3mo»33 




All! listen, Martha! heard you uot that kuoekinj 
at the door? 
t >{u*n and « all the pilgrim in, that lie may share ou 
store: 
I la! Mis a soldier. AWleome, sir1! partake ou 
homely fare; 
< hir wine and hr -ad an* good; thank God! wehav 
enough to spare! 
I want no food: I want no wine!’* the strange 
sternly said: 
Hans Kuler, I have eonie to pay my duty to th 
dead: 
I had a well-loved brother once, a brother whon 
your slew : 
I lie threat I utter’d when he fell,I come to prove i 
true !*• 
"aid Kuler then, ‘‘Your brother fell in fair am 
open tight. 
And when I struck, my arm w as raised to guard m3 
country's right ;* 
And if you must revenge his death—this is no plact 
tor strife— 
Walk out with me. Farewell awhile, my true and 
loving wife!" 
So saving, Euler took his sword, and o’er the hill} 
road, 
\\ hi- h ended on a reeky mount, he onward boldly 
strode. 
Without a word the stranger follow’d Kuler on the 
way; 
And now’the night was vanishing before the break 
of day. 
And as they walk’d on silently, the sun was rising 
higher, 
’I ii! all the mountain-ridges green were touch'd 
with golden tire; 
"••..ii they reach'd the chosen place, the night 
mist o'er them curl’d 
And there, ,-prond out below them, lav the glorious 
Alpine world. 
\\ ith hamlet* m the vallevs, flocks and herds upon 
the hills, 
». --n hollows, rocky chasms deep, bright water- 
tails and rills; 
And. deeply felt, although unseen, the true pervad- 
ing soul, 
Tlw spirit of <>ld Switzerland was breathing from 
the whole. 
The stranger stood and sternly gazed—his sword 
was in his hand— 
While Kuler pointed down upon his well-loved 
Fatherland: 
It is for that I’ve fought,’* satd he; “for that dear 
lain! I've hied. 
And. when he would have hurt that land I smote 
your brother dead. 
•And now that death must be revenged, and this 
must be the place.’’ 
Mut here the stranger dropt his sword, and look'd 
in Killer's face: 
said In. “I do forgive thee—it wasdonefoi Father- 
/■’,)>/— 
And now. if thou canst pardon me, brave Kuler, 
her* \> my hand!”* 
THE RETURN OF YOUTH. 
M tVicii. 1, tliou sorrowest for thy golden prime, 
Fur thy fair youthful years too swift of light; 
Thou miise-t. With wet eyes, upon the time 
>1 cheerful hopes that filled the world with light,— 
Years when thy heart was hold, thy hand was 
strong. 
And ipiick the thought that moved thy tongue to 
speak, 
\nd willing faith was thine, and scorn of wrong 
summoned the sudden crimson to thy cheek. 
Thou lookcst forward on the coming days, 
shuddering to led their shadow o'er .thee creep; 
A path, thick set with changes and decays, 
slopes downward to the place of common sleep; 
And they who walked with thee in life’s first stage, 
Leave one liv one thy side, and, waiting near, 
I'hou seest the sad companions of tiiv age— 
Dull love of rest, and weariness and fear. 
Yet grieve thou not, nor think thy youth is gone, 
Nor deem that glorious season e’er eould die. 
Tin pleasant youth, a little while withdrawn. 
Waits on the horizon of a brighter sky; 
\\ oi'. like the morn, that folds ner wing and hides. 
Till the slow stars bring hack her dawning hour; 
Waits, like the vanished spring, that .slumbering 
bides 
Her own sweet time to waken bud and flower. 
Those shall he welcome thee, when you slialt stand 
m his bright morning hills, w't’h smiles more 
sweet 
f:ian when at first he took thee by the hand. 
Through the fair earth to lead thy tender feet, 
lie 'hall bring back, but brighter, broader still, 
Life’s early glory to thine eyes again, 
siia]I clothe thy spirit with new strength, and till 
I'liy leaping hoar! with warmer love than then. 
Hast tliou not glimpses, in the twilight here, 
01 mountains where immortal man prevails? 
oiiies there not, through the silence, to thine ear 
A gentle rustling of the morning gales; 
A murmur waited from that glorious shore. 
u streams, that water hanks forever fair, 
a 11■ t \ oires ot the loved ones gone liefore, 
.More musical in that celestial air? 
From tile Louisville ('ourier-Journal. 
SINGULAR INCIDENT. 
in December last the dead body of an eld- 
erly matt was found near a small town in an 
adjoining county. The weather was very 
cold, and the night preceding the finding of 
the body there was a heavy storm, and the 
body, wliicli was found in the woods some 
distance front any house, was frozen stiff. 
Hie man was entirely unknown to any of 
the residents of the vicinity, but from a kit of 
tools which were found near the body it was 
supposed that lie was a travelling tinker or 
repairer of umbrellas, or something of the 
sort. The nearest magistrate was summon- 
ed and an inquest held. As there was no 
apparent evidence of violence, no post mor- 
tem examination was made, and the jury re- 
turned a verdict of death from exposure, 
;iinl tint body was buried in the potter’s field 
or public cemetery. 
The matter was the subject of a brief para- 
graph in tlic newspapers, and of gossip and 
.-peculation for the neighborhood for a few 
days, and the event was forgotten entirely 
by most of those who were cognizant of it. 
Hut by a singular circumstance the matter 
has recently been revived, and some strange revelations' have been made. In the little 
town near where the body was found, and 
buried, there lived a physician who taught 
a private class oi students of medicine, as 
many physicians in small towns do. In or- 
der to become a doctor and be able to cure 
the ills to which tlesh is heir, it is imperative- 
ly necessary that the student should possess 
at least some knowledge of the human frame, 
its bones, muscles, arteries, veins, organs,etc. This knowledge can only be attained by a 
study of the human form, and “subjects,” 
or bodies for dissection, must be obtained. 
I t large cities like this, where many hun- 
dreds of unknown and friendless persons die 
annually, it is comparatively easy to obtain all the material necessary for students; hut 
in a small country town, where comparative- 
ly few people die, and where the "resurrec- 
tion” of anybody, even that of the poorest and most friendless inhabitant, would create 
a storm of indignation, it is quite another 
matter. The doctor’s class were at their wit’s 
(•ml lor a “subject, without which their 
studies coul 1 not be successfully prosecuted, 
and, when the body of the old man, who was 
entirely unknown, and, for aught they knew 
in the contrary, entirely friendless, was found 
and buried, they determined to lay it upon the altar of science. A midnight visit was made to the graveyard, the body disinterred 
and removed to the dissecting room without 
detection. They congratulated themselves 
upon their good fortune in securing a good 
subject so easily, and proceeded to study the 
human frame with a will. 
Several parts of the body had been satis- 
factorily dissected, when one day their pre- 
ceptor informed them that the head would be 
the subject of his lecture that day. The class gathered around the table, and the doc- 
tor began the task of laying open the scalp, 
explaining the structure, etc., as he progress- ed. A considerable portion of the scalp had 
been turned back, when the doctor uttered an 
exclamation of surprise, and the scalpel dropped from his nerveless lingers. The students crowded around and saw in the 
back of the skull, where the skin had been 
removed, a little round hole, A further in- 
vestigation revealed a similar hole in the op- posite side of the skull. The cause was ap- 
parent. The jury of inquest had been at 
fault. I he man had not perished in the 
storm. lie had been murdered, but by 
whom none could tell. A considerable por- tion of the body had disappeared under the 
knives of the students. Many days had elaps- ed since the burial of the body. The most 
intimate friends of the dead man could not 
have recognized him in that now almost 
tleshless skeleton. The doctor was in a 
quandary. It would be almost impossible to 
prove the identity of the remnants of human- 
ity with that of the unknown tinker. Then 
it would be necessary to reveal the manner 
in which it came into his possession. Be- 
sides, the official verdict had gone i’ortli thal 
the tinker had died from exposure. There 
was not the slightest due to the perpetrator, 
and but a faint possibility that a revelation ol 
the fact would lead to the detection of the 
murderer, while it was certain that it would 
have many unpleasant results to the magistrate 
and,jury, to the resurrectionists and himself; 
so, after consultation with his lriend-s, it was 
determined to let the matter rest, and the 
class was charged with secrecy. But the old 
1 adage that murder will out is a true one, and 
the strange story by degrees became known, 
and perhaps time may teveal the perpetrator 
of the terrible deed of blood so singularly 
brought to light. 
FACTS IN THE McFARLAND CASE. 
The story which has been before told, now 
appears as positive testimony in the trial, that 
when McFarland was- prosecuting Riehard- 
son in a civil suit to recover possession ot 
his own children, whom Richardson had 
spirited away with the mother, McFarland 
was offered §10,000 in money and a consul- 
ship, which would place him well out of the 
way on the other side of the world, if he 
would only abandon the prosecution, thereby 
abandoning also his wife and his children 
to Richardson. 
It is easy to conjecture that Richardson, 
who was worth 870,Ooo, would be willing to 
pay 810,000 for the undisturbed possession 
of the woman whom he described as “lus- 
cious,” and whom he said lie was bound to 
marry anyhow. 
But where was the consulship to come 
from? Richardson was the intimate friend of 
Schuyler Colfax, then Speaker of the House, 
now Vice President and presiding officer of 
the Senate, lie was his travelling compan- 
ion across the plains to California. Colfax 
was one of the first to send a sympathetic 
telegram to the dying Richardson. Colfax 
assisted Mrs. McFarland in the procurement 
of her rag-paper divorce in Indiana. Was 
Colfax to furnish the consulship which was 
the proposed part payment for McFarland's 
wife and children ? 
The Mrs. Calhoun, who is described by 
Chas. Spencer, chairman of the Republican 
party in New York, as a “pander” and “pro- 
curess,” is a prominent writer of editorials, 
especially on social and domestic topics, in 
the Tribune, which is the leading organ of 
the Republican party. What else will this 
trial develope? [Hartford Times. 
A willow, who 1ms followed -ui/i'essively 
three husbands to the "rave, entered a jewelry 
establishment the other day. and producing 
the three silver plates which had adorned the 
coffins ot the dear departed, desired the as- 
tonished proprietor to have them ••made over 
into a butter-knife 
Folks who have pet canaries will find they 
are extravagantly fond of the seed produced 
from the plantain, which may be found in al- 
most every yard. The birds will eat these 
seed voraciously, when they appear to h ive 
a decided distaste to every other kind of food 
offered. 
Hefo jpbcrtiscnh'nts. 
WELCH & Griffiths, 
Saws! Axes! Saws! 
SAWS ol all descriptions. AXES, BELTING and 
MILL FURNISHINGS. CIRCULAR SAWS with 
Solid Teeth, or with Patlnt Ad.justahi.i Point*, 
superior to alt Inserted Teeth Saxes. 
^Prices Heiluced.^t 
A^Send for Price List and Circulars.jfiDfr 
WELCH A 4-ltIFFlTH*. 
Buatou, Haiih., or Detroit. Midi. 
THE BEST BOOK OF THE YEAH! 
AGENTS WANTED FOR 
TODD’S COUNTRY HOMES. 
«;>ti i* u. »: ■*. 1 h i st it t nai. 
Containing the most valuable and practical treatise on 
Home Building* ever published. Also all neces- 
sary information on Furming' and (liiinleniiix: 
Horaei, Cattle. Swine. Sheep and Poultry. 
Showing how to male and save moneg. The most valu- 
able book of the kind ever published. Adapted lo the 
wants of all elasses. The author’s reputation guarantees 
a large sale. W e offer better term* than ever, 
Send for circulars to the Hartford IViu.isjiinc Co., 
Hartford, Ct. 
MARK im\w f 
INNOCENTS ABROAD. 
The Great Suhserihlion Book of the Season. 
JA enn COPIES SOLD DURING THE MONTH 
V)vUU OF FEB.—No Subscription Book ever 
sold so rapidly. We want an agent at once in your vi- 
cinity. Send for sample pages and engravings, with 
terms and full particulars, to (Iko. M. Smith & Co., lv!‘* 
Washington street, Boston. 
QAQ DD17CC Worth from $1,jO to yUO rnlLL J fjilOO in CreenlMckN, 
awarded to subscribers and agents tor Wood’s Uoi sr- 
HOi.n Maoazisk, the largest and best Dollar Monthly 
in the world. Similar prizes to be repeated soon. Full 
particulars in March Number. For sale byali Newsdeal- 
ers, or sent with Catalogue ct Premiums on receipt of 
10 cents. Address S. S. WOOD. Newburg, N. V. 










Its Effects are 
Magical. 
An UNFAILING REMEDY lor Nkfkai.oia Fac- 
ialis, often effecting a perfect cure in a single day. No 
form of Nervous Disease fails to yield to its wonderful 
power. Even in the severest cases ot Chronic Neural- 
gia, a fleeting the entire system, its use for a few days af- fords the most astonishing relief, and rarely fails to 
produce a complete and permanent cure. It contains no materials in tlie slightest degree injurious. It has the 
unqualified approval ot the best physicians. Thousands, 
in every part of the country, gratefully acknowledge its 
power to soothe the tortured nerves, and restore the 
tailing strength. 
Sent by mail on receipt of price and postage. 
One package $1.00 Postage <> cents. 
Six packages 6.00 ^ 
It is sold by all dealers in drugs and medicines. 
TI'HNER A CO., Proiirietori, 
1*£0 Trenumt, Street, Bouton, Miami*. 
Aromatic Vegetable Soap- 
For the Delicate Skin of Ladies and Children. 
»OLD BY rn Uttl'OCim. 
SHERMAN HOUSE, BOSTON. 
Formerly Hancock House, Court Sijuare. 
KEPT ON THE EUROPEAN PLAN. 
Jtooms, One Dollar per day for each person. 
This House now stands among the lirst Hotels 
in Itoston, having been lately refurnished and put in 
perfect order. ItAKXKV HULL, Proprietor. 
“Buy Me, and I’ll Do You Good.’’ 
Du. L\N«LEY,S Root anil llorb Hitters area 
sun* remedy for Liver Complaint- in all its forms, Hu- 
mors of the Blood and Skin, Scrofula, Dyspepsia, Cos- 
tivenesa, Indigestion, Jaundice, Headache and Billious 
Diseases, General Debility, &e., They cleanse the sys- 
tem, regulate the bowels, restore the appetite,-purify 
the blood, strengthen the body, and thoroughly prepare 
it to resist diseases of all kinds. GKO. C. GOODWIN 
& CO., Boston. Sold by all Druggists. 
LIST OF 2.500 NEWSPAPERS 
for oae utianip. G. 1\ HOWELL & CO., N. Y, 
MAMIIOOII ami Womanhood.—Essays for Young Men, free, in sealed envelopes. HOWARD 
SSOCIATION, Box P, Philadelphia, Pa. 
MAIVKOOD ami the Vigor of Youth Re stored la Four Weeht. Success guaranteed 
DR. RECORDS EWEIPE OF LIFE re 
stores manly power, from whatever cause arising. The effects of early pernicious habits, self-abuse and climate 
give way at once to this wonderful medicine, if takei 
regularly according to directions (which are very simple and require no restraint from business or pleasure). Failure is impossible. Sold in bottles at $3, or lour 
quantities in one for $©, To be had only of the sole 
appointed agents In America, IJ EKMA N i EKIT / EN 




Simonton Eros. & Co. 
i 
In consequence of the great de- 
cline of Dry Goods in New York 
andBoston, we have been prompt- 
ed to keep one member of this 
firm in the Western markets most 
of the time, selecting such goods 
that will meet with ready sales, 
and securing the choicest from 
Bankrupt Houses. Consequently 
we are receiving large invoices 
of goods by every steamer, and 
have marked down those in stock 
to correspond to the lowest mar- 
ket prices- 
The patronage we have received 
the first year from the public, has 
been so encouraging and satisfac- 
tory, that we have resolved, both 
to increase our stock and cater to 
the public taste, at lower prices 
than ever. 
250 Feet Front—Iron and (lias.-*. 
WORKS OF THE 
UNITED STATES WATCH COMPANY, 
(GILES, WALES &_CO^MARION, N. j. 
GILES, WALES & CO., 
IMPORTERS, MANT EACTURERS. 1 M> AoRRERS 
SALES-ROOM 
OP THE UNITED STATES WATCH CO., 
13 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK. 
MANUFACTURERS WATCHES, PENDANT WINDERS AND KEi WINDERS, oi'AMFltIC.4 
BOTH NICKEL AM) FROSTED MOVEMENTS. 
The tiner grades all having three pairs Coaiiral PivotN. Cap Jewelml, in €«<»lil Wetting-**, and accurately adjusted to Hr,it, Cold and Position, and all, oven 
in the cheapest graded, have the STUAIGlfT LINE Escapement, with Exposed Pullet d< w Is, nul Hardened and Tempered Hair Springs; and for our lute improvement in STEM WINDING mechanism we claim a STHESO Til, SIMPLICITY, and SMOOTH* KSS hitherto unattained in any other manufacture, at home or abroad, 
Constantly on hand, lull lines, all sizes, in Gold, Silver, Diamond Set and Magic Cases, Minute Kepeatcrs, Independent l-l. ]■:, Split and Fly back Seconds, for taking three different times, lor timing horses, Artillerymen. Sec, 
44T Price List furnished the trade on application, enclosing business card. For sale by the trade generally. Beware of worthless imitation,-, with which the country is 
flooded. Insist on a certificate of genuineness from those ot whom you purchase, and sec that the words, M\riun. X. are engraved on tin* plate over the main spring barrel. A11 others are spurious. 
Wholesale Rooms, 13 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK, 
And GILES, BROTHER & CO., 142 Lake Street, Chicago, III. 
HON. L. E. CHITTENDEN’* Certiiicato. 
B3f\V.vrci! No. 10*0, Stem Winder—bearing Trade-Mark. Fredori'* Atherton A t o., Marion. X. tnamilaeinred !.y 1 ‘nit.-.i State- Watch Co., has 
been (tarried by me from December, IStiS, to January I7lh, 1870; it- total variation bein" only tr-, ••.,/„/.< in the entire time. 
New York, Jan. 17,1870. I II. <.Tin tt:mh:n, l.at.- Ih -i-ter I S. Tivasnrv. 
CARPETINGS. 
Have just received samples repre- 
senting the large stock in the 
Rockland Store, Tapes- 
tries selling at $1.50 
per yard. 
CURTAINS AND FIXTURES 
have been added to our stocks, en- 
tirely new designs, and fresh 
Goods at reduced prices. 
K.I D GLOVES. 
A large assortment, constantly on 
hand, every pair warranted 
and marked down from 
$1.25 to 87c per pair. 
DRESS GOODS. 
A perfect slaughter in prices has 
been made in this department. 
Nice Poplins marked down 
from 55c to 28c per vd. 
DAMAGED LINEN GOODS 
have just arrived selling at half 
their value. 
LINEN HANDKERCHIEFS 
all hemmed, selling at 8 cents. 
I>AI»I!R COLLARS. 
Linen finished, cloth-lined button 
holes, selling TWO boxes for 
25 cents. 
SPOOL COTTON. 
Ward’s Thread, (200 yds.) 3 cents 
per spool. Soft Finished Ma- 
chine thread 8 cts. per spool. 
Cotton Cloths & Prints, 
;it prices that will please the pur- 
chaser, and lower than at any 
other store in the city 
We would call the attention ot 
Country Merchants to the job 
lots that will be disposed 
of at lower prices 
than they can be 
had in the Western Markets. 
Ladies, call and see these Goods, 
and be convinced that Simonton 
Bros. & Co. recognize the motto 
that, “quick sales and small profit” 
is for the mutual advantage of us all. 
SIMONTON BROS. <Nc CO. 
BELFAST, Maine. 
ttsu 
Watch No. 1124—bearing Trade-Mark, Frederic 
Atherton &Co.,” manufactured by the U. S. Watch Co. 
has been carried by me seven months; its total variation 
lrom mean time being only six seconds. A. L. DENNIS, 
President N. J. K. K. &, T. Co. 
Watch No. 1125, Stem Winder—bearing Trade-Mark, 
Frederic Atherton & Co., Marion, N. J.,’’ manufactured 
by United States Watch Co., has been carried by me 
14 months ; d months of that time at sea. and in all the 
various climates of Europe. During that time and since 
my return it has not varied one second per week. 
IT. LASSING, Manager Knickerbocker Life Insur- 
ance Co., 101 Broadway, N. V. 
Utica, N. V., Feb. 15, 1870. 
Watch No. 1058, Stem Winder—bearing Trade-Mark, 
“Frederic Atherton & Co., Marion, N.d.,“ manufactur- 
ed by U. S. Watch Co., has been carried by me twenty 
mouths; its total variation from meantime being five 
seconds per month. /. C. PRIEST, 
Asst. Sunt. N. V. & II. K. K. 
ii< A, i. reo. k. iv w. 
Watcji No. Jiiir—beariug lrade-Mark, layette 
| Stratton, Marion, N. J,” manufactured by I'. S. Watch 
Co., lias been carried by me 1J months; its total varia- 
tion from mean time being fifteen seconds. 
I. VKOOMAN, Engineer N. Y.C. & U. R. K. 
Watch No. J0;i7 Stem Winder—bearing Trade-Mark, 
1 Frederic Atherton & Co., Marion, N. J.,'* maniitactui• 
led by IT. S. Watch Co., has been carried by me since 
June, IN>7; its total variation from mean time being on- 
ly five seconds per month. II KNRY SMITH 
Treas. Panama K. II., Ns Wall Street. 
Watch No. lguig—bearing Trade-Mark, V. S. 
Watch Co., Marion, N. .1 manufactured by United 
I States Watch Co., has been carried by me live months ; 
its total variation from mean time being only twelve 
| seconds. GEO. LOYIS, General Eastern Pas -uger 
: Agent, Toldo, Wubrsh & Western Railway. ! Watch No. 12*»9—bearing Trade-Mark, Frederic 
Atherson & Co., Marion, N. J.,’> manufactured by U. S. 
Watoli Co., lias been carried by me six months, its to- 
tai variation from moan tiim- being only eight seconds 
per month. Have been travelling through different sec- 
tions of the country, from New York to (ialvanton. Tex- 
as. and back, by steamer and railroad. K. KICK, 
ol \\ hitney & Kioe, 17'.* Broadway, N. Y. 
St Micky, lVnn., Feb. go. Im;1.'. 
\V a < 11 .Nu. 117" bearing Trade Mark, “Frederic 
Atherton Co., Marion, N. J. manufactured by l'. 5. 
Watch t o., has been carried by me the three months; its total variation from mean time being only ;» seconds 
during that time II. 1>K 1 ANCY, engineer P k l K, K 
W.VK’H No. 1HC—bearing Trade-Mark. Frederic 
Atherton it Co., Marion, N. .1.,“ manufactured by \ s. 
Watch Co., has been carried by m ■ eleven months; its 
total variation from mean time being only seven second* in the entire time. A. II. KI.MI, Park Place, N.Y. 
Yiee-Pres’t Clastic (’one Spring (Jo., N ,J. < ar .spring 
and K. Co, 
For Sale by C. HERVEY, Watchmaker and Jeweller, BELFAST lyr34 
BELFAST 
CITY BONDS, 
EXEMPT FROM TAXATION! 
BY A DECISION of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, just received, these bonds are not liable 
to the internal revenue tax ol FIVE PER CENT, like 
railroad bonds, or bonds given by towns or cities in aid ol 
a railroad, or by way of a loan of credit to a railroad 
company. 
This consideration gives Belfast City Bonds A GREAT 
ADVANTAGE over the bonds ol towns and cities which 
are subject to this tax, and makes them by tar the most 
desirable investment in the market. 
Nearly fifty thousand dollars of these bonds were sold 
before the decision of the Commissioner was received— 
and investers will find it for their advantage to send in 
immediately. as no assurance can he given that any tiling 
more than u limited amount will bo disposed of at former 
rates. TIMO. THORNDIKE, 
tfio City Treasurer. 
THE EXCELSIOR 
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 
—OF— 
NFAV YORK 
Oftire li«. O.’l W illi.mi Nlreet. 
THIS Company issues all kinds ol Life and Endow- ment Insurance Policies. Especial attention is 
called to a new provision, contained in Policies issued 
by this Company, by which alter the payment of five or 
more annual premiums, they may be converted into An- 
nuities. 
This provision is in addition to the ordinary non-for- 
feiting character ot the Policies of this or "any other 
Company. Policy holders participate in the protits ol 
the Company, and are allowed thirty days grace, for the 
payment of renewal premiums, 
Dividends applied at the. option ot the assured. 
No restriction upon residence or travel in the United 
States or Europe. SAMUEL T. HOWARD, 
President. 
J. I. WATTS, General Agent, South Brook-. Me. 
Charles Austin, ) 
Burton Foster, | 
Fred Cushman, } Special Agents. 
Geo. Mayo, 
Fred Pitcher, J 
GOOD AGENTS WANTED 
LOOK! LOOK! 
I N T <) 
No. 11 PHCENIX HOW. 
and see the largest stock of 
Now Furniture 
ever offered in this city. PARLOR SUITS of the 
LATEST STYLES 
JUS T O P E N 1 N U 
IOOH ! LOO 14 ! at the quality and prices of our J CUSTOM MADE WALNUT and CHESTNUT 
('ll AMBER SETS, KTAG EKES, SIDE-BOARDS, 
WHAT-NOTS, &c., &c. 
rOOK at our large stock of COMMON Fl’RNI- J TURK. PINE CHAMBER SETS, BEDSTEADS, 
TABLES, CHAIRS. &c., &c. 
IOOK and see our prices, so cheap that all can buy J and not to be undersold in the State. 
C. D. FIELD. tfis A. B. MATHEWS. 
Unfailing Eye Preservers. 
LAZARUS & MORRIS’ 
C K L. K 15 HAT K 1> 
Perfected Spectacles 
and EYE GLASSES. 
WKor Sale at CALVIN HKItVKY’S, Agent, llelfust. 
JAMKS KMKRY, Jeweler, lJucksport. If 10 
Dr. Ham’s Aromatic Invigorator 
Removes from the system the 111 effects caused by the ex- 
cessve use ot alchollc liquors, and effectually destroys 
the appetite for these stimulants. It Rives tone to debil- itated mucous surfaces. Effete mutter is removed from 
the system, thereby restoring It to normal healthlul con- 
dition. As a medicine it is quick and effectual, curing 
the most aggravated cases of Dyspepsia, Kidney Com- 
plaints, and all other Derangements of the Stomach and 
Bowels iu a speedy manner. This elegant preparation 
has stood the test of years. A wine-glass full before eat- 
ing will give a good appetite, and prevent all sull'erlng- 
from indigestion. Ladies of weak and delicate constitu- 
tions should take the 1 nvlgorntor three times a day. A 
wine glass full before retiring will insure sweet and rc 
freshing sleep. All the proprietor asks is a trial, and to 
Induce this he has put up the Invigorator in pint bottles 
at 50 cents—quarts, $1.00 Principal Depot, 45 Central 
wharf, Boston. Sold by all druggists. 
Sold in Belfast by 8. A. HOWES »V CO. 
Iu Stockton, by JOHN M. AM EH and M HN. P 
E. KIM BA LI.. 1)5 
H. 4 00 PE It is still at the old stand of 
MALES & COOPER, 
where he will keep constantly on hand a good assort- 
ment of Lambsr, Cement, lime, Haml wait 
Hair, also Corn, Flour and Oroceries. 
Thankful lor past favors he respectfully solicits a con- 
tinuance of the same. M. It. COOPER. 
Belfast, Feb. IB, isro. tfitti 
J P O K E H t MPOKEH! 
The subscriber hss just received from New Hampshire Ten Thousand best Hickery and White Oak Spokes’ form 11-8 to 2 1-2 inches. Please call and examine saiti 
Spokes at No. 1, PHEN1X ROW. 
tlkr OAKES ANGIER. 
Phthisic! Phthisic ! 
LEWIS’ INU A LAN f, lor the Phthisic, 
Always Rolloves 
the most Distressing cases of Phthisic in a lew minutes, j Inhaled with the breath, it goes directly to the 1.tings [ 
ami air cells, and relief is immediate and certain. 
PATENTED, May IS, 
Price 75 cts. By Mail $1.00. 
J. (!. LCH'18, Proprietor, 
U50 Belfast. Baioe. I 
CAUTION 
To Females in Delicate Health. 
Dlt. DOW, Physician and Surgeon, No.? Kmh- COTT Si., Boston, is consulted daily for all diseas- 
es incident to the female system. Prolapsus i tori or 
Falling of the Womb, Fluor Albus, Suppression, ami 
other menstraal derangements, are all treated on now j 
pathological j rinciples, and speedy relief guaranteed in a 
very lew days. So invariably certain is this new model 
of treatment, that most obstinate complaints yield under | 
it, and the ali.icted person soon rejoices in period health, 
Dr. Dow has no doubt had greater experience in the 
cure of diseases of women than any other physician in 
Boston. 
Boarding accommodations for patients who may wish 
to stay in Bo don a few days under his treatment. 
Dr. Dow*, since 1845, having conlincd his w hole atten- 
tion to an oil ice practice lor the cure ol Private Diseases 
and Female Complaints, acknowledges no superior in the 
United States. 
N. B.—All letters must contain one dollar or they will 
not be answered. 
Office hours from 8 A. m. to 11 i\ m. 
Boston July 25 1869. ly-l 
Mailed on receipt of Price. Address, 
EATO.Y A C O.. 
CJreeiM Laiuliug, Tie. 
For Sale, Wholesale and Retail, by 
N. 4. 11041 EM A C O. 
tl.'tr Belfast, Maine. 
M E II I <’ A E I L L 1 W I Y 4 'S’ I O * 
THE NEW YORK 
UNIVERSITY BRANCH, 
250 CONGRESS ST., Portland. Me. 
UENDERSON AND STAPLES, Agents for the State of Maine. We have just arrived in 
PORTLAND with a full supply of the celebrated 
UNTIVBR8ITV 1W Eltlit I*K«. These Cura 
I tives are the favorite prescriptions of the New York 
Medical University. What may seem almost incredible 
is the astonishing rapidity with which they cure dis- 
cuses hitherto considered incurable. A valuable Book 
tree, containing important Physiological information 
tor everybody. Agents wanted in every town in the 
.State. We would be pleased to communicate with any 
one desiring an agency for the sale of the University 
j Medicines. 
F. P. H ENDKKSoN, M. 1*., Consulting Physician. 
| cases cured hy Contract. Medical Advice, fro. oiliee 
j hours, from 8 o’clock in the morning to s o’clock in the ! evening. Address all letters to 
HENDERSON & STAPLES, Agents, 
University Branch, 250 Congre ss St., 
I t!23 Portland’ Maine. 
NOTICE. 
WILLIAM B. SWAN A CO., having purchased tht* Stores, Storehouses and Wharf ol' II..). AN- 
DELtSON, Jk., arc now opening an entire new stock, 
consisting in pnrt of the following articles. 
CORN, GRANULATED SUGAR, JAVA ('OFEKE 
FLOUR, COFFEE Rio 
FORK, HAVANA .IAFAN TEA 
BEEF, ST. J AGO OOLONG" 
LARD, MUSCOVADO RAISINS 
TOBACCO, SPICES, SALT, OATS, FISH, A< 
A lull ami complete assortment ol Groceries, w hich we 
invite purchasers to call and examine, and we will 
make prices satisfactory. 
VVM. B. SWAN, 
A. GUTTER SIBI.EY. 
Belfast, May 1,1889. tf4H 
BONNET BLEACHERY 
LADIES BONNETS and II ATSJbleaohcd or colored, and made into the latest styles promptly and neat 
ly. Mon and Boys Straw and Panama Huts bleached, 
colored and shaped. 
We have also a lot of men and boys Canton straw 
Hats V> he sold very low. 
{^"Millinery Goods to bo sold ro- 
gardless of Cost. 
•S. A. BLACK 4 CO., High Street. 
Belfast, March 29, 1870. imosits 
ho Grant Cigar Tip is a novel- 
y a pleasure, samples 3(»cts 
Grant, p. o. liox 4390, N y 
tiiil-K) 
Fishing Vessel for Sale. 
THE schooner SENATOR,.‘51 tons O. M. 
Is in good order and well found in sails, 
rigging, cable, ike. Will he sold very low. 
E. B. GARDNER, 
Bucksport. 
LADIES, 
The Eugenie Is tho most Useful article 
ever invented for your nHe. ('ireulars 
fre.* Mrs. Morgan, P. (». Pox, t3s, N.y 
I'm to 
Belfast Savings Bank 
NOW IS Till', mu TO I>K.ro.S! 1 
‘A penny saved is a penny earned. 
nl'.roSITS made Oil or belore tfie 1st ol 1 ’ember, ..January, February, March or April, will be placed 
upon interest on the 1st of each month. 
Deposits received daily at the thinking Koorn, from y 
to 1U A. M., and J to 1 I*. M. Saturdays frouibto Is A M 
JOHN II. QUl.Min Treas. ASA t AL’NT K, i rest. 








always on hand ot all sizes, from two leet t«» six feet six 
WALHI T < IMli iyf!t always on hand. r mude 
to order, and trimmed in theLAIF.NT .Vl \ 1.1 
IS A St 15 WOOD ( islt E'l’#, ready made,at LOW 
FRICKS. 
t OFI HH <11 11 1 P. 
No. 11 Plioenlx Row. 
C. |>. FI ELI), tils A IL MATH F. WS 
OR. FOSTER'S 














1 > 1 :i J l hoe:i, 
i 'olio. Crumps, 
Hites mil Stings, 
Spv.iiii.s, Pvsoutcrv, 
Sirk \ Nervous Hea.l- 
;u‘lio, l’imples on the Skin. 
Chilblains, Worms in Chihlren. 
s/: your Druggist for if and if he has net got it, he 
tcill order it for you. 
Manufactured by the Franklin Medical Association, 
No. 26 Winter St., liootou, Mutts. 
This Association are also Proprietors and Manufactu- 
rers of Dr. Foster’s justly celebrated Catarrh Remedy. 
CONSTANCE KID GLOVE, 
Excelled Inj none. 
ONCE WORN AlWAYSTHE FAVORITE 
EVERY LADY SHOULD ASK FOR IT. 
For’sale I y all the principal Dry Ooods Stores in New 
Finland. I.EMIN llllOWAi A < O.. N»l« 







BEST IN THE WORLD, ■ i 
•j 
SEND FOR A CIRCULAR 1 CONN • 
New York Office 27 BEEKMAN ST. 
as: 
MAKES THE WEAK STRONC 
CAUTION.—All genuine had the name I^ruviah 
Syrup^’V(not ‘‘Peruvian Park,”) blown in the gland i A 32-i)ag;e pamphlet" sent free J P. Iaimbmojui Proprietor, 30 l)e> St., New York. 
Sold by all L'ru^iutd. 
FOR SALE. 
Billiard Tables at Koduoed Prices. 
’VTK'V and second-hand caroin or lour pockets, all 
ill sized, with the latest combination spring cushions, 
tetter than all the patent humbug standard Ueces or 
•vhalebone cushions. Catgut cushions excluded. Please 
•all hclore purchasing « I -\v lit r. II. tl KIMS. 10o ,Sud- 
Jury street. Boston. 
PHILO CHASE, 
Counsellor and Attorney at law, 
14 WALL STREET, 
j M New York- 
G P LOMBARD, 
N I It <; K 0\ II E x\ T 1ST. 
(Otlice first door south ol 11 ay lord l;lock,,i 
CHUUCII STItKICT, ttIt* IIEI.KAST, MAl.Ni 
W-Nitrous Oxide Uus or Ktlicr aditiiiiistered. 
I,' N KICK E H SOU 
cottnsfj,jji:it «i- avvouyiiy at law 
OEKicr., ii n i'oieo iu.oi.tK, 
Belfast, Maine. 
W I " II I' til HilCif- I I Kif.lil Dr. l..DI\ 
V*JV t it iailinii to cun’ in less tunc a,an at otMt r physician, more effectually and permanently with I* -•> restraint Irora occupation or I. •** exposureto all weather, with safe pleasant medicines, 
SELF ABUSE ND SOLITARY HABITS, 
Their effects and consequences; 
SPECIAL AILMENTS AM) SITUATION .s. 
Incident to Married and Single Ladies 
SKCKKT AND DELICATE DISORDERS; 
Mercurial Affections; Eruptions and all diseases of tt.. Skin* Ulcers of ttie Nose, 1 hrout an*l body l*irubles the *uce; Swelling of the Joints ; Nervousness, roust Ut tional and other Weaknesses in youth and the more .i 
vanced, at all ages, of 
BOTH SEXES, SINOI.E OR MARRIED. 
UK. It. IH1M 
PKIVA IK M K1) I r AI. OFFICE. 
*1 Kudicott Aitreei, lluntou. 
i- so arranged that patients never se**or hear * aeh other 
Recollect, the only entruuce to liis office is Wo. ril |lu, 
lug no connection with his residence, consequently i»Hy interruption, so that on no account can any per-* hesitate applying ut his office. 
DR. DIX 
boldly assert*, and it cannot he contradicted, except t quacks, who will say or do anything, even perjure tin n selves, to impose upon patients.) that he 
IS T It K ONI.) KEiil f.AH i.KAIMAIK l*li YHIfl AN 
AD V Kirn-! NO IN BOSTON’. 
1VVFNTY YKAUS 
engaged in treatment ot Special Diseases, a fact sow 
known to many Citizens, Publishers, Merchants, Hoi** 
Proprietors, Ac., that lie Is much recommended, and i*a' Ocularly to 
STRAN'OEKS AND TRAVELLERS. 
To avoid and escape imposition ol foreign and native 
quacks, more numerous iii Boston than iu other iai 
cities, 
DK. DIX 
proudly refers to Professors and respectable Physician-* 
many ot whom consult him in critical .a*es, because 
his acknowledged skill and reputation attain, i throug 
so loug experience, practice,and observation 
AFFLICTED AND UN FOB IT N A I L 
be not robbed and addto your suffering* in being deceive.! 
by the lying boasts, misrepresentation*, false promi*. 
and pretention* of 
FORK It IN AND NATIVE QUACKS, 
who know little of tile nature and character ot Special 
Diseases, and less to their cure. Some exhibit forged 
Diplomas ot Institutions or < 'ullegr*, which never existed 
In any part ot the world; others exhibit Diplomas ol the 
Dead, how obtained, unknown; not nly assuming and 
advertising in name* of those in rted iu the diplomu* 
but to further their imposition a.-suun- name* of other c. J 
brated physicians long sine- dead. Neither be deceive.» 
c> 
QUACK NOSTRl M MAKERS, 
through false certificates and references, and recommend 
atious ol ttieir medicines by the dead, who cannot ex po- 
or contradict them; or who. besides, to further their im 
positions, copy from medical books, much that is written 
of the qualities and effects ot different herb* ami plant- 
and ascribe a.l the same to their Pills, Extracts, Specitn 
Ac., most of which, if not all, contain Mercury, becaus.- 
of the ancient belief of it* “curing everything*” but now 
known to kill more than is cured,' and those m.* 
killed, constitutionally injured for life. 
iunokanck of quack doctors and 
NOSTJRl M V AKKItS. 
ltirough tin- ignorunce of th»■ ^mick Doctor, knowing 
no other remedy, hr r«-!i‘*rf upon Mkku kv and gives it 
to all his patients, in l'ills, Drops, &c., ho tin* Nostrum 
maker, equally ignorant, adds to his so-called Kx tracts, 
Specific, Antidote, &c., both relying upon its efleets in 
curing a few in a hundred, it in trumpeted in vunout 
ways throughout the land, hut, ala.-' nothing in said ot 
the balance, some of whom die, others grow worse and 
are lett to linger and suffer for months or years, until r. 
lieved or cured, it possslble, by competent physicians. 
BUT ALL QUACKS ARK NUT ItiNoKAN'T, 
Notwithstanding the foregoing facts are known 
some quack doctors und nostrum-makers, yet, regard!* 
ot tin* life and health of others, there are those anion;: 
them who * * u perjure them-elv. s, contradicting givin- 
mercury to their patients, or that it I- contained in th> 
nostrums,.-, that tfie "u-u.l f. may *•*• obtained I'm 
professedly curing, tie I• r ‘traction ut n 
may be obtained lor the no trmu. L thus that many 
are decci\»•*!, also, and »p*-n.i ii ■ .is no <•*,.. i! 
rneiits with quackery. 
I)R. DIX\S 
'barges are very moderate. Commitm .ifions sucivdl 
'-’oiltidential, and all may rely on him with the stride-' 
secrecy and confidence, \vhute\ er may he the di-* 
dltion or situation of any on**, married or single. 
Medicines sent by Mail and l.\; r, -s t., Jl j 
United States, 
All letters requiring advic. 11111-1 co,t an on** dollar t,r 
insure an answer. 
Address !»»*.. I Dix, N.i :! Kudieoli 1. Boston, Mu- 
Boston .1 hi. 1 Is: ,r 
MANHOOD AND WOMANHOOD 
rt hi mu.i' i*.\ 111: 
PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, 
Opposite Revci,- House. 
1000 Copies Sold the Last Year 
11IK SCIKNCK «»F 1.11 1, or SLL1-LRKSF.KN A 
; HON. A Medical Treatise on the Ouuac and Ciliv of 
L \ II AL'Sllv 11 VlTAl.MA, I 1:1; M A III;* Dl.LlNh IN 
Man, NT.i: v01 s am* Lin m< a Di i-.ii 11 \ li * n>< h 
'I'tti a and all oth< iisen.-es arising from tlie K 1:11, >1.- 
1 Yoi rii, or the 1 n i»IS« i:i TK'.n.h or K\« 1.lsi s of in * 
lure ye.tr- ibis i ind- ,■•.! .1 ,00k hr every man. Lii* 
only One Dollar, j iges, bound > eloiii, DR a. If 
HAYKS, Author. 
A llo«»h fur lh**n U Oman 
Kutitled SKM AL LIH SIOU Hi Y OF WOMAN',AND 
H KU DISK ASKS or, Woman ikiaiiii m Lilt- 
lor.oill* ALIA INI' L ATI'* ■!.* >, |« 111 V, IVollt IM'AN, 
n» Old A«-i with elegant It.1.1 sn .\rt\ Kn*.i:av 
1X08, 
These are, beyond all empati-on, tlr. most extruordi 
nury works ot Lhysiology ever published, flu re * 
nothing whatever that the Mahkii d or Sin»;i.i <*i 
Krrilhi; Si \ can either require *>r wi.-h to know, hut 
what is fully explained, and many matt-1 ,,t the m*.*-t 
important and interesting el.ara* t,r ,r< due, *i, !.. 
whiefi no tiltiis.i >/. • v,*n ,mu f• * 11 1 ,u\ tul-r work 
in our language. All tl, * Dj mi.s of the an 
thor, whose •xperi. 1 t an i.ionii'rrupt*".! uiag,., 
tude—such as pro.-ably neve: .t >re t. II 1<* tin lot ol any 
inau—are given in tu*l. .V person should 1** with nt 
these valuable hook-. I h• % ire utterly unlike ,iu\ ,itfn t-• 
ever published. 
Vah Mill Rooks. We have received the aluah! 
medical works of Dr. Albert H. Hayes. These books 
are ,,t actual merit, aud should liml a plu*-** in * v»ry u, 
telligeut family. I hey are not the cheap order «>f abomin 
abh* trash, published by irresponsible part ie.», and pm 
chased to gratify coarse tasti s, hut an-written h. .« 1, 
sponsible professional gentleman <1 eminent'*', ms a 
source ot Instruction on it.il mat!* 1 s,concerning whn >* 
lamentable ignorance exists. The imp.irtant ubj* 
presented are treated with delicacy, ability ami cur* md 
11s an appendix, many useful pres* rip! inn- !«*r pi » vnilm;- 
complaints are added,— < ocs /;• p*,'■!> ",n, l.iw \ 
II., Sept. 7, 180.'. 
l)li. Havk.n is on** ot the most learned -mi nopiih.: 
physicians ot the day, and is entitled D» tin- giatltud* 
our ruce for these invaluable productions. It seems to 
he his aim to Induce men and women to avoi.l th aiim 
those diseases to which they an* subject, and 1.** t* il- 
th. ni just how und when to do it. lanni' '/ton • / 
le, Fumiiiii/ton, \fc.. Sept. :, 1 
These are truly scientific an.I popular \\v:k- !.v Di 
Hayes, one of‘ tin* roost learned amt popular physicians )t tin* day The Maliml. <n> Sunjiml Journal h. 
ISO1.'. 
l’iiv*«*ot S< IKNi'K OF.1*11) K, *1.00. 1*11 Y.MOI.OU 1 
OF WOMAN AND 11KK DlSKASFS f* |M | 
I **v morocco, lull gilt, $r*.io. postage paid, 
h »tht*r book sent by mail on receipt oi pi. 
Address “Thk l'KAi'.ohy Mi i*i< .u In mi it ., 
Dlt. 11AV KS, No. 4 Bitlllneh Strei t, Boston 
N. B.—Dr. li. may be consulted -tin test ccnhdeme 
on all diseases requiring •'kill, se,-iv.-\ and experience 
INVlOLAltl.K SH UKHV AN1>( T.UTAIN IlKI.IKK. lyrl 
rp< 1- I 
iO THK LADIKS. The celebrated DK. |if pj \ 
_particularly invites all Indies who need •. 
Surgical adviser, to call at bis Booms, ”| f mlicott St 
Boston, Mass., which tin <• will find arranged lor 
special accommodation. 
DK. DIX having devoted over twenty >. :,rs to this 
particular branch ol the treatment oi alt <1 i-t p, cltil u 
to females, it is now conceded h\ ill, both |u thin coun- 
try and K.urope,) that In exeels all other known practl 
oners In the safe, speedy and effectual treatment o! alt einale complaints. 
Ills medicines are prepared with the express purpose >1 removing all diseases, such as debility, weakness un \aturai suppressions, enlargements of the womb also alt 
Uscnargcr. which Dow from a morbid state of tin blood 
I'he Doctor is now fully prepared to treat in his peculiar ityle both medically and surgically, all diseases of it,, 
emale sex and they are respectfully iu\ Ited to call at 
‘^1 Kndlcou NfreH. Roolm. 
All letters requiring advice must contain om* doll.* r to 
nsure an answer. 
Boston. Jan. l ltc:—-lyr 
For Sale. 
MA 
FA KM, situate In Northport. one mile 
lrom Saturday Dove, on the Beech Hill road, so called, containing about one hundred acres of 
good land; cuts about twenty tons of hay; a wood lot and pasture; well fenced ; plenty of never fail 
lug water, and pleasant location. A good one halt house with L, finished throughout. A barn, shed cur- riage-house, work shop and blacksmith’s shop. ’Any one desirous of a good farm and a good location, cheap please cdl on the subscriber on the primises. 
tt DAVID DltliN kWATF.K. 
